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ABSTRACT 
Spoken language has no spaces between its words. Therefore, one of the major tasks facing 
listeners of any language is determining from the largely continuous stream of speech where the 
invisible word boundaries lie. Although English is not a language where the position of a word's 
stressed syllable is reliably fixed, its lexical stress is nevertheless fixed enough that L1 English 
listeners initially apply the heuristic that strong syllables mark the first syllable of a new word, 
attempting alternative resegmentations only when this heuristic fails to identify a viable word 
string (Cutler & Butterfield, 1992; Cutler & Carter, 1987). Thus, English word stress errors can 
severely disrupt listener processing. This study uses auditory lexical decision and delayed word 
identification tasks to test a hypothesized English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy 
synthesizing previous research that has identified vowel quality (Bond, 1979, 1999; Bond & 
Small, 1983; Cutler, 2012, 2015) and direction of stress shift (Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Field, 
2005) as key predictors for the intelligibility (Munro & Derwing, 1995, 2006) of nonstandard 
stress pronunciations. Results indicate that English word stress errors, when they introduce 
concomitant vowel errors,  matter – and that the intelligibility impact of any particular lexical 
stress error can indeed be predicted for both L1 and L2 English listeners by this study’s English 
Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy. These findings have implications for L1 and L2 English 
pronunciation research, teaching, and testing. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION  
 Spoken language has no spaces between its words. One of the major tasks therefore 
facing listeners of any language is determining from the largely continuous stream of speech the 
identity of words being spoken. One step in this process is determining where the invisible word 
boundaries lie, a task that appears to be accomplished in large part by the aspects of language 
instantiating rhythm. Korean and French, for example, have syllable-based rhythm in which each 
syllable is allotted an equal amount of time (Kim, Davis, & Cutler, 2008; Mehler, Dommergues, 
Frauenfelder, & Segui, 1981; Segui, Frauenfelder, & Mehler, 1981). Japanese accomplishes 
word segmentation by means of subsyllabic morae, which assign time per subsyllabic unit 
according to unit “weight” (Otake, Hatano, Cutler, & Mehler, 1993). Other languages, among 
them Dutch and English, accomplish word segmentation by means of lexical stress (Cutler & 
Butterfield, 1992; Cutler & Norris, 1988; van Donselaar, Koster, & Cutler, 2005). Still other 
languages, such as Telugu and Spanish, appear to combine varied rhythmic routes to successful 
segmentation (Murty, Otake, & Cutler, 2007; Sebastián-Gallés, Dupoux, Seguí, & Mehler, 
1992).  
 While many languages can be classified as having a spoken lexicon that clearly 
encourages one particular rhythm-based speech segmentation process (often reflected in a 
language’s preferred poetic structures), this speech segmentation process may in fact involve a 
cluster of L1 features whose relative importance may vary widely in the degree of payoff they 
provide as reward for listener attention (Cutler, 2012, 2015). The process of acquiring an L1, 
therefore, is the process of becoming highly skilled at attending to the cohort of features most 
efficiently serving perception and production and becoming equally skilled at suppressing the 
processing of redundant (or L1-defined “meaningless”) features regarding which attention would 
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waste processing resources. These maximally efficient subconscious strategies for processing the 
L1 so finely honed in the process of childhood language acquisition, however, frequently have 
just the opposite effect when applied to an L2, where language features matching those one has 
learned during L1 acquisition to “tune out” are often those on which attention must be focused if 
the L2 is to be perceived and processed most efficiently (Cutler, 1997; Cutler, Mehler, Norris, & 
Segui, 1983, 1986, 1992; Cutler & Otake, 1994; Kim et al., 2008; Otake et al., 1993; Otake, 
Hatano, & Yoneyama, 1996; Otake, Yoneyama, Cutler, & Lugt, 1996). 
 
Lexical Stress 
 Stress-based languages like Dutch and English segment speech in light of strong 
syllables. Markers of stress, or strong syllables, can include the suprasegmental cues of duration, 
pitch and intensity (volume) as well as segmental cues such as the opposition of full versus 
reduced (or centralized) vowels such as schwa (Cutler, 2005). Languages such as Spanish mark 
stress only suprasegmentally (Soto-Faraco, Sebastián-Gallés, & Cutler, 2001); others such as 
Dutch include both suprasegmental and segmental markers of stress and listeners accomplish 
maximally efficient spoken language processing by paying attention to both (van Donselaar et 
al., 2005). English is nearly at the opposite end of the continuum from Spanish, for although 
spoken English frequently includes suprasegmental cues to stress, its full versus reduced vowel 
quality opposition is so marked that L1 English users learn to treat the suprasegmental cues as 
redundant (Cooper, Cutler, & Wales, 2002; Cutler, Wales, Cooper, & Janssen, 2007).  
In other words, stress and stress errors marked only suprasegmentally tend not be noticed 
by L1 English listeners — and even where suprasegmentally-marked stress errors are noticed, 
they are unlikely to disrupt L1 English processing (for example, when the word “importance” 
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ordinarily pronounced as /ɪmˈpɔrtəns/ is instead pronounced as /ˈɪmpɔrtəns/). Stress errors 
involving a change in vowel quality, however, are more likely to disrupt L1 English processing 
— for example, when the word “biology” rdinarily pronounced as /baɪˈɑləʤi/ is instead 
pronounced /baɪəˈlɑʤi/, presumedly on the basis of its derivational relative “biological” whose 
standard pronunciation is /ˌbaɪəˈlɑʤɪkəl/.  
Stress errors involving vowel quality changes disrupt L1 English processing not only by 
increasing segmentation difficulty, but also in the word identification process that follows, since 
L1 English listeners apparently ground their mental lexicon lookup processes in a word string’s 
stressed vowels, activating a cohort of potential words in order to match the specific stressed 
vowels that have been heard (Bond, 1979, 1999; Bond & Small, 1983). That is, where stress 
errors involve a change in vowel quality, the speaker's intended word is frequently not included 
in the listener's initial cohort of possible words at all (Cutler, 2012, 2015). The consequence, 
therefore, is at minimum slowed processing — that is, a reduction in comprehensibility, a 
construct defined in the literature as the degree to which listeners can easily understand a 
speaker’s message (Munro and Derwing, 1995, 2006; Varonis and Gass, 1982) — and at worst, 
failure to recover some or even all of the speaker's intended word string — that is,  
unintelligibility (on the basis of Munro and Derwing's [1995, 2006] technical definition of 
intelligibility, referring to whether or not listeners ultimately succeed in understanding the words 
a speaker has said).  
 In some languages, such as Polish or Finnish, the position of a word's stressed syllable is 
reliably fixed (Cutler, 2015), making speech segmentation relatively straightforward. In variable-
stress languages, such as English, however, the position of stress is not fixed, meaning stress 
may be shifted either leftward or rightward of where a word is ordinarily stressed and yet 
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initially sound viable. Thus, any English word stress error involves two important components, 
namely, 1) the degree to which the given word stress error induces concomitant changes in vowel 
quality (i.e., full vs. reduced stress exchanges) and 2) the direction of stress shift. Both Cutler & 
Clifton (1984), studying L1 English listeners (A. Cutler, personal communication, October 10, 
2015) and Field (2005), studying both L1 and a wide range of L2 English listeners, found 
English word stress shifted leftward is less damaging than stress shifted rightward. Field suggests 
this may be due in part to how contrastive stress in English licenses leftward stress shifts (i.e., as 
in the phrase “INcreasing the number of vowel errors may DEcrease comprehensibility”). 
Interestingly, Field (2005) includes several L2 English listeners from an L1 encouraging 
syllabic processing (i.e., Korean, n = 16), an L1 encouraging moraic processing (i.e. Japanese, n 
= 15), and an L1 encouraging a combination of syllabic and suprasegmental-stress-marker 
processing (i.e., Spanish, n = 6) — yet all these L2 English listeners exhibited patterns of 
reduced comprehensibility largely mirroring that of their L1 English counterparts. In the case of 
listeners from L1s encouraging syllabic processing, this may be because stress-error-induced 
vowel changes by definition serve to reshape syllable nuclei. In the case of listeners from L1s 
encouraging moraic processing, this may be because stress-error-induced vowel changes affect 
some, though not all, morae. Finally, in the case of listeners from L1s encouraging combined 
syllabic and suprasegmental-stress-marker processing, this may be because when the vowel 
markers of stress move, the suprasegmental cues to stress do as well. Additionally, it may be that 
particularly advanced proficiency L2 English listeners discover that applying L1 English speech 
processing heuristics is easier than not. As a result, listeners may begin appropriating L1 English 
speech processing strategies as their own, leading to differential processing of various types of 
English word stress errors that, to one degree or another, approximates L1 English processing. 
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Hypothesizing an English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy 
The fact that any English word stress error necessarily involves 1) number of vowel 
quality changes and 2) direction of stress shift results in the hypothesis tested in this study that 
the gravity of any given English word stress error for both L1 and L2 English listeners can be 
predicted by the English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy proposed in Table 1.1 (hereafter 
called “the Hierarchy”). The Hierarchy involves systematic alternation of the direction of stress 
shift along with an increasing number of vowel errors. It is expected that regardless of whether a 
listener is an L1 or L2 user of English, the further an English word stress error falls from the 
standard stress Hierarchy category, the more likely it is that they will find the speaker’s intended 
word unintelligible. Or, to put it another way, we can expect L2 English listeners, regardless of 
their L1 segmentation strategy, to differ from L1 English listeners in responding to English word 
stress errors in only one way: L2 English listeners will follow the hypothesized English Word 
Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy from a lower baseline (due in part to their retaining L1 
segmentation strategies when processing L2 English input). Or to put it one final way, the further 
a particular word stress error falls from the standard stress Hierarchy category, the more likely 
both L1 and L2 English listeners are to mis-segment the speech string, encounter a series of 
failed mental lexicon lookup processes, attempt to resegment, and engage in additional rounds of 
mental lexicon lookup processes, resulting in at least slowed processing (reduced 
comprehensibility) and perhaps failure to recover the speaker’s intended word at all 
(unintelligibility) (Isaacs & Trofimovich, 2012; Trofimovich & Isaacs, 2012). 
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Table 1.1     
A Hypothesized English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy 
Word Stress 
Error 
Category # of Vowel Errors 
Direction of Stress 
Shift (Cutler & 
Clifton, 1984; Field, 
2005) 
Example:                        
Intended Word                         
↓ (impacted by) ↓                
Model Word                       
↓ (leading to) ↓             
Incorrect Stressᵃ 
Hypothesized 
Error Gravity 
Impact 
Standard 0 N/A 
revísion                    
(stressed correctly) N/A 
0 Left 0 Leftward 
altérnative                             
↓                                       
álternate                                        
↓                            
álternative 
 
Low Error 
Gravity 
 
0 Right 0 Rightward 
cóncentrate                                
↓                                
(inversion of  
so-called 
primary/secondary 
stress)                                 
↓                            
concentráte 
1 Left 1 Leftward 
progréssive                            
↓                                  
prógress                             
↓                                  
prógressive 
1 Right 1 Rightward 
ínstrument                            
↓                                  
instruméntal                             
↓                                  
instrumént 
 
2 Left 2 Leftward 
análysis                               
↓                                           
ánalyze                                        
↓                                   
ánalysis 
 
2 Right 2 Rightward 
célebrate                              
↓                                 
celébrity                                    
↓                             
celébrate 
High error 
gravity 
Note. Syllables 1) whose vowel quality is changed in Intended Words and 2) which model these vowel 
quality changes in Model Words are underlined  
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Testing the Hierarchy 
This dissertation systematically tests the validity of this hypothesized Hierarchy by 
means of two psycholinguistics tasks: 1) an auditory lexical decision (LD) task in which listeners 
must decide whether a word pronounced with either standard stress or varying degrees of 
nonstandard stress as defined by the Hierarchy is or is not a “correctly pronounced English 
word” and 2) a delayed word identification (WI) task asking listeners to identify the word the 
speaker was trying to say. It is hypothesized that the impact of any particular word stress error 
for L1 and L2 English listeners can be directly predicted by the Hierarchy category to which the 
nonstandard pronunciation belongs. 
Specifically, it is expected that: 
1. An English word pronounced with standard stress (Hierarchy category: 
“Standard”) — inducing no vowel quality errors and no stress shift in any 
direction — will be rapidly identified by listeners in the LD task as a “correctly 
pronounced English word” as well as produce listeners’ baseline WI accuracy 
(proxy for Munro and Derwing’s [1995, 2006] intelligibility construct). 
2. L2 English listeners will exhibit across English Word Stress Error Gravity 
Hierarchy Categories a similar pattern of processing success and failure as L1 
English listeners in terms of both accuracy and reaction time, but from a lower 
baseline (due both to their retention of L1 processing strategies inefficient for 
English and likely also to their lower auditory vocabulary knowledge in English 
as compared to L1 English listeners). 
3. The number of vowel errors and direction of stress shift instantiated in an English 
word pronounced with nonstandard stress can predict listeners’ auditory LD and 
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WI accuracy, with auditory LD accuracy increasing (see Figure 1.11) and WI 
accuracy decreasing (see Figure 1.2) as the number of vowel errors increases and 
the direction of stress shift moves from left to right.  
4. The number of vowel errors and direction of stress shift can also predict listeners’ 
auditory LD and WI reaction time, with auditory LD reaction time decreasing (see 
Figure 1.3) and WI reaction time increasing (see Figure 1.4) as the number of 
vowel errors increases and the direction of stress shift moves from left to right. 
That is, we can expect both L1 and L2 English listeners’ auditory LD and WI profile plots for 
nonstandard pronunciations to be the inverse of one another in terms of both accuracy (as 
modeled in Figures 1.1 and 1.2) and reaction time (as modeled in Figures 1.3 and 1.4), with both 
L1 and L2 English listeners able for the most part to successfully recognize the speaker’s 
intended word for nonstandard pronunciations containing zero vowel errors (Bond & Small, 
1983; Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler, 1986; Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Fear, Cutler, & Butterfield, 
1995; Field, 2005; Jenkins, 2000; Small, Simon, & Goldberg, 1988), but gradually to experience 
reduced intelligibility the further a mis-stressed English word falls from the standard stress 
Hierarchy category (Dauer, 2005; Field, 2005; Jenkins, 2000, as reinterpreted by McCrocklin, 
2012). Similarly, L1 and L2 listeners are also both expected to be able to decide relatively 
quickly whether English words pronounced with a standard pronunciation and those most clearly 
pronounced with a nonstandard pronunciation (toward the two-vowel-error end of the Hierarchy) 
instantiate “a correctly pronounced English word, but to exhibit slower reaction times for mis-
stressed English words falling into categories from the middle section of the Hierarchy due to  
                                                 
1 In Figures 1.1-1.4, the category numbers 0,1, and 2 refer to the number of vowel errors a particular nonstandard 
stress category instantiates and the “left” and “right” labels refer to the direction in which a nonstandard 
pronunciation shifts the stress.  
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Figure 1.1. Expected profile plot for L1 and L2 English listeners’ mean accuracy on an auditory 
lexical decision task asking whether or not English-Word-Stress-Error-Gravity-Hierarchy-
defined (mis)stressed words instantiate a “correctly pronounced English word”  
 
 
Figure 1.2. Expected profile plot for L1 and L2 English listeners’ mean word identification 
accuracy in response to the question, “What word do you think the speaker was trying to say?”  
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Figure 1.3. Expected profile plot for L1 and L2 English listeners’ mean reaction time for 
accurate2 auditory lexical decisions when asked whether or not English-Word-Stress-Error-
Gravity-Hierarchy-defined (mis)stressed words instantiate a “correctly pronounced English 
word”  
 
struggle in identifying whether these “almost-correctly-pronounced” words have in fact been 
correctly or incorrectly pronounced. Less accurate (i.e., presumably less sensitive) L1 and L2 
English listeners, however, are expected to exhibit shorter reaction times than more accurate 
listeners for mis-stressed words falling into categories from the middle section of the Hierarchy, 
as to their ears these “almost-correctly-pronounced” words are likely to sound more definitely 
correctly pronounced. 
  
                                                 
2 Reaction time is generally only counted for accurate LDs because with error trials, it is unclear whether subjects 
have guessed prematurely, before having processed the entire stimulus, or whether the error trial is due to subjects’ 
likely extended uncertainty about which decision was in fact accurate. 
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Figure 1.4. Expected profile plot for L1 and L2 English listeners’ mean word identification 
reaction time in response to the question, “What word do you think the speaker was trying to 
say?”  
 
Thus, this dissertation investigates the following research questions: 
1. Do L1 and L2 English listeners process English words (mis)pronounced in accord with 
the Hierarchy?  
2. Do L2 English listeners exhibit a similar pattern of processing success and failure as L1 
English listeners, albeit from a lower baseline? 
3. Do both number of vowel errors and direction of stress shift help explain L1 and L2 
English listeners’ word stress error processing performance? 
The structure of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the research addressing 
L1 and L2 English listeners’ processing of English lexical stress and lexical stress errors as well 
as overviews key considerations related to the two psycholinguistics research tasks used in this 
study, lexical decision and word identification. Chapter 3 details the study’s research methods 
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and Chapter 4 its results. Chapter 5 discusses the implications of the study’s results for furthering 
our understanding of L1 and L2 English listeners’ processing of standard and nonstandard lexical 
stress as well as points out areas where additional research is needed. Finally, Chapter 6 outlines 
some final thoughts connected to this study as relates to L2 English learners’ acquisition of 
English lexical stress. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW  
 
Lexical Stress and L1 Listeners’ Spoken English Language Processing 
In languages like English where no spoken language feature 100% reliably specifies how 
listeners should segment the stream of speech into words, the word segmentation task 
fundamental to successful speech processing is nontrivial. Nevertheless, because 90% of lexical 
words’ initial syllables in spoken English are in fact stressed (Cutler & Carter, 1987), L1 English 
listeners initially apply the heuristic of treating stressed (or “strong”) syllables as marking the 
first syllable of a new word unless this heuristic fails to identify a viable word string, at which 
point listeners attempt resegmentation (Cutler & Butterfield, 1992; Cutler & Norris, 1988). It is 
no surprise, therefore, that research has repeatedly demonstrated that lexical stress errors affect 
processing for L1 English listeners (Anderson-Hsieh, Johnson, & Koehler, 1992; G. Brown, 
1990; Dalton & Seidlhofer, 1994; Field, 2005; Isaacs & Trofimovich, 2012; Jenkins, 2000; 
Kenworthy, 1987; Trofimovich & Isaacs, 2012; Zielinski, 2008). One weakness of extant lexical 
stress research, however, is that it has almost without exception investigated only bisyllables, 
leaving open to question whether its findings also hold true for how listeners process English 
words consisting of more than two syllables. 
 
Lexical Stress and the Intelligibility and Comprehensibility Constructs 
 In everyday English, the words intelligibility and comprehensibility are frequently treated 
as synonyms, but in discussing the impact of lexical stress errors on L1 and L2 English listeners, 
Munro and Derwing’s (1995, 2006) technical definitions for these terms distinguish two related 
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yet distinct constructs. As defined by Munro and Derwing (1995, 2006), comprehensibility is the 
degree to which listeners can easily understand a speaker’s message (see also Varonis and Gass, 
1982) – that is, comprehensibility is a continuum and input can span the range of being highly 
comprehensible to being minimally comprehensible. Standard stress pronunciations are generally 
highly comprehensible – i.e., quickly and easily understood by listeners – and nonstandard stress 
pronunciations instantiating fewer errors (e.g., zero vowel errors) can be expected to be more 
comprehensible than those instantiating a greater number of errors (e.g., two vowel errors). 
Intelligibility, on the other hand, as defined by Munro and Derwing (1995, 2006), refers to 
whether listeners ultimately succeed in understanding a speaker’s intended word and therefore is 
not a continuum. Instead, there is a categorical distinction between pronunciations that are 
intelligible and those that are unintelligible. Listeners either succeed in identifying a speaker’s 
intended word or they do not.  
  
Lexical Stress in English: Not a Unitary Construct 
Vowels in English may either be clear (uncentralized/unreduced) or reduced 
(centralized). Clear vowels in English may either be suprasegmentally marked for stress or not 
suprasegmentally marked for stress. Stressed vowels in English are either able to take final 
intonation (also called the tonic accent or prominence) or not able to take final intonation. 
Inconsistency in the research literature about how to define the term stress can be traced in large 
part to the contingent nature of these English-lexical-stress-related concepts (Figure 2.1) 
(Ladefoged & Johnson, 2011).  
Traditional views of English word stress (Fudge, 1984; Giegerich, 1992) largely define 
lexical stress in terms of all levels colored gray in the contingency chain illustrated in Figure 2.1,  
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Figure 2.1. Understanding the contingent nature of English-lexical-stress-related concepts 
 
viewing vowels that are both suprasegmentally marked for stress and able to take final intonation 
as carrying primary stress and vowels that are suprasegmentally marked for stress but cannot 
take final intonation as carrying secondary stress. However, other approaches to lexical 
stress, including that taken in this paper, treat the primary/secondary stress nomenclature as a 
misnomer, arguing that final intonation/tonic accent/prominence is a discoursal rather than 
lexical feature, in that it consists of the superimposition of final intonation on top of lexical stress 
that occurs when words are spoken at the end of a phrase (including when they are spoken in 
isolation). In the context of coherent syntactic phrases, only one so-called primary-stressed 
syllable bears any strengthened suprasegmental stress marking: the syllable carrying final 
intonation/tonic accent/prominence (Fear et al., 1995; Giegerich, 1992; Ladefoged & Johnson, 
2011). All other so-called primary-stressed syllables carry suprasegmental stress marking 
equivalent to that of so-called secondary-stressed syllables (Giegerich, 1992; Ladefoged & 
English vowels 
“Clear” 
Suprasegmentally marked for stress Not suprasegmentally marked for stress 
Can take final intonation 
Reduced/centralized 
Cannot take final intonation 
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Johnson, 2011)3. This paper therefore defines lexical stress only in terms of the two levels 
outlined in yellow in Figure 2.1’s contingency chain.4  
This is not to say, however, that the two outlined-in-yellow levels of the contingency 
chain “are created equal” in English listeners’ lexical stress processing. Rather, the four acoustic 
correlates associated with English word stress — the segmental correlate of vowel quality and 
the suprasegmental correlates of duration, pitch change, and variation in amplitude/intensity 
(volume) — have been repeatedly demonstrated to play an unequal role in listeners’ English 
lexical stress processing. Specifically, vowel quality – including reduction to centralized vowels 
such as schwa – has been demonstrated by far to be the most reliable and heavily weighted 
correlate in L1 English word processing (Bond & Small, 1983; Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler, 1986; 
Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Fear et al., 1995; Field, 2005; Small et al., 1988). The segmental vowel 
quality cue to lexical stress affects lexical access in English more strongly than the 
suprasegmental stress cues. 
 
Vowels and English word stress error gravity  
Lexical stress errors frequently impact English vowel quality by disrupting the 
distribution of stressed and unstressed vowels in a word. Vowel errors involving either the 
exchange of one stressed vowel for another or one unstressed vowel for another, although 
                                                 
3 It should be pointed out that while Cutler, Wales, Cooper, & Janssen (2007) indicate that primary and secondary 
stress differences do vary acoustically, their definition of secondary stress does not distinguish more traditionally 
defined unstressed, unreduced vowels (as in the initial syllable of the word “museum”) from more traditionally 
defined secondary-stressed vowels (as in the initial syllable of the word “musicology”). 
4 Ladefoged & Johnson (2011) define stress even more narrowly, reserving it for the suprasegmental markers of 
lexical stress indicated in black font in Figure 2.1. Although this narrower definition works well in English (and 
other languages) at the productive phonology level (Fear, Cutler, & Butterfield, 1995), it is problematic for English 
in terms of receptive phonology in that previous research has made it clear that, in practice, English listeners largely 
define lexical stress segmentally, not suprasegmentally (Bond & Small, 1983; Cooper, Cutler, & Wales, 2002; 
Cutler, 1986; Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Fear et al., 1995; Field, 2005; Small, Simon, & Goldberg, 1988). 
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potentially damaging to comprehensibility and intelligibility, are generally not word-stress-
induced (except in the case of so-called primary/secondary stress exchanges, as in the case of 
“cóncentrate” pronounced as “concentráte”).  
Although spoken English includes the suprasegmental cues to stress of duration, pitch 
and intensity (Cutler, 2007; Ladefoged & Johnson, 2011), its full versus reduced (centralized) 
vowel quality opposition is so reliable that L1 English listeners learn to ignore the 
suprasegmental cues as a redundant use of processing resources. This is perhaps most clearly 
seen in two studies in which truncated English stimuli were carefully chosen to include only 
suprasegmental cues to stress, and L1-Dutch/L2-English listeners were more successful than L1 
English listeners at capitalizing on these suprasegmental cues to identify the truncated English 
words they had heard (Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler et al., 2007). 
In Cooper, Cutler, & Wales (2002), listeners performed a cross-modal priming task 
where they heard experimental word pairs that had been truncated to consist of only one- or two-
syllable fragments differing only in terms of the suprasegmental markers to English word stress. 
While the L1 English listeners produced more accurate LDs to visually presented target words 
when provided with bisyllabic rather than monosyllabic fragments, the L1-Dutch/L2-English 
listeners were able to maintain equal accuracy for both. In a follow-up forced-choice word 
identification task where listeners had to identify the most probable multiple choice spelling of 
monosyllabic fragments they had heard that differed only in terms of the suprasegmental markers 
of stress, the L1-Dutch/L2-English listeners actually outperformed the L1 English listeners. 
Cutler et al. (2007) examined in a forced-choice word identification task and cross-modal 
priming task L1 English and L1-Dutch/L2-English listeners’ ability to distinguish between 
stressed vowels versus unstressed, unreduced vowels in 21 truncated English word pairs (e.g., 
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the initial syllable and following consonant onset of the words “MUsic” versus “muSEum”).5 
PRAAT analysis of the stressed versus unstressed, unreduced vowels found the stressed vowels 
to be more exaggerated than the unstressed, unreduced vowels in terms of all suprasegmental 
markers to stress (duration, pitch and intensity). Nevertheless, the L1 Dutch listeners were better 
able to capitalize on these suprasegmental cues to English word stress than the L1 listeners, for 
they were 72.34% accurate whereas the L1 listeners performed just over chance at 59.17% 
accuracy. Clearly, then, L1 English listeners rely less heavily on the suprasegmental cues to 
determine the location of lexical stress. 
While a substantial body of research thus indicates the English lexicon encourages 
listeners toward a vowel-oriented stress-based segmentation strategy (Bond & Small, 1983; 
Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler, 1986; Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Fear et al., 1995; Field, 2005; Small et 
al., 1988), it should be pointed out that Field (2005), via a transcription task including stimuli 
that manipulated the segmental and/or suprasegmental correlates of lexical stress, found that 
zero-vowel-change stress shifts impacted word identification accuracy (≈ intelligibility) more 
than one-vowel-change stress shifts for L1 and L2 listeners alike. However, this unexpected 
finding appears to be an accidental artifact of his stimuli in that 1) nine of his twenty-four zero-
vowel-change stress shifts involved, according to Oxford Dictionaries online (Oxford University 
Press, 2015), a stress shift to schwa or syllabic /n̩/, i.e., stress shifts that are phonologically illegal 
in English (in the words “husband,” “second,” “different,” “person,” “women,” “listen,” 
“contain,” “provide” and “today”) and 2) 12 of his 24 one-vowel-change stimuli involved the 
shift of reduced syllables to a full vowel having unmistakable phoneme-grapheme 
                                                 
5 Cutler et al. (2007) describe this by indicating that the suprasegmental markers of primary versus secondary stress 
vary acoustically from each other. However, their definition of secondary stress does not distinguish more 
traditionally defined unstressed, unreduced vowels (as in the initial syllable of the word “museum”) from the more 
traditionally defined secondary-stressed vowels (as in the initial syllable of the word “musicology”). 
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correspondence (in the words, “enjoy,” “forget,” “contain,” “provide,” “today,” “begin,” 
“decide,” “discuss,” “inform,” “perhaps,” “prevent” and “return”). That is, while L1 (and high 
proficiency L2) listeners may primarily process English word stress on the basis of vowel 
quality, in cases where such a processing strategy fails to return a plausible word or string of 
words, apparently listeners can — given enough time — capitalize on secondary strategies in 
order to achieve recovery of a target word (intelligibility).  
 
Direction of stress shift and English word stress error gravity 
Both Cutler & Clifton (1984), studying L1 English listeners (A. Cutler, personal 
communication, October 10, 2015) and Field (2005), studying both L1 and a wide range of L2 
English listeners, found English word stress shifted leftward less damaging to comprehensibility 
than stress shifted rightward. Field suggests this may be due in part to how contrastive stress in 
English licenses leftward stress shifts (i.e., as in the phrase “INcreasing the number of vowel 
errors may DEcrease comprehensibility”).   
 
Lexical Stress Errors and Secondary Processing Strategies 
Field (2005) proposed a secondary processing strategy to explain how his listeners were 
able to take the stress-shifted pronunciation “listén” in stride and ultimately to retrieve the 
speaker’s intended word by suggesting that the clear orthographic identity of the mis-stressed /ɛ/ 
replacing schwa provided listeners a clue to the spelling of the target word, from which they 
were able successfully to recover the speaker’s intended word. Small et al. (1988) observed 
another possible secondary strategy. Listeners apparently reduce the processing cost associated 
with misstressed homographs relative to that of other misstressings by taking advantage of the 
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mind’s strong connection between homographic partners – by submitting homographs mis-
stressed for a particular context to these partners (e.g., by submitting the word “present” 
incorrectly pronounced as /prIˈzɛnt/ in the sentence “What type of present did you buy Mom this 
year?” to its homographic partner /ˈprɛzənt/). 
One final secondary strategy listeners can use to identify a mispronounced or otherwise 
unfamiliar word is to guess its meaning on the basis of the surrounding context. However, 
context is not always particularly helpful. In spoken communication, listeners frequently have 
little control over the speed with which input is coming at them. In the case of second language 
listening, listeners’ L1 speech segmentation strategies often work very poorly when applied to 
L2 speech input, rendering the word boundary identification process that necessarily precedes 
the mental lexicon lookup process slow and sometimes completely unsuccessful (Cutler, 1997; 
Cutler, Mehler, Norris, & Segui, 1983, 1986, 1992; Cutler & Otake, 1994; Kim et al., 2008; 
Otake et al., 1993; Otake, Hatano, & Yoneyama, 1996; Otake, Yoneyama, Cutler, & Lugt, 1996). 
As a result, L2 listeners frequently have little excess mental capacity they can devote to 
determining the meaning of unknown words from context. Additionally, for both L1 and L2 
listeners, when the input contains multiple unrecognized forms, the task of determining meaning 
from context can become impossibly demanding, not only because of the concomitant multiplied 
demands for mental processing power, which may or may not be available, but also because 
there is less known context available from which the meaning of the unknown forms can be 
determined (Field, 2008; Folse, 2004; Nation, 2001; Schmitt, 2000). 
In sum, while under ideal conditions listeners can use secondary processing strategies to 
achieve intelligibility, such strategies incur a processing cost that may or may not be tenable 
under ordinary stream-of-speech conditions — where any decrease in the comprehensibility of 
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the acoustic signal has potential to impact listeners’ ability to process word(s), phrase(s) and 
even sentence(s) (Bond, 2005; Cutler & Butterfield, 1992; Field, 2008), both in word 
segmentation and word identification. 
 
Examining Cognitive Processing by Examining Correlates of Cognitive Processing 
Psycholinguists, cognitive linguists and cognitive psychologists cannot directly observe 
the impact of context on listeners’ ability to retrieve the meaning of a speaker’s intended word 
because cognitive processes are not directly observable. Nevertheless, researchers have devised 
multiple tasks to investigate cognitive processes indirectly in order to build theoretical models 
that can inform our understanding of how the invisible cognitive processes likely work through 
these models’ ability accurately to predict cognitive behavior.  
Two tasks in the cognitive researcher’s toolbox are the lexical decision (LD) and word 
identification (WI) tasks, for which the dependent variables accuracy and reaction time (RT) are 
often measured. When used with spoken rather than written stimuli, both LD and WI tasks are 
influenced by a basic fact of speech processing, namely that the relatively small number of 
phonemes in a language compared to the relatively large number of words its vocabulary 
contains guarantees that any particular string of speech will contain a multitude of potential word 
candidates consistent with the incoming stimulus that are considered simultaneously until the 
weight of the evidence comes out clearly in favor of one particular word or word string. Where 
the articulatory input is clear, LD and WI tasks can be performed quickly as evidence speedily 
mounts toward a single target. However, where lexical competitors remain active for an extended 
period of time, listeners’ accuracy as well as RT slow (Cutler, 2012; Rubenstein, Lewis, & 
Rubenstein, 1971; Stanners, Forbach, & Headley, 1971).  
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The lexical decision (LD) task 
  Lexical decision (LD) is a common acceptability judgment task reported in 
psycholinguistics, cognitive linguistics and cognitive psychology. Its design is simple: 
Participants are presented with a stimulus, either visual or auditory, and then asked to indicate 
their “Yes” or “No” decision regarding whether the stimulus is a real word. The decision is 
typically expressed by means of “Yes” and “No” buttons on a button box or pre-assigned keys on 
a keyboard (e.g., “1” for “Yes” and “2” for “No”).6 In most cases, LD is a very easy task for 
subjects to perform and although in many ways it is artificial — very rarely in everyday life is 
our goal to decide the word/nonword status of language input — LD data can be informative 
about causes of cognitive processing difficulties (Cutler, 2012).  
The comprehensibility gradient, ranging from highly comprehensible input to less 
comprehensible input, exists in both spoken and written language because language input varies 
in quality. Exceptionally quiet speech is less comprehensible than speech spoken at a standard 
volume. Mumbled speech, by blurring the distinction between one articulatory gesture and 
another, is less comprehensible than speech whose articulatory gestures are clearly distinguished. 
Handwriting, particularly that which appears to readers more closely to resemble chicken scratch 
than the prototypical form of the letters it is intended to represent, is less comprehensible than 
standard typeface (Cutler, 2012).  
LD allows us to investigate language users’ assessment of the quality of the input to 
which they are exposed. LD enables us to determine what factors affect the point at which 
language users decide that the input they have heard no longer represents a real word (or in this 
study, a “correctly pronounced English word”). That is, at what point will language users, who in 
                                                 
6 While participants’ response to each individual LD trial is binary, statistically what is analyzed is participants’ 
proportion of accurate responses, i.e., a continuous variable. 
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fact accept a range of input as standard, decide that the language input they have heard no longer 
adequately matches any mental lexicon prototype enough to count as a “real” (or “correctly 
pronounced”) word? What are the characteristics of the input and what are the characteristics of 
language users (e.g., L1 vs. L2 listener status) that affect the point at which they draw the line 
(Cutler, 2012)? Additionally, because LD requires listener judgments outside the context of real-
world communication, it can minimize the impact of sociocultural factors that ordinarily affect 
language users’ willingness to label particular language forms as more or less acceptable, thereby 
eliciting responses more likely to reflect listeners’ true beliefs. Additionally, the speed with 
which listeners are able to make LDs allows us to infer the degree to which various categories of 
stimuli differentially raise lexical competitors in the mind and leave open the question of whether 
or not the stimulus indeed is a real word or not.  
 
The word identification (WI) task 
Another common psycholinguistics task that is both simple and informative is word 
identification (WI), where participants are exposed to some sort of input such as an isolated 
word’s pronunciation or an orthographic word form and then asked to identify the word they 
have heard or read as quickly and accurately as possible. Often, the aim of such studies is to 
identify predictor variables contributing to a word being pushed over the intelligibility boundary, 
rendering it unintelligible rather than intelligible, as well as the predictor variables contributing 
to a word being more or less comprehensible (Balota et al., 2007; Barca, Burani, & Arduino, 
2002; Cutler, 2012; Kuperman, Estes, Brysbaert, & Warriner, 2014). 
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Understanding the accuracy and reaction time (RT) dependent variables 
Many LD and WI studies utilize the dependent variables of accuracy and reaction time 
(RT). Accuracy and RT can relate to each other in four primary ways, three of which are 
interpretable and therefore useful for the building and evaluation of theoretical models. 7 The first 
interpretable relationship is that subjects tend to be both accurate and fast with tasks they find 
easy as well as to be inaccurate and slow with tasks they find difficult. In many studies, however, 
the impact of the independent variable only shows up in relation to one of the dependent 
variables, i.e., either accuracy or RT. Thus, the second possible interpretable relationship is that 
participants maintain high accuracy, but variation in RT across the levels of the independent 
variable reveals the varied processing costs they have paid to do so. The third interpretable 
relationship is the inverse of the second, occurring in studies where RT remains relatively stable, 
but participant accuracy varies widely. These differing relationships between accuracy and RT 
mean that sometimes the accuracy data, sometimes the RT data and sometimes both types of data 
are able to help researchers identify the impact of their manipulations on the construct(s) they are 
investigating and are therefore the appropriate focus of LD, WI and other psycholinguistics task 
analysis. 
 
Summary 
This study uses the response variables lexical decision (LD) accuracy and LD reaction 
time (LDRT) to investigate the degree to which a Hierarchy defining English word stress errors 
in terms of 1) number of vowel quality changes and 2) direction of stress shift can predict L1 and 
                                                 
7 The key uninterpretable relationship between accuracy and RT is where participants make a speed/accuracy 
tradeoff. This is because where accuracy and RT vary in the opposite direction, it is impossible to determine the 
extent to which each is varying as a result of one’s experimental manipulation versus as a result of participants’ 
differential willingness to sacrifice speed for accuracy versus accuracy for speed. 
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L2 listeners’ judgments of whether nonstandard stress pronunciations instantiate or do not 
instantiate “correctly pronounced English word[s].” Specifically, this study investigates the 
extent to which listeners require the presence of both segmental and suprasegmental correlates of 
English lexical stress in order to judge (via LD) a given word’s pronunciation as instantiating a 
“correctly pronounced English word.” Additionally, the study looks at the extent to which 
listeners’ certainty regarding the standard/nonstandard pronunciation status of a word they hear 
is impacted by the particular Hierarchy category it instantiates (via LDRT). 
This study also uses the response variable word identification (WI) accuracy to 
investigate the degree to which a Hierarchy defining English word stress errors in terms of 1) 
number of vowel quality changes and 2) direction of stress shift can predict nonstandard stress 
pronunciations’ intelligibility (Munro & Derwing, 1995, 2006). Specifically, the categorical 
distinction between accurate and inaccurate WI serves as a proxy for the categorical cognitive 
processing outcomes of intelligibility versus unintelligibility, with accurate WI demonstrating 
listeners find a particular pronunciation intelligible and inaccurate WI demonstrating listeners 
find a particular pronunciation unintelligible.8  
This study investigates how L1 and L2 English listeners process English words spoken 
with nonstandard stress in an arguably ideal form – in isolation (i.e., in the absence of a 
continuous stream of speech that compounds listeners’ difficulties with word segmentation, 
thereby increasing their difficulty with other additional aspects of lexical processing). This 
isolated word research design thus limits variation in results due to differences in speech rate and 
differences in the number of poor quality matches to mental lexicon prototypes that various 
strings of speech may introduce (that thereby multiply listeners’ difficulty in recovering the 
                                                 
8 Although participants’ WI (and LD) accuracy for each individual trial were ultimately coded in binary terms, 
statistically what was analyzed was participants’ proportion of accurate responses, i.e., a continuous variable. 
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identity of a misstressed word via secondary strategies like guessing from context). By 
examining the impact of English word stress errors in this ideal context of words spoken in 
isolation, the study aims to clarify probable factors impacting listeners’ processing of English 
word stress errors in the messy context of everyday communication.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
This chapter describes the participants, materials and procedure used to investigate the 
degree to which the English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy that systematically alternates 
1) the number of concomitant vowel quality changes that a particular word stress error induces 
and 2) direction of stress shift can predict L1 and L2 listeners’ judgments of whether 
nonstandard stress pronunciations do or do not instantiate “correctly pronounced English word[s] 
as well as whether or not they find a given nonstandard stress pronunciation intelligible. The 
chapter therefore grounds understanding of the study’s results and provides guidance as to how 
they can be interpreted. 
 
Participants 
Sixty-nine undergraduate volunteers with normal hearing at Iowa State University 
participated in this study for course credit in an introductory psychology class. Thirty-eight were 
native-English-speaking (L1 English) participants (22 females; mean age = 19.34 years, range = 
18-26). Thirty-one were nonnative-English-speaking (L2 English) participants (14 females; mean 
age = 21.42 years, range = 18-27), 16 with a tonal native language (L1) — namely, Chinese (n = 
11), Vietnamese (n = 4) and Lao (n = 1) (8 females; mean age = 22.25 years, range = ages 19-27)  
— and 15 with a nontonal L1 — namely, Arabic (n = 3), Korean (n = 3), Malay (n = 2), Spanish 
(n = 2), Czech (n = 1), Indonesian (n = 1), Japanese (n = 1), Turkish (n = 1) and Urdu (n = 1) (6 
females; mean age = 20.83 years, range = ages 18-22). Among the L1 English listeners, 19 
listeners were randomly assigned (Kirk, 1995) to Counterbalance Set A and 19 to 
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Counterbalance Set B and among the L2 English listeners, 16 listeners were randomly assigned 
to Counterbalance Set A and 15 to Counterbalance Set B. 
 
Materials 
Stimulus development 
This study’s two counterbalanced stimuli word lists contained exactly the same words. 
This is because, for each of the Hierarchy’s six nonstandard stress categories (Appendix A), two 
16-word sublists were prepared, one of which was presented with a standard pronunciation to 
listeners experiencing Counterbalance A9 and the other of which was presented with a 
nonstandard pronunciation to listeners experiencing Counterbalance B (See “Error category to 
which the trial word could belong” in Table 2.1) and vice versa. Each counterbalance took into 
account the following three points: 
1. Vowel quality has been repeatedly demonstrated the most heavily weighted 
correlate in at least L1 English word stress error processing (Bond & Small, 1983; 
Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler, 1986; Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Fear et al., 1995; Field, 
2005; Small et al., 1988). Thus, the Hierarchy should succeed at predicting at 
least how number of vowel errors impacts listeners’ processing.  
2. Only two previous studies have found that direction of stress shift impacts 
processing (Cutler and Clifton, 1984; Field, 2005), though they are in agreement 
that it is leftward stress shifts which do less damage. The Hierarchy may or may  
  
                                                 
9 All standard pronunciations (regardless of the nonstandard stress category to which they could belong) were 
collapsed during analysis into the single category “standard.” 
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Table 3.1    
Categorical Data Associated with Each Trial: Possible Values  
Categorical Data Type    Possible Values  
# of trial   1, 2, 3, . . .  
Subject # associated with trial  1, 2, 3, . . .  
Subject's status as                                                                   
an L1 or L2 user of English 
  L1, L2 
 
Whether the subject spoke L1 English or 
another tonal vs. nontonal L1 
 L1 English  
 tonal L1  
 nontonal L1  
Counterbalance randomly assigned to 
subject associated with trial 
  A, B 
 
English word instantiated in recording 
associated with trial  
e.g., "mechanism"; "confidential," etc. 
 
Filepath to recording                        
associated with trial 
  e.g., "da\a\luxurious.wav"; "da\b\concentrate.wav"; etc. 
 
Error category to which the trial word 
could belong 
 0 Left (0L)  
 0 Right (0R)  
  1 Left (1L)  
  1 Right (1R) 
 
  2 Left (2L)  
  2 Right (2R)  
English Word Stress                                   
Error Gravity Hierarchy Category              
(Collapsed) 
  Standard  
  0 Left (0L)  
  0 Right (0R)  
    1 Left (1L)  
    1 Right (1R)  
    2 Left (2L)  
    2 Right (2R)  
Number of vowel errors               
instantiated in trial recording 
 standard pronunciation  
 0 vowel errors  
  1 vowel error  
  2 vowel errors  
Direction of stress shift               
instantiated in trial recording 
standard pronunciation  
  leftward  
    rightward  
WI Accuracy Code a   standard spelling  
  alternate standard spelling  
  typo consisting only of added nonalphabetic characters   
  unattempted  
  
real English word, but not the speaker’s intended word 
(wrong word) 
 
    misspelling  
a The WI accuracy codes “standard spelling,” “alternate standard spelling,” and “typo consisting only of added 
nonalphabetic characters” were collapsed into a single “correct trial” category binary-coded as “1.” Similarly, the 
WI accuracy codes “unattempted” and “real English word, but not the speaker’s intended word” (or “wrong word”) 
were collapsed into the single “incorrect trial” category binary-coded as “0.” For the reasons described in the text, 
trials coded “misspelling” were not analyzed. (Although participants’ WI accuracy for each individual trial was 
ultimately coded in binary terms, statistically what was analyzed was participants’ proportion of accurate responses, 
i.e., a continuous variable.) 
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not, therefore, succeed at predicting how direction of stress shift impacts listeners’ 
processing. 
3. Traditional views of English word stress indicate there are two levels of lexical 
stress in English: primary versus secondary (Fudge, 1984; Giegerich, 1992). Both 
purported levels of stress have clear vowels. Their only reliable difference is that 
so-called primary-stressed syllables are marked by means of stronger 
suprasegmental (duration, pitch and/or intensity) cues for purposes of final 
intonation/tonic accent/prominence – for example, when words are spoken in 
isolation – than are so-called secondary-stressed syllables (Fear et al., 1995; 
Giegerich, 1992; Ladefoged & Johnson, 2011). Because, however, at least L1 
English listeners are relatively insensitive to the suprasegmental cues for stress 
when these cues are operating only lexically rather than for discourse purposes 
(Cooper, Cutler, & Wales, 2002; Cutler et al., 2007), an exchange merely in the 
purported degree of stress – i.e., the exchange of so-called primary versus 
secondary stress – should be less damaging to listener processing than a 
stressed/unstressed vowel exchange. (Of course, this assumes that the 
superimposition of final intonation/tonic accent/prominence on any syllable is 
avoided.) 
The current study systematically tested each of these three points as follows. In the case 
of the 0 Left, 1 Left, 1 Right, 2 Left and 2 Right stress manipulations, counterbalanced sublists 
and associated audiorecordings were prepared that manipulated words to follow the word stress 
pattern of a derivationally related word family member (Nation, 2001), rendering an ordinarily 
unstressed vowel stressed (and/or ordinarily stressed vowels unstressed). In the case of the 0 
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Right stress manipulation, a counterbalanced sublist and associated audiorecordings were 
prepared that manipulated only degree of stress for most words – i.e., exchanged so-called 
primary versus secondary stress. For all remaining words (Counterbalance A: 6/16 words; 
Counterbalance B: 5/16 words), the 0 Right stress manipulation rendered an ordinarily stressed 
syllable unstressed  (“stress” being here defined only suprasegmentally) and an ordinarily 
unstressed syllable that nevertheless contained a clear (unreduced) vowel stressed (e.g., the word 
“therapy” pronounced as /ˌθɛrəˈpi/instead of as its standard pronunciation /ˈθɛrəpi/).  
Thus, this study’s suprasegmentally marked 0 Left and 0 Right stress manipulations – 
while keeping constant the number-of-vowel-errors factor which previous research suggests most 
likely to predict listeners’ English word stress error processing – allowed for two potential 
factors less definitely able to predict English word stress error processing (i.e. direction of stress 
shift vs. type of stress exchange) to be directly compared. If direction of stress shift has more 
impact on listeners’ English word stress error processing than type of stress exchange (i.e., so-
called primary/secondary stress exchange vs. stressed-vowel/unstressed-vowel exchange), the 
study’s results should follow the trends predicted in Chapter 1 – and the Hierarchy’s ordering of 
the 0 Left category as closest to standard stress can be interpreted as correct. If, however, so-
called type of stress exchange has more impact, the Hierarchy should perform as if out of order. 
That is, the 0 Right category, involving primarily an exchange in the purported degree of stress 
(primary vs. secondary), should perform as if closer to standard stress than the 0 Left category 
involving a stressed-vowel/unstressed-vowel exchange. If, however, both direction of stress shift 
and so-called type of stress exchange impact listeners’ English word stress error processing, this 
study design should produce attenuated 0 Left and 0 Right category effects, resulting in the 
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categories showing either no significant difference or only a small difference, as the two factors 
cancel out each other’s effect.10 
Derivationally related word family members were used to guide all nonstandard 
pronunciations used in this study (except in the case of the 0 Right category) because although 
English has only five orthographic vowels (a, e, i, o, u), it has approximately 14 stressed vowel 
sounds that are phonemic (that is, are capable of distinguishing words) as well as several 
perceptually distinct unstressed vowel sounds (Brinton, Celce-Murcia, & Goodwin, 2010). Thus, 
guidance regarding which particular stressed vowel to exchange with a given unstressed vowel 
(and vice versa) was needed. Because derivationally related words in English often do not have 
analogous word stress, plausible stressed/unstressed vowel exchanges could be modeled by 
mapping the word stress pattern of a derivationally related word onto a given manipulated word. 
Thus, a mis-stressed word may have zero vowel errors (e.g., “altérnative” modeled on álternate 
to become “álternative”), one vowel error (e.g., “progréssive”11 modeled on “prógress” to 
become “prógressive”), two vowel errors (e.g., “económics” modeled on “ecónomy” to become 
“ecónomics”), etc. 12 
Each of the study’s two counterbalanced stimuli lists (since they contained exactly the 
same English words) were perfectly matched for the following features. Each Hierarchy 
category’s counterbalanced sublist was also matched as closely as possible for the following:  
                                                 
10 Of course, a finding of no significant difference between the 0 Left and 0 Right categories could also mean that 
neither direction of stress shift nor so-called type of stress exchange impacts listeners’ word stress error processing – 
i.e., admittedly this study design took some potential interpretability risks.   
11 Syllables undergoing vowel quality change and the syllables in derivationally related words modeling this vowel 
quality change are underlined. 
12 Although this study used only 3- and 4-syllable English words, bisyllables – which have historically dominated 
the lexical stress research – can also undergo more than one plausible vowel quality change due to lexical stress 
placement, as demonstrated by the noun vs. verb pronunciations of the word “rebel,” i.e., /ˈrɛbəl/ vs. /rɪˈbɛl/. 
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1) Number of syllables (Balota et al., 2007): Previous English word stress studies have 
nearly without exception investigated only bisyllabic English words. This study, 
however, utilizes 3- and 4-syllable words, largely those sharing obvious orthographic 
similarity to derivationally related members of their word family (Nation, 2001) that 
nevertheless follow a nonidentical word stress pattern (cf., the differing word stress 
patterns for “démonstrate” vs. “demónstrative” vs. “demonstrátion”). 
2) Word Frequency (van Heuven, Mandera, Keuleers, & Brysbaert, 2014): This study 
utilized only English words having a frequency of 3.0 to 4.99 Zipfs on van Heuven, et 
al.’s (2014) logarithmic word frequency scale because word frequency has long been 
recognized as a powerful influence on lexical processing. 
3) Phonological Levenshtein Distance 20 (Balota et al., 2007): This study also matched 
words for phonological Levenshtein distance 20 (PLD20), a phonological similarity (or 
edit distance) metric, “[reflecting] the mean number of steps required through phoneme 
substitutions, insertions, or deletions (Levenshtein distance) to transform a word into its 
20 closest Levenshtein neighbors in the ELP lexicon" (Suárez, Tan, Yap, & Goh, 2011, p. 
606). Matching spoken word stimuli for phonological similarity is important because the 
more similar neighbors a spoken word has, the more competition the word will 
experience during processing (leading to reaction time delays, etc.). 
4) Word Frequency of Phonological Levenshtein Distance 20 Neighbors (Balota et al., 
2007): This study matched the mean log frequency in the HAL corpus (Lund & Burgess, 
1996) of stimulus words’ 20 closest phonological neighbors. 
5) Concreteness (Brysbaert et al., 2014): While greatest attention was paid in this study to 
matching stimuli for the parameters above (deemed the parameters most likely to impact 
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listener responses to the spoken form of the “long” academic words being investigated in 
the study), clear outliers in terms of Brysbaert et al.’s (2014) concreteness metric were 
additionally avoided, as can be seen in Appendix A. 
6) Dominant word class (Brysbaert et al., 2012): It was impossible to match stimuli closely 
for word class across stress manipulations because English word stress patterns 
(generally closely linked to part of speech) modeled on real, derivationally related word 
family members (Nation, 2001) lend themselves only to certain manipulations and not to 
others. However, study stimuli were limited to including only nouns, adjectives and 
verbs. In addition, each pair of counterbalanced word lists instantiating the various stress 
manipulations were closely matched for word class, as can be seen in Appendix A. 
7) Percentage of dominance for dominant SUBTLEX-US part-of-speech (POS) 
(Brysbaert et al., 2012): As can be seen in Appendix A, once potential stimuli had been 
tentatively matched for the features above, words having a nonambiguous POS (i.e., 
having a percentage of dominance for the dominant SUBTLEX-US POS as close to 
100% as possible) were preferred over those whose POS (and most frequent 
pronunciation) were less certain. 
8) Word stress pattern frequency: It was impossible to match stimuli closely for word 
stress pattern across stress manipulations because the word stress patterns of English 
generally allow only certain manipulations and not others. However, while stimuli word 
lists could not be matched for word stress pattern across manipulations, within 
manipulations each pair of counterbalanced word lists was as closely matched as possible 
for word stress pattern frequency, according to the researcher’s (unpublished) analysis of 
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the English word stress patterns instantiated in the New General Service List (Browne, 
2013). 
Transcriptions based on the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) for the General 
American English pronunciation of all stimuli and of all derivationally related word family 
members (Nation, 2001) modelling stress manipulations were generally obtained from the Web 
app Lingorado (Jansz, n.d.). However, in the few cases where Lingorado failed to provide an 
American English IPA transcription or provided a transcription that violated the researcher’s L1 
American English intuitions, other online dictionaries were checked  (Cambridge University 
Press, 2015; Merriam-Webster, 2015; Oxford University Press, 2015) and standard American 
English IPA transcriptions were developed or revised accordingly. 
The researcher recorded all stimuli in both their standard stress and manipulated stress 
forms within one of the following four neutral sentence carrier sentences using Ittiam Systems’ 
free ClearRecord Lite iPhone app (https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/clearrecord-lite-noise-
free/id395708028?mt=8) including built-in ambient noise reduction: 
 The word _____________ is interesting.  
 The answer _____________ is reasonable. 
 The choice _____________ is appropriate. 
 The option _____________ is probable. 
Recording stimuli in such neutral recording frames enabled the researcher to avoid 
contaminating recordings with discourse-level rising intonation (signaling the current list or 
block of words being recorded was not yet finished) or falling intonation (signaling the last word 
in the current list or block of words was now being spoken). When recording stimuli within these 
frames, the researcher paused slightly both before and after the stimulus word, so it could be 
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excised from the recording without contamination from the preceding or following context. 
Recordings were then uploaded to the Web to be downloaded for editing via the free Audacity 
2.1.0 sound editing software (http://audacityteam.org/). The stimulus editing process involved 
first removing all remaining human-audible noise from the recordings via Audacity’s noise 
reduction feature and then utilizing its sound finder feature to provide rough initial analysis of 
stimulus words’ location that could then be fine-tuned, labeled and exported en masse as 
individual tracks via its “export multiple” feature.  
Recordings were then evaluated by the researcher, as well as an additional second rater 
with extensive training in phonetics and phonology, within the context of their particular 
standard or nonstandard stress stimulus set (see Appendix A) for 1) whether they clearly 
instantiated the target word stress manipulation, 2) whether they included all segmentals 
appropriately and clearly pronounced and 3) whether they exhibited comparable suprasegmental 
markers of stress, speed of speaking, etc. Frequently, stimuli were recorded multiple times before 
they were deemed satisfactory.  
  
Language background questionnaire  
L2 English education varies widely around the world and while, at least in name, a 
relatively balanced focus on the English language skills of listening, speaking, reading, writing 
and grammar can be a declared goal, many education models (often on the basis of national 
English exam emphases) in fact prioritize learners’ English reading, grammar and writing skills 
at the expense of commensurate development of their listening and speaking skills (Bailey, 1999; 
Butler, 2011; Hu, 2002; Littlewood, 2007). In other contexts, learners’ spoken communication 
skills are prioritized to such an extent that development of their written communication skills 
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suffers (Littlewood, 2007). In addition, L2 English language learners can vary widely in the 
English language learning resources they have available and choose to utilize in any personal 
efforts they make outside of school to build their English proficiency (Butler, 2011; Hu, 2002). 
While L1 users of any language generally develop relatively complete mastery of all language 
skills required for use in everyday life and general academic study, L2 users characteristically 
have a more uneven mastery of the various language skills, being frequently stronger in some 
(e.g., reading and grammar) than in others (e.g., listening and speaking) (Hu, 2002; Littlewood, 
2007). This means that even for an L2 English listener population who study at US universities, 
it is important to tease out individual listener differences likely to generate outlier data during 
experiments such as that in this study. Additionally, L1 English users can vary in the degree to 
which they have had exposure to foreign languages and to which foreign languages they have 
been exposed, factors which might influence their ability to decode nonstandard pronunciations 
of English words.  
It was therefore deemed important that the study include an extensive Language 
Background Questionnaire (Appendix B) to inform interpretation of any variability in L1 and L2 
listener performance discovered through the study. Barrios (2013) and Gullberg & Indefrey 
(2003) were particularly helpful resources in the researcher’s development of this questionnaire, 
which was ultimately administered to students in a secure online format via an institutional 
Qualtrics (http://www.qualtrics.com/) account. However, because both L1 and L2 English 
listeners’ performance largely matched the Hierarchy-based predictions described in Chapter 1, 
ultimately the only Language Background Questionnaire information utilized during the study’s 
data analysis process were the questions on L2 English listeners’ L1(s) in order to determine 
whether their L1(s) were tonal or nontonal. 
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Procedure 
This Institutional-Review-Board-approved study (Appendix C) took place in a cognitive 
psychology lab at Iowa State University. Upon entering the lab, the researcher or research 
assistant (hereafter the experimenter), following the experiment directions found in Appendix D, 
verified the eligibility of participants who had signed up for the study via the SONA online 
research management system (http://www.sona-systems.com/default.aspx) by confirming they 
were 18 years of age or older and had normal hearing. The experimenter then provided 
participants a brief oral introduction to the experimental procedures, answered any questions and 
invited participants to read and sign the informed consent form (Appendix E). All participants 
signed the informed consent. The experimenter then offered participants a copy of the informed 
consent form for their records.  
The experimenter then invited the participant into a comfortable, well-lit, private cubicle 
and interviewed him or her using an online version of the Language Background Questionnaire 
(Appendix B). Following that, the experimenter opened the E-Prime experimental file 
(Psychology Software Tools, Inc., www.pstnet.com) and exited the cubicle, letting the 
participant know he or she should feel free to call for help if experiencing any problems.  
Within the brief introductory text preceding the practice and experimental trials, 
participants were welcomed to the experiment and asked to turn off their mobile phones. 
They then read:  
“In this experiment, you will hear a series of correctly and incorrectly pronounced 
English words. For each word you hear, you will be asked the question ‘Was this a 
correctly pronounced English word?’  
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You will need to have your fingers positioned ready to click the numbers 1 or 2 as 
quickly and accurately as possible (on either the number pad or main keyboard, 
whichever is easiest for you). If the word was correctly pronounced, you should click ‘1’ 
to indicate ‘Yes, this was a CORRECTLY pronounced English word.’ If the word was 
NOT correctly pronounced, you should click ‘2’ to indicate ‘No, this was NOT a 
correctly pronounced English word.’”  
Seven practice trials preceded administration of the main experiment, after which 
participants were provided a final review of the experiment’s directions, encouraged to open the 
door and ask the experimenter any questions they may have, and also encouraged to rest their 
eyes between each trial whenever needed. 
Each trial included the following steps:  
1) Participants were directed to position their hands ready to click either “1” (“yes”) 
or “2” (“no”) as quickly and accurately as possible.  
2) The participant pressed the number “1” when ready to continue and after 100 ms 
heard through their headset either a word spoken with standard stress or a word 
spoken with one of the six stress manipulations described above. At the same 
time, he or she saw the prompt on the screen “Was this a correctly pronounced 
English word? Press the "1" key for yes and the "2" key for no.” (The study’s 
counterbalancing involved each L1 and L2 participant listening, in random order, 
to all of Appendix A’s set A words spoken with standard stress intermixed with 
all set B words spoken with manipulated stress or vice versa.) 
3) The participant then clicked either “1” or “2” and E-Prime recorded both their LD 
accuracy and reaction time.  
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4) The participant was then prompted: 
Please type the English word you think the speaker was trying to say and 
then press "enter."(It's okay if you can't spell it correctly — just spell it as 
best you can ☺.)  
If the word was mispronounced and you have NO idea what word the 
speaker was trying to say, just press the "enter" key directly. 
E-Prime recorded all characters typed by the participant.13 
After the experiment, participants were thanked on-screen for their participation in the 
experiment and upon exiting the cubicle were thanked again by the experimenter and provided a 
paper copy of the Participant Debriefing found in Appendix F. 
 
Analysis 
Several important pieces of information associated with each trial performed by listeners 
were recorded by E-Prime. In terms of basic information, these included: 1) the number 
designating that specific trial; 2) the number associated with the L1 or L2 English listener 
performing that trial; 3) the counterbalance to which the L1 or L2 listener had been randomly 
assigned based on their self-chosen time of arrival at the lab (since subjects were added in order 
of arrival to the running list assigning their subject numbers and upon the basis of whether that 
subject number was odd or even, assigned to counterbalance list A or B) (Kirk, 1995); 4) the 
unique filepath associated with the standard or manipulated recording randomly chosen by E-
Prime for play in that trial; 5) the Hierarchy category to which that trial’s chosen recording 
                                                 
13 This study utilizes typed WI accuracy rather than listeners’ voice-key-linked spoken WI accuracy to avoid 
listeners (likely unintentionally) repeating the speaker’s [mis]pronunciation rather than grounding their articulation 
solely in having successfully retrieved the speaker’s intended word from their mental lexicon.)  
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belonged (categories listed in Table 1.1 under “Hierarchy [Collapsed]”); 6) the English word 
pronounced in that trial with either a standard pronunciation or one of the six error categories’ 
nonstandard pronunciations; 7) the nonstandard pronunciation category to which the word 
pronounced in that trial could belong even if, within that particular trial’s counterbalance, that 
word had actually been pronounced with a standard pronunciation; and 8) whether the subject 
was an L1 or L2 listener of English. E-Prime also recorded for each trial the following additional 
data important for answering this study’s research questions: 1) a binary coding of the listener’s 
auditory LD accuracy for the trial as either “0” (= error trial) or “1” (= correct trial); 2) the 
listener’s auditory LD reaction time (LDRT), recorded with millisecond accuracy from the time 
point when the prompt “Was this a correctly pronounced English word? Press the ‘1’ key for yes 
and the ‘2’ key for no” appeared on the screen14; and 3) what the listener typed when asked to 
input what he or she understood to be the speaker’s intended word.  
                                                 
14 Reaction time (RT) or response latency measures “the speed with which a decision is made, a target is detected or 
a verbal response is issued” (Cutler, 2012, p. 2). The tasks of making a decision, detecting a target or issuing a 
verbal response to a stimulus, however, are multi-step. At minimum, they involve 1) detection of the stimulus (i.e., 
the brain registering some kind of sensory input); 2) recognition of what exactly the stimulus is that has been 
detected (the phoneme /ɑ/ for example); 3) interpretation of the meaning of the stimulus (i.e., the speaker has said 
“biology” pronounced as [baɪˈɑləʤi] and not “biological” pronounced as [ˌbaɪəˈlɑʤɪkəl]) and finally 4) selection of 
an appropriate response (Massaro, 1975). As a result of the multi-step nature of mental processes, RT data can easily 
become messy and difficult to interpret. Experimental researchers attempting to use RT as a window into mental 
processes, therefore, work to ensure that their task design is such that each of these multiple steps (and therefore the 
time necessary for completing each step), excepting the step specifically under investigation in the experiment, 
remains stable across experimental manipulations.Their goal, of course, is to ensure any difference in RT observed 
across manipulations can be inferred to be due only to a difference in the time required to complete the step of 
interest in the experiment and not to some other factor. RTs are thus generally counted only for accurate LDs, for in 
an error trial, it is unclear what the RT represents. Did subjects make a premature guess, before having processed the 
entire stimulus, and therefore make their inaccurate LDs faster than subjects who made accurate LDs? Or do 
subjects’ inaccurate LDs reflect their genuine uncertainty about which decision is accurate (i.e., a failed mental 
lexicon lookup process) and therefore exhibit protracted RTs?  
RTs are also generally not compared between word and nonword responses, in part because usually 
researchers are only interested in one category or the other, but additionally because “word” responses are 
characteristically faster than “nonword” responses – since “word” responses derive from a stimulus for which 
evidence has exceeded the critical threshold for a particular mental lexicon entry that has therefore won out in 
relation to its competitors (i.e., has achieved a successful mental lexicon lookup), whereas “nonword” responses” 
derive in general from the mind failing to find a mental lexicon entry exceeding the critical threshold within the 
internal temporal deadline it had set. Therefore, RTs for words versus nonwords are not measuring the same thing. 
That is, where a match is obvious, RT can be expected to be fast; where discrimination is hard, due to a continued 
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The researcher then performed additional analyses, including manually coding additional 
variables to those output by E-Prime in order to reflect the following supplementary information 
associated with each trial:  
1) To which Hierarchy category (collapsed to reflect nonstandard 
pronunciations’ number of vowel errors) did the trial belong (i.e., standard 
pronunciation, 0 vowel errors, 1 vowel error and 2 vowel errors); 
2) To which Hierarchy category (collapsed to reflect nonstandard 
pronunciations’ direction of stress shift) did the trial belong (i.e., standard 
pronunciation, leftward stress shift and rightward stress shift) and  
3) Whether the listener in that particular trial spoke: a) L1 English, b) a tonal L1 
or c) a non-English nontonal L115.  
Additionally, the researcher coded all WI responses (= spellings) in terms of the 
following categories:  
1) Standard spelling (coded automatically by E-Prime as accurate in accord with North 
American spelling norms);  
2) Alternate standard spelling (manually coded by the researcher as accurate in accord 
with primarily British English spelling norms – see Appendix G for a complete list);  
3) Typo consisting only of added nonalphabetic characters (most frequently the left 
bracket character – see Appendix H for a complete list)  
                                                 
large number of competing alternatives, RT will necessarily be slower (Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 
2001; Rubenstein, Lewis, & Rubenstein, 1971; Stanners, Forbach, & Headley, 1971).  
15 This is because L2 listeners from tonal L1s might be expected to perform better than L2 listeners from nontonal 
L1s with the 0 Left and 0 Right nonstandard pronunciation categories because of their tonal L1 having trained them 
to attend closely to the pitch cue, giving them an advantage with the 0 Left and 0 Right nonstandard pronunciations 
for which only the duration, pitch and intensity cues to nonstandard stress were available. 
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4) Unattempted (where the listener pressed “Enter” without having typed anything – see 
Appendix I for a complete list);  
5) The spelling of a real English word, but not the speaker’s intended word, i.e. “wrong 
words” (See Appendix J for a complete list) and  
6) Misspellings (See Appendix K for a complete list).  
For purposes of statistical analysis, these six coding categories were further collapsed 
into a binary coding of listeners’ WI (spelling) accuracy as “1” (= correct trial) for categories 1, 2 
and 3 above and “0” (= error trial) for categories 4 and 5 above. Errors in the sixth category 
(misspellings) were not analyzed because it was impossible to tell whether they represented 1) 
listeners’ misspelling of the speaker's intended word that they had in fact accurately identified or 
2) listeners’ attempt to spell phonetically what they had heard (a response likely on at least some 
occasions because most nonstandard pronunciations had been modeled on the standard 
pronunciation of a derivationally-related word family member and therefore likely sounded 
somewhat familiar to listeners). For example, should it be assumed that a listener who typed 
“lugsurious” for “luxurious” pronounced as [ˈlʌgʒəriəs] successfully retrieved the speaker’s 
intended word but simply misspelled it? Or when a listener typed “theropy” for “therapy” 
pronounced as [ˌθɛrəˈpi]? Or “coinsidence” for “coincidence” pronounced as [koʊɪnˈsaɪdəns]? 
Or “annalysis” for “analysis” pronounced as [ˈænələsəs]? After all, because the WI task asking 
listeners to “Please type the English word you think the speaker was trying to say” makes clear 
that the speaker (mis)pronounced a real English word, particularly L2 listeners may have 
assumed that inability to accurately identify the speaker’s intended word would signal inadequate 
English proficiency on their part rather than unintelligibility on the part of the speaker. They 
therefore may well have wished to save face by attempting to phonetically spell a WI response 
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rather than admit they were unable to accurately identify the speaker’s intended word (by 
pressing “Enter” directly). Therefore, while some misspellings are relatively clearly merely 
misspellings, e.g., “affectionite” for “affectionate” pronounced as [ˈæfɛkʃənət] and while other 
misspellings are interesting in terms of this study’s research questions, e.g., “mejestic” spelled 
instead of “majesty” for the pronunciation [məˈʤɛsti] (whose nonstandard stress had indeed 
been applied on the basis of the stress pattern for “majestic”), it was impossible to decide 
objectively which nonwords/misspellings were merely misspellings of the listener’s successful 
retrieval of the speaker’s intended word (or of the derivationally related model word upon which 
a mispronunciation was based) and which most probably represent listeners’ phonetic spelling 
attempts. It was therefore deemed best to remove these misspellings from the WI data rather than 
attempt their necessarily highly subjective coding as having represented correct versus incorrect 
trials. There were 632 such misspelling errors made by the L1 English listeners and 949 such 
misspelling errors made by the L2 English listeners, with approximately 60 more for standard 
versus nonstandard pronunciations for both listener groups.  
With the significance threshold for all tests set at .05, statistical analysis of the data was 
then undertaken in SPSS via within-subjects (repeated-measures) ANOVA, the statistical test 
frequently used in both cognitive psychology (Whelan, 2008) and second language acquisition  
research (Larson-Hall, 2015) when multiple measurements are taken of participants in order to 
determine empirically how theoretically related constructs (in this study, the multiple categories 
of the Hierarchy) relate to one another.  
In part, this study’s difficulty in meeting ANOVA’s homogeneity of variance and 
normality assumptions is because, as is frequently the case in studies comparing L1 and L2 
language users (Whelan, 2008), L1 English participants in this study performed relatively 
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homogeneously, whereas L2 English performance was much more variable (though outliers were 
noted among both participant groups). Another source of variability was the wide-ranging 
difference in performance across Hierarchy categories, with both L1 and L2 listeners performing 
for some LD accuracy categories at ceiling and for one LD accuracy category basically at floor. 
Failure to meet ANOVA’s homogeneity of variance and normality assumptions was also noted 
for the reaction time variable, a response variable known characteristically to follow an ex-
Gaussian distribution rather than a Gaussian (normal) distribution (Whelan, 2008).  
One common method used by researchers to address violations of statistical test 
assumptions is data transformation, a technique that modifies a dependent variable’s distribution 
via application of a single mathematical function to every value in a data set. A disadvantage of 
data transformation is that while it preserves the rank order of data points, nonlinear 
transformations modify the distance between data points inconsistently across a data set by 
stretching the tails of a distribution and compressing its proportions close to 0.5 (since, for 
example, the square root of 25 is 5, of 16 is 4, and of 9 is 3, so while the original data set 
contains the nonequidistant values of 25, 16, and 9, the transformed data set contains the 
equidistant values of 5, 4, and 3). This means that although data transformed nonlinearly can 
answer research questions about the rank order of independent variables hypothesized to have a 
hierarchical relationship, such as the various categories of this study’s Hierarchy, nonlinearly 
transformed data cannot answer research questions related to the distance between data points or 
to the relative degree of impact of the various levels of an independent variable (Lo & Andrews, 
2015; Whelan, 2008).  
Because all nonlinear transformations tested on the accuracy data (logit, arcsine square 
root and folded square root transformation) as well as RT data (reciprocal and log-normal 
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transformation) produced similar results that are generally quite marked and therefore also easy 
to see in the descriptive statistics and graphics and because this study does include a degree of 
impact research question, ANOVA results are reported based both on the transformed data as 
well as on the untransformed data. It must be noted, however, that no transformations were found 
to be very effective at addressing the failure of the study’s accuracy and RT data to meet 
ANOVA’s homogeneity of variance and normality assumptions. Finally, it should also be noted 
that because Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity was significant for all dependent variables 
investigated in this study, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to all ANOVA 
analyses.  
The next chapter describes this study’s results in connection to its research questions.  
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 
Previous studies have indicated that both L1 English listeners (Bond & Small, 1983; 
Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler, 1986; Fear et al., 1995; Field, 2005; Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Small et 
al., 1988) and L2 English listeners (Field, 2005) rely most heavily on the vowel quality correlate 
of English lexical stress for auditory word identification. Lexical stress errors inducing one or 
more changes in vowel quality can thus be expected to damage both comprehensibility (how 
easily a listener understands a speaker’s message) and intelligibility (whether a listener 
ultimately succeeds in understanding a speaker’s intended words). A few studies have 
additionally indicated that direction of stress shift also impacts listener understanding, with 
rightward stress shifts apparently more damaging than leftward stress shifts (Cutler & Clifton, 
1984; Field, 2005).  
This study investigates the cognitive validity of Chapter 1’s proposed English Word 
Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy by examining the extent to which L1 and L2 English listeners’ 
processing of standard and nonstandard English stress pronunciations can be predicted based on 
the Hierarchy’s hypothetically cumulative categories. It is hoped a more nuanced explanation of 
how the multiple stress cues defining English word stress impact L1 and L2 English listeners can 
shed further light on how (mis)pronunciations rooted in English word stress errors impact spoken 
English language processing. This chapter therefore describes results of the experiment for 
which the previous chapter detailed methods and materials in order to answer the following 
research questions elaborated in the introduction, namely: 
1. Do L1 and L2 English listeners process English words (mis)pronounced in accord with 
the hypothesized English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy?  
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2. Do L2 English listeners exhibit a similar pattern of processing success and failure as L1 
English listeners, albeit from a lower baseline? 
3. Do both number of vowel errors and direction of stress shift help explain L1 and L2 
English listeners’ word stress error processing performance? 
The remainder of this chapter therefore details analysis of L1 and L2 English listeners’ 
performance for this study’s lexical decision (LD) and word identification (WI) tasks in relation 
to the above research questions. 
 
Do L1 and L2 English listeners process English word stress errors in accord with the 
hypothesized Hierarchy? 
 This study’s first research question addresses whether L1 and L2 English listeners 
process English words (mis)pronounced in accord with the proposed English Word Stress Error 
Gravity Hierarchy. This section therefore examines the auditory LD accuracy, accurate auditory 
LD reaction time (LDRT), and WI accuracy, first for the study’s L1 English listeners and second 
for its L2 English listeners. The section finds both L1 and L2 English listeners’ processing 
reflects Hierarchy predictions.   
 
L1 English listeners and auditory LD accuracy  
In LD tasks, participants are generally more accurate (and faster) when making LDs 
requiring a “Yes” answer rather than a “No” answer (Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & 
Ziegler, 2001; Cutler, 2012). This is largely because it is easier for participants to search and 
locate a stimulus item actually existing in the mental lexicon than it is for them to engage in 
comprehensive search and ultimately conclude their mental lexicon contains no word matching 
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the stimulus. Therefore, one might expect in this study that listeners would perform significantly 
more accurately with standard stress pronunciations where the question “Was this a correctly 
pronounced English word?” requires a “Yes” answer than with the various categories of 
nonstandard stress pronunciations where it requires a “No” answer. However, while within-
subjects omnibus ANOVA applied to the LD accuracy data indicates L1 English listeners’ LD 
accuracy varied significantly across Hierarchy categories, F(2.33, 86.19) = 136.98,  p < .001, 
partial η2 = .79), this is not because listeners’ LD accuracy with standard stress pronunciations 
was consistently higher than with nonstandard stress pronunciations. Listeners’ LD accuracy did 
not differ significantly for the standard pronunciation and 2-vowel-error nonstandard 
pronunciation categories according to Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons (as can also be 
seen in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1, a parallel coordinate plot showing the mean and median of L1 
English listeners’ auditory LD [LD] accuracy for each Hierarchy category as well as the LD 
accuracy of each listener individually). Just as listeners were nearly 100% accurate at identifying 
English words pronounced with standard stress as instantiating a standard pronunciation, they 
were similarly nearly 100% accurate at recognizing basically all 2-vowel-error nonstandard 
pronunciations as being nonstandard. 
What we thus see in Figure 4.1 is the LD accuracy trajectory predicted by the Hierarchy 
in Chapter 1’s Figure 1.1: Listeners’ LD accuracy with the nonstandard stress Hierarchy 
categories relatively close to standard stress is poor – but their LD accuracy progressively 
improves the further a nonstandard stress pronunciation falls from the standard stress category of 
the Hierarchy. The ANOVA’s significance and the very large partial η2  effect size, showing that 
79% of the variance in L1 English listeners’ LD accuracy can be attributed to Hierarchy  
category, are due to how listeners’ LD accuracy plummeted from near 100% with the standard
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Table 4.1 
Descriptive Statistics for L1 English Listeners’ Auditory LD Accuracy  
English Word Stress Error 
Gravity Hierarchy category 
L1 English 
participants 
Observations per 
participant 
(Counterbalance A) 
Observations per 
participant 
(Counterbalance B) 
Minimum 
score 
Maximum 
score 
Median 
score 
Mean 
score SD 
No errors 
(standard  
General American pronunciation) 
38 95 9316 0.82 1.00 0.98 0.97 0.04 
0 Left  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted leftward) 
38 16 16 0.00 0.94 0.13 0.24 0.26 
0 Right  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted rightward) 
38 157 16 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.56 0.29 
1 Left  
(1 vowel error with  
stress shifted leftward) 
38 1517 158 0.40 1.00 0.80 0.77 0.15 
1 Right  
1 vowel error with  
stress shifted rightward 
38 157 16 0.47 1.00 0.84 0.83 0.12 
2 Left 
2 vowel errors with  
stress shifted leftward 
38 16 16 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.06 
2 Right  
2 vowel errors,  
stress shifted rightward 
38 16 16 0.63 1.00 0.94 0.95 0.06 
 
Total observations  188 188   
 
  
                                                 
16 Identifying an adequate number of relatively frequent English words whose pronunciation can be manipulated to include one vowel error, stress shifted 
rightward (1 Right) based on the pronunciation of another “word family member” proved difficult. As a result, between pilot study and dissertation, it was 
decided to replace the word “emphasize” in the 0 Right category with the word “stabilize,” so that the word “emphasize” could be rerecorded and instead used to 
model 1 Right stress manipulation. However, ultimately participants in one counterbalance heard the standard pronunciation of “emphasize” twice (instead of the 
standard pronunciation of “stabilize” and “emphasize” once each, as intended), whereas participants experiencing the other counterbalance heard the intended 0 
Right nonstandard pronunciation of “stabilize” and the intended 1 Right nonstandard pronunciation of “emphasize.” Because of how hearing the same word 
twice can influence participants’ LD accuracy, LDRT, and WI accuracy as well as because of how this mistake resulted in “stabilize” having no standard 
pronunciation counterbalance, all data associated with the words “emphasize” and “stabilize” were therefore deleted prior to data analysis. 
17 After the experiment had already started, it was brought to the attention of the researcher that the 1 Left Hierarchy category’s ostensibly nonstandard 
pronunciations of “defensive” and “offensive” in fact represent instances of contrastive stress that have become normalized in the sports context where they are 
used to draw sometimes implicit contrast with one another as regards players and positions. Therefore, listener data associated with both the ostensibly standard 
and nonstandard pronunciations of “defensive” and “offensive” were deleted prior to data analysis. 
5
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Figure 4.1. Auditory LD accuracy for L1 English listeners by Hierarchy category (n = 38) 
 
stress pronunciations to 24% mean accuracy for the Hierarchy’s first nonstandard stress 
category, 0 Left, and then progressively rose as the direction of stress shift alternated from left to 
right and the number of vowel errors increased across the Hierarchy until listeners again reached 
nearly 100% accuracy, recognizing basically all 2-vowel-error nonstandard pronunciations as 
indeed being nonstandard.  
Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1, however, also clarify why the very large (79%) partial η2 effect 
size is not larger as regards L1 listeners’ LD accuracy. First, L1 listeners’ success at making 
accurate LDs with the 0-vowel-error and 1-vowel-error nonstandard pronunciations varied 
widely. For example, although three exceptional L1 listeners maintained more than 80% LD 
accuracy across all Hierarchy categories, the next most accurate listeners for the 0 Left category 
were able to  recognize 0 Left nonstandard pronunciations as being nonstandard with only 56% 
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accuracy – and seven of the 38 L1 English listeners in this study were actually 0% accurate in 
identifying 0 Left nonstandard stress trials as instantiating a nonstandard English pronunciation. 
With the 0 Right category, L1 English listeners’ LD accuracy spanned the entire range of 
possible scores — from 0% to 100% — and did so relatively evenly, as its 50% median LD 
accuracy and 56% mean LD accuracy testify. L1 listeners’ mean LD accuracy became more 
consistent with the addition of one vowel error, rising to a mean of 77% for the 1 Left and a 
mean of 83% for the 1 Right nonstandard stress categories. Interestingly, the listener with the 
lowest 1 Left performance had an LD accuracy exceeding that of L1 listeners’ mean 0 Left 
performance – by more than 15%. It is no surprise, then, that Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests 
indicate that L1 listeners performed significantly differently for both the 0 Left and 0 Right 
categories than for all other Hierarchy categories and that the 1 Left and 1 Right categories 
performed significantly differently from all other Hierarchy categories except each other. In sum, 
while L1 listeners consistently recognized standard stress pronunciations as being standard, their 
LD accuracy in identifying nonstandard stress pronunciations as being nonstandard varied 
widely across Hierarchy categories – in nearly exact accord with the error gravity hypotheses the 
Hierarchy would predict. 
 
L1 English listeners and auditory LDRT 
Chapter 1’s Figure 1.3 models the LDRT trajectory the hypothesized English Word 
Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy predicts. Standard stress pronunciations are, of course, expected 
to elicit the shortest LDRTs. Similarly, the more obviously wrong nonstandard stress 
pronunciations falling furthest from standard stress on the Hierarchy are also expected to elicit 
relatively short LDRTs. However, the nonstandard stress pronunciations relatively close to 
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standard stress on the Hierarchy are expected to elicit relatively long LDRTs as listeners struggle 
to determine whether the pronunciation they have heard is or is not a “correctly pronounced 
English word.” L1 English listeners’ performance aligns with these Hierarchy-based LDRT 
predictions. 
Research using reaction time (RT) as a dependent variable generally analyzes only RTs 
associated with accurate responses because it is unclear in an error trial what the RT represents 
(A prematurely fast guess made prior to the participant having processed the entire stimulus? 
Protracted uncertainty about which decision is accurate, reflecting a participant’s failed mental 
lexicon lookup process?, etc.). Because this study analyzes only the LDRTs associated with 
accurate LDs, therefore, listeners’ wide-ranging LD accuracy has important implications for its 
LDRT analysis. 
Many L1 English listeners in this study (n = 7) inaccurately rated all 0 Left nonstandard 
pronunciations as instantiating "a correctly pronounced English word.” As a result, they had no 
RT associated with an accurate LD for the 0 Left category. Several other L1 English listeners (n 
= 7) rated only one 0 Left nonstandard pronunciation as nonstandard and therefore had only one 
RT associated with an accurate LD for this category. Because single measurements of any kind, 
including RT measurements, are notorious for providing biased estimates of population 
parameters (Gonick & Smith, 1993; Larson-Hall, 2015), RT analysis could therefore be done 
across all categories of the Hierarchy for only 24 of the 38 L1 English listeners (because 
ANOVA does not permit missing data at any intersection of the levels of its independent 
variables, e.g., at the intersection of “L1 listener X” and “Category 0 Left”). However, deleting 
all low-accuracy L1 English listener RTs is another recipe for bias. Therefore, L1 English 
listeners’ LDRT ANOVA results reported below – unless explicitly stated as including the 0 Left 
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category – reflect the data for all listeners with 2+ accurate LDs per category, omitting the 
category 0 Left (n = 35). 
The fact that RT was not recorded from stimulus onset (the time point, measured to the 
millisecond, when a stimulus is first presented) but rather from stimulus offset (the time point at 
which presentation of a stimulus has completed) for each standard and nonstandard 
pronunciation recording produced an additional side effect worthy of note, namely a large 
number of < 200 ms RTs for accurate LDs. In most studies, it is assumed that < 200 ms RTs 
cannot represent true lexical processing and as a result such RTs are generally discarded as noise. 
However, in this study, such speeded RTs for accurate LDs were very common. For example, 
one L1 English listener made 94/148 and another 54/152 < 200 ms accurate LDs. One L2 
English listener made 31/141 and another 23/132 < 200 ms accurate LDs. In total, 34 out of 38 
L1 English listeners and 21 out of 31 L2 English listeners made at least one < 200 ms accurate 
LD. In all, 9% of all accurate LDs (929 out of 10,164 accurate LDs) had a < 200 ms RT. Clearly 
then, listeners frequently decided whether they were hearing a correctly pronounced English 
word prior to stimulus offset and display of the prompt “Was the word you heard a correctly 
pronounced English word? Press 1 if ‘yes’/Press 2 if ‘no.’” It is therefore possible that on 
occasion listeners were pressing “1” (or “2”) even before the LD screen came up — meaning 
they had to press “1” (or “2”) a second time in order to terminate the trial.  
In addition, this study elicited many RTs far exceeding most studies’ maximum RT 
cutoffs. In general, maximum RT cutoffs are set under the assumption that extraordinarily 
protracted RTs are far more likely to indicate participants having become distracted from the LD 
task during the trial than to index that they were experiencing extraordinary processing difficulty. 
However, the number of  > 6000 ms accurate LDs in this study is not balanced across the L1 and 
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L2 English listeners. Whereas the 38 L1 English listeners produced 33 > 6000 ms accurate LDs, 
the 31 L2 English listeners produced 104 > 6000 ms accurate LDs — suggesting that some of 
these longer RTs may well be indexing L2 listeners’ greater processing difficulty relative to their 
L1 listener counterparts. Therefore, rather than establishing minimum and maximum cutoffs, all 
reports of LDRT in this study regard listeners’ median rather than their sensitive-to-outliers 
mean RT. This enabled LDRT analysis that minimized the impact of both exceptionally short 
RTs as well as exceptionally long RTs that potentially registered something other than 
processing difficulty (e.g., listener distraction, being required to press the “1” or “2” key again 
because of having initially done so prior to the LD prompt, etc.) (cf., Ratcliff, 1993; Whelan, 
2008). 
As described earlier, this study’s LD accuracy results differ from that of most LD studies 
in that in this study, L1 English listeners’ accurate “Yes” LDs (in response to standard stress 
pronunciations and the question “Was this a correctly pronounced English word?”) were 
statistically indistinguishable from their accurate “No” LDs (in response to 2-vowel-error 
nonstandard stress pronunciations). However, while within-subjects omnibus ANOVA applied to 
L1 English listeners’ auditory LDRT data indicates their LDRT varies significantly across 
Hierarchy categories, F(3.54, 120.27) = 9.47, p < .001, partial η2 = .218),  Bonferroni-corrected 
pairwise comparisons make clear this is due only to L1 English listeners being significantly 
faster in accurately responding to the standard stress stimuli (with a “Yes” LD) than in accurately 
responding to the nonstandard stress stimuli (with a “No” LD). Thus, this study’s L1 English 
listeners, in terms of LDRT, reflect the characteristic finding predicted by the Dual Route 
Cascaded model that accurate “Yes” responses are faster and less variable (for the standard 
pronunciations) than accurate “No” responses (for the nonstandard pronunciations) (Coltheart et 
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al., 2001; Cutler, 2012). The RTs associated with L1 English listeners’ increasingly greater 
number of accurate “No” LDs across the 0 Right – 2 Right nonstandard stress categories of the 
Hierarchy are statistically equivalent, indicating that across these nonstandard stress categories, 
the mental cost of performing the LD task, as indexed by RT, is stable. Nevertheless, there is one 
telling exception to this overall RT trend. Figure 4.2 shows the median LDRT of L1 English 
listeners making 2+ accurate LDs for all Hierarchy categories — including 0 Left (n = 24 out of 
38 total L1 English listeners). The figure suggests that on the relatively rare occasions when L1 
English listeners are able to successfully identify 0 Left nonstandard pronunciations as 
nonstandard, they are frequently slow in doing so. That is, the 0 Left nonstandard pronunciations 
can sound so "almost standard" to L1 English listeners that they are often able to decide these 
mispronunciations really are nonstandard only after a relatively prolonged period of mental 
debate. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons indicate this RT slowdown is significant 
relative to all Hierarchy categories except 2 Left.  
L1 English listeners’ extremely low LD accuracy at identifying 0 Left mis-stressings as 
instantiating nonstandard stress and barely 50% accuracy with the 0 Right mis-stressings — as 
well as the RT cost L1 listeners frequently incur on the relatively rare occasions when they do 
ultimately decide 0 Left nonstandard stress pronunciations are in fact nonstandard — suggest 
that frequently the L1 listeners’ definition of “a correctly pronounced English word” was broad 
enough to accommodate the Hierarchy’s 0 Left nonstandard stress pronunciations where solely 
suprasegmental cues to English word stress were available – and to a lesser extent, its 0 Right 
nonstandard stress pronunciations as well (cf., Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler et al., 2007). As a 
result, the description above of L1 English listeners’ RT results associated with their accurate 
LDs as defined by the Hierarchy for the 0 Left and 0 Right categories is not the only LDRT  
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Figure 4.2. Median accurate auditory LDRT for L1 English listeners with 2+ accurate LDs per 
Hierarchy category (n =  24) 
 
analysis that needs to be made. Rather, the RTs associated with these categories’ Hierarchy-
defined inaccurate LDs should also be reverse coded (i.e., Hierarchy-defined accurate LDs 
instead coded as inaccurate and Hierarchy-defined inaccurate LDs instead coded as accurate). By 
this means, the RTs associated with these reverse coded 0 Left and 0 Right LDs can be analyzed 
in relation to listeners’ accurate LDs across the remaining categories of the Hierarchy. Only in 
this way can we obtain a more complete accurate LDRT picture that matches L1 English 
listeners’ apparently frequent definition of what counts as a “correctly pronounced English 
word.”   
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However, because such reverse coding results in listeners being included only if they 
made 2+ inaccurate LDs (for either the 0 Left or 0 Right category or both), it removes the most 
suprasegmentally sensitive L1 English listeners, i.e., those who made either zero or only one  
inaccurate LD, as defined by the Hierarchy, for either or both of these categories – including 
three exceptional listeners whose consistently high accuracy (as defined by the Hierarchy) across 
all categories was noted earlier. 
 Thus, Figure 4.3 suggests (and Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons confirm) that 
there is no significant difference in how long it takes typical L1 English listeners (n = 32) to 
indicate that standard stress pronunciations (accurately, as defined by the Hierarchy) and 0 Left 
nonstandard stress pronunciations (inaccurately, as defined by the Hierarchy) represent 
“correctly pronounced English word(s).” This is unsurprising, given that L1 English listeners’ 
median RT for accurate standard stress LDs is 365 ms, whereas their median RT for inaccurate 0 
Left LDs is 395 ms. In contrast, regardless of whether L1 English listeners’ LDs for 0 Right 
nonstandard stress pronunciations are defined as accurate or inaccurate by the Hierarchy, their 
median RT for 0 Right stimuli is significantly slower than their 365 ms median accurate standard 
stress LD RT — specifically, their median RT in response to 0 Right stimuli is 521 ms for an 
accurate “No” LD and 656 ms for an inaccurate “Yes” LD). That is, the L1 listeners’ sensitivity 
to the suprasegmental correlates of English lexical stress was apparently dependent on direction 
of stress shift. 
We turn now to examine how L1 English listeners’ WI accuracy can further inform our 
evaluation of the Hierarchy’s cognitive validity. 
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Figure 4.3. Median auditory LDRT for L1 English listeners with 2+ “accurate” LDs (i.e., with 
listeners’ accuracy on the 0 Left and 0 Right categories reverse coded) per Hierarchy category (n 
= 32) 
 
 
L1 English listeners and WI accuracy  
Chapter 1’s Figure 1.2 models the trajectory we can expect for the Word Identification 
(WI) task if the hypothesized English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy in fact accurately 
represents L1 listeners’ English word stress error processing. Listeners are predicted to be highly 
accurate in identifying English words pronounced with standard stress and also highly accurate 
in identifying English words pronounced with nonstandard stress pronunciations where these 
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words’ nonstandard stress is marked only suprasegmentally. However, the further a nonstandard 
stress pronunciation falls from the standard stress category of the Hierarchy, the less accurate 
their WI accuracy can be expected to become. Deterioration in L1 listeners’ WI accuracy with 
the nonstandard stress categories furthest from standard stress is indeed what we observe in 
Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4 – but not as pronouncedly as Chapter 1’s Figure 1.2 proposed.  
Within-subjects omnibus ANOVA applied to L1 listeners’ (typed) WI accuracy data 
indicates their WI accuracy varies significantly across Hierarchy categories, F(3.59, 132.96) = 
18.76,  p < .001, partial η2 = .34). This partial η2  effect size is quite large, showing that 34% of 
the variance in L1 English listeners’ WI accuracy can be attributed to Hierarchy category. 
However, as Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4 indicate, it is only at the 1 Right nonstandard stress 
category that L1 listeners begin exhibiting significant deterioriation in WI accuracy, either not 
attempting at all to spell the speaker’s intended word or spelling a real English word other than 
that which the speaker intended. 18 L1 English listeners’ WI accuracy with standard stress 
pronunciations is statistically equivalent to their WI accuracy with both of the solely-
suprasegmentally-marked nonstandard stress categories, 0 Left and 0 Right, as well as the one-
vowel-error 1 Left category (where contrastive stress placed on prefixes often moves the stress, 
such as when the antonyms “visible” versus “invisible” are put in opposition to each other). 
Similarly, the one-vowel-error 1 Right category and the two-vowel-error categories produced 
comparable deterioration in L1 listeners’ WI accuracy, not the continuous decline in 
deterioration Figure 1.2 proposed. Thus, while L1 English listeners’ WI accuracy does not  
                                                 
18 As described in the methods chapter, typos consisting only of added nonalphabetic characters were counted as 
instances of accurate WI, whereas misspellings resulting in real English words other than the speaker’s intended 
word, as well as spellings that were not attempted at all, were counted as instances of inaccurate WI. However, 
because it was impossible to decide objectively for other misspellings whether they reflect 1) a listener’s successful 
retrieval of the speaker’s intended word; 2) a listener’s retrieval of a similarly spelled derivationally related (perhaps 
model) word or 3) a listener’s attempt at phonetic spelling, other misspellings were deleted from the data prior to WI 
accuracy analysis. 
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Table 4.2 
Descriptive Statistics for L1 English Listeners’ (Typed) WI Accuracy (Excluding Misspellings) 
English Word Stress 
Error Gravity 
Hierarchy category 
L1 English 
participants 
Minimum 
score 
Maximum 
score 
Median 
score 
Mean 
score SD 
 
No errors 
(standard  
General American 
pronunciation) 
38 0.93 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.02 
 
0 Left  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted leftward) 
38 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.03 
 
0 Right  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted 
rightward) 
38 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.03 
 
1 Left  
(1 vowel error with  
stress shifted leftward) 
38 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.05 
 
1 Right  
1 vowel error with  
stress shifted 
rightward 
 
38 0.67 1.00 0.93 0.91 0.09 
2 Left 
2 vowel errors with  
stress shifted leftward 
38 0.71 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.08 
 
2 Right  
2 vowel errors with  
stress shifted 
rightward 
38 0.71 1.00 0.93 0.91 0.09 
 
 
contradict the hypothesized ordering of Hierarchy categories, their WI accuracy could be 
predicted equally well by a more simplified Hierarchy. 
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Figure 4.4. (Typed) WI accuracy for L1 English listeners by Hierarchy category (excluding 
misspellings) (n = 38) 
 
Summary: Does L1 listeners’ word stress error processing reflect Hierarchy predictions? 
Overall, L1 English listeners’ auditory LD accuracy, accurate LDRT, and WI accuracy 
support the English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy predictions outlined in Chapter 1. This 
can be seen most markedly in the LD accuracy variable and to a lesser extent in the LDRT and 
WI accuracy variables. We turn now to the question of whether the Hierarchy can also predict L2 
English listeners’ performance accurately.  
 
L2 English listeners and auditory LD accuracy  
 This study’s first research question asks whether L1 and L2 English listeners process 
English words (mis)pronounced in accord with the hypothesized Hierarchy. Regardless of the 
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dependent variable examined, L1 listeners appeared to do so to one degree or another. We now 
determine whether L2 listeners do the same, beginning with the auditory LD accuracy variable. 
To review, the trajectory the Hierarchy predicts as illustrated in Chapter 1’s Figure 1.1 is that 
listeners’ LD accuracy with the nonstandard stress categories relatively close to standard stress 
will be poor – but will progressively improve the further a nonstandard stress pronunciation falls 
from the standard stress category of the Hierarchy, as vowel errors begin marking such 
nonstandard stress pronunciations increasingly clearly as not instantiating “correctly pronounced 
English word(s).” 
Both Table 4.3 and Figure 4.5 showing L2 English listeners’ auditory LD accuracy 
indicate, in accord with these predictions, that L2 listeners were around 90% accurate in 
identifying English words pronounced with standard stress as instantiating a “correctly 
pronounced English word.” However, when words were pronounced with nonstandard stress, the 
L2 English listeners’ LD accuracy abruptly dropped to around 25% for the 0 Left nonstandard 
stress pronunciations, rose to around 55% for the 0 Right and 1 Left nonstandard stress 
pronunciations, and ultimately reached only around 68% for the 2-vowel-error nonstandard stress 
categories farthest from standard stress.  
Within-subjects omnibus ANOVA indicates L2 English listeners’ auditory LD accuracy 
varies significantly across Hierarchy categories, F(3.39, 101.81) = 37.75, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.56).  That is, in spite of their highly variable performance overall, particularly for the 
nonstandard stress categories (e.g., L2 listeners’ scores for the 1 Left and 2 Left categories range 
all the way from 0% to 100%), the partial η2  effect size for L2 listeners’ LD accuracy indicates 
that 56% of their LD accuracy variance is attributable to Hierarchy category. However, 
undoubtedly due in part to the variability across L2 listeners in their auditory LD accuracy, only 
  
Table 4.3 
Descriptive Statistics for L2 English Listeners’ Auditory LD Accuracy 
English Word Stress Error 
Gravity Hierarchy category 
L2 English 
participants 
Observations per 
participant 
(Counterbalance A) 
Observations per 
participant 
(Counterbalance B) 
Minimum 
score 
Maximum 
score 
Median 
score 
Mean 
score SD 
No errors 
(standard  
General American pronunciation) 
31 95 9319 0.48 0.99 0.92 0.89 0.11 
0 Left  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted leftward) 
31 16 16 0.00 0.81 0.19 0.26 0.22 
0 Right  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted rightward) 
31 1511 16 0.00 0.94 0.60 0.53 0.30 
1 Left  
(1 vowel error with  
stress shifted leftward) 
31 1520 1512 0.00 1.00 0.53 0.52 0.28 
1 Right  
1 vowel error with  
stress shifted rightward 
31 1511 16 0.13 0.93 0.60 0.60 0.21 
2 Left 
2 vowel errors with  
stress shifted leftward 
31 16 16 0.00 1.00 0.69 0.68 0.25 
2 Right  
2 vowel errors with  
stress shifted rightward 
31 16 16 0.06 1.00 0.69 0.66 0.25 
Total observations  188 188      
                                                 
19 Identifying an adequate number of relatively frequent English words whose pronunciation can be manipulated to include one vowel error, stress shifted 
rightward (1 Right) based on the pronunciation of another “word family member” proved difficult. As a result, between pilot study and dissertation, it was 
decided to replace the word “emphasize” in the 0 Right category with the word “stabilize,” so that the word “emphasize” could be rerecorded and instead used to 
model 1 Right stress manipulation. However, ultimately participants in one counterbalance heard the standard pronunciation of “emphasize” twice (instead of the 
standard pronunciation of “stabilize” and “emphasize” once each, as intended), whereas participants experiencing the other counterbalance heard the intended 0 
Right nonstandard pronunciation of “stabilize” and the intended 1 Right nonstandard pronunciation of “emphasize.” Because of how hearing the same word 
twice can influence participants’ LD accuracy, LDRT, and WI accuracy as well as because of how this mistake resulted in “stabilize” having no standard 
pronunciation counterbalance, all data associated with the words “emphasize” and “stabilize” were therefore deleted prior to data analysis.  
20 After the experiment had already started, it was brought to the attention of the researcher that the 1 Left Hierarchy category’s ostensibly nonstandard 
pronunciations of “defensive” and “offensive” in fact represent instances of contrastive stress that have become normalized in the sports context where they are 
used to draw sometimes implicit contrast with one another as regards players and positions. Therefore, listener data associated with both the ostensibly standard 
and nonstandard pronunciations of “defensive” and “offensive” were deleted prior to data analysis. 
6
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Figure 4.5. Auditory LD accuracy for L2 English listeners by Hierarchy category (n = 31) 
 
the standard stress and 0 Left nonstandard stress Hierarchy categories are found via Bonferroni-
corrected pairwise comparisons to be reliably different from all other categories, though the 1 
Left category is reliably different from all other categories except the immediately adjacent 
categories 0 Right and 1 Right. Figure 4.5 nevertheless demonstrates that, in general, L2 English 
listeners’ auditory LD accuracy data follow the trajectory predicted by the Hierarchy and 
Chapter 1’s Figure 1.1. We turn now to investigate whether L2 listeners’ accurate LDRT can 
also be predicted by the Hierarchy. 
 
L2 English listeners and auditory LDRT 
As mentioned in the description of L1 English listeners’ auditory LDRT results, the 
LDRT trajectory the Hierarchy predicts is modeled in Chapter 1’s Figure 1.3. Specifically,  
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Figure 4.6. Median accurate auditory LDRT for L2 English listeners with 2+ accurate LDs per 
Hierarchy category (n =  23) 
 
standard stress pronunciations are expected to elicit the shortest LDRTs and the nonstandard 
stress pronunciations falling furthest from standard stress on the Hierarchy are also expected to 
elicit relatively short LDRTs, due to their sounding to listeners more obviously not a “correctly 
pronounced English word.” In contrast, nonstandard stress pronunciations relatively close to 
standard stress on the Hierarchy are expected to elicit relatively long LDRTs as listeners struggle 
to determine whether the pronunciation they have heard is or is not a “correctly pronounced 
English word.” In spite of L2 listeners’ visual peak at the 0 Left category in Figure 4.7 that 
parallels L1 listeners’ statistically significant 0 Left LDRT peak in Figure 4.2, L2 listeners’  
LDRT results are not as clearcut as anticipated by the trajectory in Chapter 1’s Figure 1.3 model. 
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The L2 listeners, like the L1 listeners, showed the characteristic Dual Route Cascaded 
Model finding that accurate “Yes” responses are faster and less variable than accurate “No” 
responses (Coltheart et al., 2001; Cutler, 2012), F(4.12, 90.57) = 7.34, p < .001, partial η2 = .25). 
This, however, is L2 English listeners’ only statistically significant accurate auditory LDRT 
result. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons indicate the L2 listeners’ apparent peak at the 
0 Left Hierarchy category is nonsignificant. This is in spite of how, as can be seen in both Figure 
4.7 and Table 4.4, L2 English listeners’ median accurate 0 Left LDRT in fact represents an 
approximately 850 ms increase in processing time over their median accurate LDRT for all other 
nonstandard stress categories. Such an extreme difference in processing time for the 0 Left 
category versus the remaining nonstandard stress Hierarchy categories thus suggests L2 
listeners’ nonsignificant 0 Left LDRT result may well be spurious, due probably to the wide-
ranging variability in their LDRT serving to render ANOVA unable to detect any real LDRT 
difference. 
As mentioned in regard to the L1 listeners, another useful way of looking at the LDRT 
data is to reverse code listeners’ Hierarchy-defined inaccurate 0 Left and 0 Right LDs as instead 
being accurate and Hierarchy-defined accurate LDs as instead being inaccurate. Such reverse 
coding enables us to see whether L2 English listeners’ definition of a “correctly pronounced 
English word” – like that of L1 listeners – gave little weight to the solely suprasegmental cues to 
English word stress instantiated in the 0 Left and 0 Right Hierarchy categories. This reverse 
coding demonstrates L2 listeners indeed gave little weight to the solely suprasegmental cues to 
English word stress instantiated in the 0 Left category, but that they did give statistically 
significant weight to the also solely suprasegmental cues to English word stress instantiated in  
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Table 4.4 
Accurate LDRT Statistics for L2 English Listeners with 2+ Accurate Auditory LDs 
English Word Stress 
Error Gravity 
Hierarchy category 
L2 English 
participants 
Shortest 
of 
Listeners’ 
Median 
RTs 
Longest 
of 
Listeners’ 
Median 
RTs 
Median 
of 
Listeners’ 
Median 
RTs 
Mean of 
Listeners’ 
Median 
RTs 
SD 
No errors 
(standard  
General American 
pronunciation) 
28 297 1856 782 769 346 
0 Left  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted leftward) 
2321 468 4051 2089 2050 1097 
0 Right  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted rightward) 
28 479 4676 1107 1491 1021 
1 Left  
(1 vowel error with  
stress shifted leftward) 
28 530 4411 1296 1633 1064 
1 Right  
1 vowel error with  
stress shifted rightward 
28 389 2926 953 1217 719 
2 Left 
2 vowel errors with  
stress shifted leftward 
28 462 2953 1150 1347 672 
2 Right  
2 vowel errors with  
stress shifted rightward 
28 398 4732 1224 1555 1099 
 
 
the 0 Right category. Direction of stress shift thus mediated L2 listeners’ LDRT for the zero-
vowel-error nonstandard stress Hierarchy categories. 
Because ANOVA analysis based on this reverse coding necessarily excludes listeners 
making zero or only one inaccurate LD (as defined by the Hierarchy) with either or both of the 0-
vowel-error categories, the two most suprasegmentally sensitive L2 English listeners as well as 
                                                 
21 Five L2 English listeners rated zero and three only one 0 Left nonstandard stress pronunciation accurately (as 
defined by the Hierarchy) as not instantiating "a correctly pronounced English word.” Because ANOVA does not 
permit missing data at any intersection of the levels of its independent variables (e.g., at the intersection of “L2 
listener X” and “Category 0 Left”) and because single measurements characteristically provide biased estimates of 
population parameters, these listeners’ data are therefore not included in the 0 Left statistics reported in Table 4.4.  
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two exceptionally weak listeners having either zero or only one accurate LD for one or more 
non-0-Left/0-Right category were not included in this reverse-coded L2 listener LDRT analysis. 
Figure 4.8 suggests (and Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons confirm) that, as in the case 
of the L1 listeners, there is no significant difference in how long it took these L2 English 
listeners (n = 27) to indicate that standard stress pronunciations and 0 Left nonstandard stress 
pronunciations represent “correctly pronounced English word(s).” This finding is unsurprising 
given how L2 listeners’ 707 ms median RT for inaccurate 0 Left LDs so closely approximates 
their 782 ms median RT for accurate standard stress LDs. . In contrast to their median 
Hierarchy-defined accurate standard stress LDRT of 782 ms, however, L2 English listeners’ 
median 0 Right LDRT is 1107 ms for accurate “No” LDs and 1054 ms for inaccurate “Yes” LDs. 
Regardless of whether L2 English listeners’ LDs for 0 Right nonstandard stress pronunciations 
were defined as accurate or inaccurate by the Hierarchy, their RT for 0 Right stimuli was 
consistently significantly slower than for standard stress stimuli. 
In summary, then, L2 English listeners’ LDRT data visually suggest the RT slowdown 
the Hierarchy predicts for the (rare) occasions when L2 English listeners’ do accurately, as 
defined by the Hierarchy, label 0 Left nonstandard stress pronunciations as nonstandard, though 
ANOVA was unable to detect that the 850 ms difference between L2 listeners’ 0 Left accurate 
LDRT and all other nonstandard stress categories’ accurate LDRT as significant. Additionally, 
L2 English listeners (just like L1 listeners) are significantly slowed down from their median 
accurate standard stress LDRT not only when making Hierarchy-defined accurate “No” LDs 
with the 0 Right nonstandard stress stimuli, just as the Dual Route Cascaded Model predicts, but 
also when making (Hierarchy-defined) inaccurate 0 Right “Yes” LDs. This suggests in accord 
with Hierarchy predictions that direction of stress shift mediates L2 listeners’ ability to recognize  
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Figure 4.7. Median auditory LDRT for L2 English listeners with 2+ “accurate” LDs (i.e., with 
listeners’ accuracy on the 0 Left and 0 Right categories reverse coded) per Hierarchy category (n 
= 27) 
 
nonstandard word stress when only suprasegmental cues to stress are available, just as was found 
to be the case with the L1 listeners. We turn now, therefore, to investigate how L2 English 
listeners’ performance with the WI accuracy dependent variable can further inform our 
evaluation of the cognitive validity of the Hierarchy. 
 
L2 English listeners and WI accuracy 
Chapter 1’s Figure 1.2 models the trajectory we can expect for the Word Identification 
(WI) task if the hypothesized English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy accurately represents 
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listeners’ English word stress error processing. L2 listeners, like L1 listeners, are predicted to be 
highly accurate in identifying English words pronounced with standard stress and also highly 
accurate in identifying English words pronounced with nonstandard stress pronunciations where 
these words’ nonstandard stress is marked only suprasegmentally. However, the further a 
nonstandard stress pronunciation falls from the standard stress category of the Hierarchy, the less 
accurate L2 listeners’ WI accuracy can be expected to become. Deterioration in L2 listeners’ WI 
accuracy with the nonstandard stress categories furthest from standard stress that parallels that 
seen with the L1 listeners can be seen in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.8. 
Within-subjects omnibus ANOVA applied to L2 English listeners’ WI accuracy data 
indicates their WI accuracy varied significantly across Hierarchy categories, F(4.12, 123.70) = 
10.69, p < .001, partial η2 = .26). Despite the variability in L2 English listeners’ WI accuracy 
evident in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.8, this partial η2 effect size shows that 26% of the variance in 
L2 English listeners’ WI accuracy is attributable to Hierarchy category. Specifically, this study’s 
WI accuracy data demonstrate that, just as for L1 listeners, it is at the 1 Right nonstandard stress 
Hierarchy category that the L2 listeners began consistently to exhibit significant deterioriation in 
WI accuracy – though unlike the L1 listeners, this was only true for L2 listeners relative to their 
standard and 0 Left category performance, apparently because with the 0 Right and 1 Left 
categories, the L2 listeners’ variability in accuracy began dropping earlier than their mean 
accuracy22. In sum, L2 English listeners (like L1 listeners) experienced significant deterioration 
in intelligibility with the Hierarchy categories farthest from standard stress. 
  
 
                                                 
22 Figure 4.8’s visual dip at 1 Right relative to the 2 Left and 2 Right categories is nonsignificant and is almost 
certainly due to a handful of overall low-accuracy listeners performing particularly poorly with the 1 Right stimuli. 
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Table 4.5 
Descriptive Statistics for L2 English Listeners’ (Typed) WI Accuracy (Excluding Misspellings) 
English Word Stress 
Error Gravity 
Hierarchy category 
L2 English 
participants 
Minimum 
score 
Maximum 
score 
Median 
score 
Mean 
score 
SD 
No errors 
(standard  
General American 
pronunciation) 
31 0.49 0.99 0.94 0.86 0.16 
0 Left  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted leftward) 
31 0.43 1.00 0.93 0.87 0.17 
0 Right  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted 
rightward) 
31 0.25 1.00 0.93 0.86 0.19 
1 Left  
(1 vowel error with  
stress shifted leftward) 
31 0.29 1.00 0.91 0.78 0.24 
1 Right  
1 vowel error with  
stress shifted 
rightward 
31 0.00 1.00 0.79 0.71 0.28 
2 Left 
2 vowel errors with  
stress shifted leftward 
31 0.08 1.00 0.87 0.76 0.26 
2 Right  
2 vowel errors with  
stress shifted 
rightward 
31 0.14 1.00 0.87 0.74 0.29 
       
 
Summary: Does L2 English listeners’ word stress processing reflect Hierarchy predictions? 
L2 English listeners’ auditory LD accuracy, accurate LDRT, and WI accuracy match the 
English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy predictions outlined in Chapter 1, though less 
markedly and with much more variability than the L1 listeners did. We therefore now turn to the 
second research question that directly compares L1 and L2 English listeners’ English word stress 
error processing.  
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Figure 4.8. (Typed) word identification accuracy for L2 English listeners by Hierarchy category 
(excluding misspellings) (n = 31) 
 
Do L2 English Listeners Exhibit a Similar Pattern of Processing Success and Failure as L1 
English Listeners, Albeit from a Lower Baseline? 
This study’s second research question hypothesizes listeners will exhibit similar patterns 
of processing success and failure, regardless of whether they are L1 versus L2 users of English. 
It anticipates the L2 listener trajectory will mirror that of L1 listeners from a lower baseline. 
However, the section finds that although both L1 and L2 English listeners’ word stress error 
processing is similarly predictable from the Hierarchy, L2 listeners frequently did not follow the 
Hierarchy merely from a lower baseline. Instead, the further a nonstandard stress pronunciation 
fell relative to the standard stress category of the Hierarchy, the worse L2 listeners often fared 
when compared with their L1 listener counterparts.  
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Figure 4.9. Mean auditory LD accuracy for L1 (n = 38) and L2 (n = 31) English listeners by 
Hierarchy category 
 
Comparing L1 and L2 English listeners’ auditory LD accuracy 
As can be seen in Figure 4.9, L2 English listeners’ LD accuracy basically followed the 
same trajectory as that of L1 listeners. However, whereas the L2 listeners had a mean LD 
accuracy merely 8% lower than L1 listeners with the standard stress pronunciations, with the 
one- and two-vowel-error nonstandard stress pronunciations the L2 listeners had an LD accuracy 
25% lower than that of L1 listeners. Thus, the increase in LD accuracy resulting from the 
addition of vowel errors was much more attenuated among the L2 listeners than among the L1 
listeners. L2 listeners did not merely follow L1 listeners’ Hierarchy performance from a lower 
baseline. Rather, the further a nonstandard stress pronunciation fell from the standard stress 
category of the Hierarchy, the more L2 listeners’ LD accuracy was hurt in comparison to L1 
listeners.  
It might reasonably be assumed that L2 listeners’ relatively low LD accuracy with the 
nonstandard stress stimuli was due to their having a less robust mental lexicon in English in 
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comparison to L1 listeners and thus to L2 listeners being particularly vulnerable to the “echo” of 
a familiar stress pattern from derivationally related word family members, as in the words 
“economics” versus “economy” (Broersma & Cutler, 2008; Nation, 2001). However, if 
vulnerability to the “echo” of a derivationally related word’s familiar stress pattern were the 
primary cause of L2 listeners’ low LD accuracy performance with nonstandard stress stimuli, L2 
listeners should have exhibited lower LD accuracy than L1 listeners for all nonstandard stress 
categories except 0 Right (since 0 Right nonstandard stress was largely grounded in so-called 
primary/secondary stress exchange rather than modeled on the stress pattern of a derivationally 
related word family member). Yet this is not the case.  
L2 listeners’ mean LD accuracy performance with the 0 Right stimuli does indeed match 
that of L1 listeners, as Figure 4.9 demonstrates – but so does their 0 Left performance. It thus 
appears that whatever vulnerability L2 listeners may have experienced due to mis-stressings in 
this study having been modeled on the standard stress of a derivationally related model word (the 
0 Right category being a partial exception) was not a difficulty they could not overcome. After 
all, the L2 listeners were able successfully to hear past the “echo” of derivationally related word 
family members’ familiar stress patterns in order to parallel L1 listeners’ LD accuracy 
performance for the 0 Left category also. L2 listeners’ relatively high LD accuracy performance 
with the 0 Left category thus clarifies that it is not this study’s anomalous modeling of 
nonstandard stress on the basis of derivationally related word family members (Nation, 2001) 
that is the primary reason L2 listeners in this study tend to be weaker at identifying nonstandard 
stress stimuli.  
It is surprising the L2 listeners basically exactly matched L1 listeners’ 0 Left and 0 Right 
mean LD accuracy performance in light of how L2 listeners’ mean LD accuracy with standard  
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Figure 4.10. Median of individual L1 (n = 38) and L2 (n = 31) English listeners’ mean auditory 
LD accuracy by Hierarchy category 
 
stress stimuli was 8% lower than that of L1 listeners and with the one- and two-vowel-error 
nonstandard stress pronunciations an even more marked 25% lower. Figure 4.10’s comparison of 
the (more-robust-against-outliers) medians of individual L1 and L2 English listeners’ mean LD 
accuracy suggests L2 listeners’ 0 Left and 0 Right LD accuracy may not only match but actually 
exceed that of L1 listeners. Unfortunately, it was impossible to test via ANOVA the significance 
of this potential LD accuracy difference because the L1 versus L2 listener data strongly violated 
ANOVA’s homogeneity of variance assumption, as Figure 4.11 makes clear (in part because of 
how the L1 listeners performed at ceiling with the standard stress and two-vowel-error 
nonstandard stress pronunciations, whereas the L2 listeners did not). Although several 
transformations were attempted (like those described at length in later discussion of L1 and L2 
listeners’ WI accuracy), no transformation succeeded at rendering this study’s very 
nonhomogenous data homogenous. 
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Figure 4.11. Auditory LD accuracy for L1 (n = 38) and L2 (n = 31) English listeners by 
Hierarchy category. “X” marks the sample mean and center lines the median of listeners’ 
individual mean LD accuracy, box limits indicate the interquartile range, whiskers contain all 
sample values within 1.5 times the interquartile range, and outliers are represented by dots. 
 
Nevertheless, regardless of whether L2 listeners’ LD accuracy in fact matches or slightly 
exceeds that of L1 listeners, one cannot help but wonder what is it about this study’s L2 English 
listeners that equips them to recognize suprasegmental cues to nonstandard word stress with 
nearly exactly the same accuracy as that of L1 English listeners when with both standard stress 
pronunciations and even more so with nonstandard stress pronunciations including vowel errors 
the L2 listeners perform worse than L1 listeners?  
To some extent, this finding is not surprising since previous research has made it clear 
that L1 English listeners have difficulty utilizing the suprasegmental word stress cues of 
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Figure 4.12. Mean auditory LD accuracy for tonal L1 (n = 15) and nontonal L1  
(n = 16) L2 English listeners by Hierarchy category 
 
duration, pitch and intensity that are often redundant with the more salient vowel quality cue. 
However, Figure 4.12, comparing the LD accuracy performance of L2 English listeners whose 
L1 is tonal to the LD accuracy performance of L2 English listeners whose L1 is nontonal, 
suggests an additional possible factor. According to Figure 4.12, across English Word Stress 
Error Gravity Hierarchy categories, tonal L1 listeners’ LD accuracy is generally lower than that 
of nontonal L1 listeners. The only two categories where this overall trend of tonal-L1-listeners-
performing-more-poorly than-nontonal-L1 listeners appears to be reversed are the two categories 
where only the suprasegmental cues to nonstandard stress – including the pitch cue – were 
available. It thus appears, in accord with what Cutler (2012) indicates is characteristic of L2 
speech processing generally, that L2 English listeners whose L1 is tonal may retain their L1 
speech processing strategy of closely attending to the pitch cue when processing English — even 
though attention to pitch is not generally the most effective strategy for identifying English word 
stress. Nevertheless, as Table 4.6 indicates, this strategy does appear to serve tonal L1 listeners  
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Table 4.6 
Comparing L1 and (Tonal and Nontonal L1) L2 English Listeners’ Mean Auditory LD Accuracy  
English Word Stress 
Error Gravity 
Hierarchy category 
L1 
Listeners
’ Mean 
LD 
Accuracy 
(n = 38) 
L2 
Listeners
’ Overall 
Mean LD 
Accuracy 
(n = 31) 
Difference 
Between  
L1 vs. L2 
Listeners’ 
Mean  
LD 
Accuracy 
Tonal L1         
L2 English 
Listeners’   
Mean              
LD Accuracy 
(n = 16) 
Nontonal L1            
L2 English 
Listeners’   
Mean            
LD Accuracy 
(n = 15) 
No errors 
(standard  
General American 
pronunciation) 
0.97 0.89  0.08 0.85 0.92 
0 Left  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted leftward) 
0.24 0.26 - 0.02 0.31 0.21 
0 Right  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted rightward) 
0.56 0.53 0.02 0.55 0.51 
1 Left  
(1 vowel error with  
stress shifted leftward) 
0.77 0.52 0.26 0.47 0.56 
1 Right  
1 vowel error with  
stress shifted rightward 
0.83 0.60 0.23 0.59 0.62 
2 Left 
2 vowel errors with  
stress shifted leftward 
0.96 0.68 0.28 0.63 0.73 
2 Right  
2 vowel errors with  
stress shifted rightward 
0.95 0.66 0.29 0.58 0.74 
  
 
of L2 English well in enabling them apparently to outperform in 0 Left and 0 Right LD accuracy 
not only their L2 English listener counterparts whose L1 is nontonal (Figure 4.12), but also L1 
English listeners (Figures 4.9 and Figure 4.10). The reason the L2 listeners were able to nearly 
exactly match the LD accuracy of L1 English listeners with the 0 Left and 0 Right categories, 
therefore, may be due to how the “L2 listener” group subsumes the tonal L1 listeners (n = 15), 
who appear to have outperformed the L1 English listeners with the 0 Left and 0 Right categories, 
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along with the nontonal L1 listeners (n = 16), who apparently performed more poorly than the L1 
English listeners with the 0 Left and 0 Right categories. Unfortunately, the small sample size for 
tonal (n = 15) versus nontonal (n = 16) L1 listeners made it impossible to test the significance of 
their apparent LD accuracy differences via ANOVA. Certainly, this would be topic interesting to 
examine in future research, however. 
The auditory LD task is admittedly artificial — after all, very rarely in everyday life is 
our goal to decide the word/nonword status of the language input we hear. Nevertheless, it is 
concerning that for all nonstandard stress categories for which both segmental and 
suprasegmental cues to English word stress are available, L2 English listeners’ performance is so 
much weaker than that of L1 listeners that in Figure 4.11, their LD accuracy interquartile range 
for all nonstandard stress categories in which an English word stress error induces one or more 
concomitant vowel errors barely overlaps, if at all, with that of L1 English listeners. L2 English 
listeners do not merely follow L1 English listeners’ performance from a lower baseline. Rather, 
the further an English word stress error fell from the standard stress category of the Hierarchy, 
inducing one or more concomitant vowel errors, the more L2 listeners’ LD accuracy was hurt in 
comparison to L1 listeners. We turn now to a comparison of L1 and L2 English listeners’ LDRT 
data.  
 
Comparing L1 and L2 English listeners’ auditory LDRT 
This study’s second research question hypothesizes that L1 and L2 English listeners will 
follow similar patterns of processing success and failure across the various English Word Stress 
Error Gravity Hierarchy categories, but that the L2 listener trajectory will mirror that of L1 
listeners from a lower baseline. In terms of LDRT, what this means is that the L2 listeners are 
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expected to require more time to make accurate LDs than L1 listeners. This is indeed the pattern 
observed.  
L1 and L2 English listeners’ median accurate auditory LDRT for standard stress 
pronunciations was 352 ms and 782 ms respectively, so it is not a surprise that whereas the 38 L1 
English listeners produced only 33 > 6000 ms accurate LDs, the 31 L2 English listeners 
produced 107 > 6000 ms accurate LDs. As can be seen in Table 4.7, L2 English listeners’ 
standard stress baseline LDRT was 430 ms, or nearly half a second (= 2.22 times), longer than 
that of L1 listeners and for nonstandard stress pronunciations, ranged from around 430 - 800 ms 
(or from 1.82 to 2.63 times) longer for all Hierarchy categories except 0 Left. This median 
LDRT difference is so great that, as Figure 4.13 demonstrates, L1 and L2 listeners’ interquartile 
ranges for the non-0-Left categories overlap very little where they do at all.  
For the 0 Left nonstandard stress category, L2 listeners’ median accurate LDRT exceeds 
L1 listeners’ median accurate LDRT by 1306 ms (= 2.67 times longer). In other words, the L2 
listeners paid a 500 ms processing time penalty in order to achieve LD accuracy comparable to 
L1 listeners for the 0 Left category — or more accurately, as Figure 4.14 demonstrates, it was the 
L2 English listeners from tonal L1s most attuned to the suprasegmental pitch marker of the 0 
Left category’s nonstandard stress who paid this penalty. Nevertheless, overall — as Figure 4.15 
makes clear — L2 listeners’ median accurate LDRT trajectory mirrors that of L1 listeners, 
(including in how the relatively few – 23 out of 31 – L2 listeners who were able to make at least 
2 out of 16 accurate LDs with the 0 Left nonstandard stress stimuli were able to do so only at a 
substantially increased cost in processing time).   
While overall the LDRT pattern shows L2 listeners following the same trajectory as L1 
listeners across the various Hierarchy categories, it is concerning that L2 listeners  
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Table 4.7 
Comparing the Median Auditory LDRT of L1 English Listeners (n = 35 except in the case of 0 
Left where n = 24) and L2 English Listeners (n = 28 except in the case of 0 Left where n = 23) 
with 2+ accurate LDs across Hierarchy categories 
English Word 
Stress Error 
Gravity Hierarchy 
category 
L1 
Listeners’  
Median              
LD 
Accuracy 
(in ms) 
L2 
Listeners’  
Median       
LD 
Accuracy 
(in ms) 
How much longer in 
ms did L2 vs.  L1 
listeners require? 
 (= L2 – L1 median 
LDRT) 
How much longer 
proportionally  
did L2 vs.  L1 
listeners require?  
(= L2/L1 median 
LDRT) 
No errors 
(standard  
General American 
pronunciation) 
352 782 430 
2.22 x L1 median 
LDRT 
0 Left  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted 
leftward) 
783 2089 1306 
2.67 x L1 median 
LDRT 
0 Right  
(0 vowel errors with  
stress shifted 
rightward) 
521 1107 586 
2.12 x L1 median 
LDRT 
1 Left  
(1 vowel error with  
stress shifted 
leftward) 
492 1296 804 
2.63 x L1 median 
LDRT 
1 Right  
1 vowel error with  
stress shifted 
rightward 
523 953 430 
1.82 x L1 median 
LDRT 
2 Left 
2 vowel errors with  
stress shifted 
leftward 
630 1150 520 
1.83 x L1 median 
LDRT 
2 Right  
2 vowel errors with  
stress shifted 
rightward 
515 1224 709 
2.38 x L1 median 
LDRT 
 
characteristically require anywhere from around half a second to a full second longer than L1 
listeners to search their mental lexicons for a pronunciation they have heard in order to make  
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Figure 4.13. Accurate auditory LDRT for L1 (n = 35 except in the case of 0 Left where n = 24) 
and L2 (n = 28 except in the case of 0 Left where n = 23) English listeners with 2+ accurate LDs 
across Hierarchy categories. “X” marks the sample mean and center lines the median of 
listeners’ individual mean LD accuracy, box limits indicate the interquartile range, whiskers 
contain all sample values within 1.5 times the interquartile range, and outliers are represented by 
dots. 
 
an accurate LD regarding whether English words spoken in isolation instantiate “correctly 
pronounced English word(s).” Yet admittedly the LD task requiring listeners to make a decision 
about the standard/nonstandard pronunciation status of misstressed stimuli is not an authentic 
task representative of everyday English language processing. Therefore, we now compare L1 and 
L2 English listeners’ relative performance with the arguably more true-to-life WI task. 
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Figure 4.14. Median accurate LDRT for tonal L1 (n = 13) and nontonal L1 (n = 10) L2 English 
listeners with 2+ accurate LDs per Hierarchy category 
 
 
Figure 4.15. Median accurate LDRT for L1 (n = 35 except in the case of 0 Left where n = 24) 
and L2 (n = 28 except in the case of 0 Left where n = 23) English listeners with 2+ accurate LDs 
across Hierarchy categories  
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Figure 4.16. Mean and median word identification accuracy for L1 (n = 38) and L2 (n = 31) 
English listeners by Hierarchy category 
 
Comparing L1 and L2 English listeners’ WI accuracy 
Again, this study’s second research question hypothesizes that L1 and L2 English 
listeners will follow similar patterns of processing success and failure across the various English 
Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy categories, but that the L2 listener trajectory will mirror 
that of L1 listeners from a lower baseline. This is exactly the pattern seen in Figure 4.16.  
In this study, inaccurate spelling was defined as either 1) not attempting at all to spell a 
speaker’s intended word or 2) spelling a real English word other than what the speaker intended. 
On the basis of this definition of WI accuracy versus inaccuracy, L1 and L2 English listeners 
both followed a similar WI accuracy trajectory across the Hierarchy. In terms of median WI 
accuracy, both listener groups appear to have begun experiencing visible breakdown in 
intelligibility at the 1 Right category. As indexed by the more-sensitive-to-outliers mean WI 
accuracy, the L2 listener group appears to have begun experiencing visible breakdown in  
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Figure 4.17. Mean WI accuracy for tonal L1 (n = 13) and nontonal L1 (n = 10) L2 English 
listeners by Hierarchy category  
 
intelligibility slightly closer to the standard stress Hierarchy category, namely at the nonstandard 
stress category 0 Left. Breakdown into tonal versus nontonal L1 listeners (Figure 4.17) suggests 
that this discrepancy among the L2 English listeners’ mean and median WI accuracy may be due 
to the weaker tonal L1 listeners experiencing increasing loss of intelligibility as soon as 
nonstandard stress pronunciations began inducing vowel errors, i.e., at the 0 Left Hierarchy 
category. In contrast, it appears the nontonal L1 listeners performed more similarly to L1 
listeners, with no substantial deterioriation in intelligibility exhibited at the 0 Left nonstandard 
stress category (perhaps because of higher proficiency that in part may consist of greater 
familiarity with how contrastive stress in English licenses leftward stress shifts, i.e., as in the 
phrase “INcreasing the number of vowel errors may DEcrease comprehensibility” – Field, 2005). 
The overall similarity between L1 and L2 English listeners’ WI accuracy trajectory 
combined with apparent differences whose meaningfulness is difficult visually to discern calls, 
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of course, for formal statistical testing. Nevertheless, in this study such testing provides little 
clarity. Mixed ANOVA on the raw data finds a significant interaction between Hierarchy 
category and L1-vs.-L2-listener status, F(4.08, 273.43) = 2.90, p = .022, partial η2 = .04). This 
suggests that L2 listeners do not merely follow the L1 listener trajectory from a lower baseline 
but rather follow a significantly different trajectory than their L1 listener counterparts (albeit 
only slightly so, given the small partial-eta-squared effect size of .04). However, because 
Levene’s Test for Equality of Error Variance (significant at the p < .001 level across all 
Hierarchy categories) makes clear that ANOVA’s assumption that any between-subjects 
variables exhibit homogeneity of variance is not met by this study’s WI accuracy data, it is hard 
to know whether this apparent Hierarchy-category-and-L1-vs.-L2-listener-status interaction is 
genuine — or merely an artifact of the WI accuracy data’s failure to meet the homogeneity of 
variance assumption.  
 One common way of handling data that fail to meet statistical assumptions is nonlinear 
data transformation which preserves the rank order of data points, but by having more impact on 
larger numbers and less impact on smaller numbers, enables the reshaping of data distributions,  
often rendering them better able to meet statistical test assumptions. (After all, the square root of 
16 is 4, whereas the square root of 4 is 2.) However, as Table 4.8 makes clear, three 
transformations commonly deemed appropriate for such data (namely the logit, arcsine-square-
root and folded-[square-]root transformations) do not mitigate this study’s WI accuracy data’s 
failure to meet ANOVA’s distributional assumptions. 23 That is, no transformation can render  
 
                                                 
23 Logit-transformed: F(4.62, 309.32) = 3.08, p = .012, partial η2 = .04); Arcsine-square-root-transformed: F(4.63, 
309.92) = 1.74, p = .131, partial η2 = .03); Folded-[square-]root-transformed: F(4.52, 303.08) = 1.82, p = .116, 
partial η2 = .03)  (Note: All transformed statistics in this dissertation are footnoted rather than reported in the main 
text because no transformations attempted enabled study data to meet either ANOVA’s homogeneity of variance or 
normality assumptions — see Table 4.8 for details.) 
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Table 4.8 
Transformation Unable to Help This Study’s Low-Variability L1 Vs. High-Variability L2 English 
Listeners’ Word Identification Accuracy Data to Meet ANOVA's Homogeneity of the Variance and 
Normality Assumptions (Significant aberrations from the raw data statistics are bolded.)  
Form of the data:                                                                      
Raw or transformed 
with which 
transformation? 
Hierarchy category 
Standard 0 Left 0 Right 1 Left 1 Right 2 Left 2 Right 
Significance of Levene's Test for Equality of Error Variances 
Raw .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Logit .000 .000 .000 .000 .003 .001 .001 
 Arcsine square root .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .001 .001 
Folded [square] root .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Significance of the Shapiro-Wilk Test of Normality: L1 English Listener Residuals 
Raw .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .007 .000 
Logit .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .002 .001 
 Arcsine square root .004 .000 .000 .000 .001 .000 .000 
Folded [square] root .005 .000 .000 .000 .001 .001 .001 
Significance of the Shapiro-Wilk Test of Normality: L2 English Listener Residuals 
Raw .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .000 .000 
Logit .004 .000 .000 .010 .165 .041 .012 
 Arcsine square root .000 .001 .000 .010 .093 .035 .006 
Folded [square] root .000 .000 .000 .005 .054 .016 .002 
Significantly different at .05 level                                                                                           
(with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons)                                                                                                                                            
from which other Hierarchy categories? 
Raw 
1 Left-2 
Right 
1 Left-2 
Right 
1 Left-2 
Right 
Standard-
1 Right 
Standard- 
1 Left 
Standard-
0 Right 
Standard-
0 Right  
Logit1 
1 Left-2 
Right 
1 Left-2 
Right 
1 Left-2 
Right 
Standard-
1 Right 
Standard- 
1 Left 
Standard-
0 Right 
Standard-
0 Right 
 Arcsine square root2 
0 Left; 
1 Right-
2 Right 
Standard; 
1 Left-2 
Right 
1 Left-2 
Right 
0 Left-1 
Right 
Standard-
1 Left 
Standard-
0 Right 
Standard-
0 Right 
Folded [square] root3 
0 Left; 
1 Right-
2 Right 
Standard; 
1 Left-2 
Right 
1 Left-2 
Right 
0 Left-1 
Right 
Standard-
1 Left 
Standard-
0 Right 
Standard-
0 Right 
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Figure 4.18. WI accuracy for L1 (n = 38) and L2 (n = 31) English listeners by Hierarchy 
category. “X” marks the sample mean and center lines the median of listeners’ individual mean 
LD accuracy, box limits indicate the interquartile range, whiskers contain all sample values 
within 1.5 times the interquartile range, and outliers are represented by dots. 
 
homogeneous the highly nonhomogeneous variances exhibited in Figure 4.18’s L1-vs.-L2-
English-listener data nor render normal each listener group’s highly abnormal distributions. This 
is not a surprise, for Larson-Hall (2015) points out that ANOVA’s homogeneity of variance 
assumption is rarely satisfied in comparisons of L1 versus L2 users’ language proficiency, as L1 
users characteristically perform at ceiling, whereas L2 users characteristically exhibit a far 
broader range of proficiency, with some L2 users performing indistinguishably from L1 users 
and others performing markedly differently.  
In arcsine-square-root-transformed and folded-[square-]root-transformed analyses, the 
statistically significant Hierarchy-category-and-L1-vs.-L2-listener-status interaction observed in 
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the raw WI accuracy data is not replicated — yet given that transformation clearly has little 
ability, as Table 4.8 makes clear, to meet ANOVA’s homogeneity of variance and normality 
assumptions, this failure to find any statistically significant interaction between Hierarchy 
category and L1-vs.-L2-English-listener status is no more credible than the significant interaction 
in the raw data discussed earlier. 24 Therefore, whether the apparent similarity of L1and L2 
English listeners’ WI accuracy trajectory observed in Figure 4.16 is in fact meaningful must be 
evaluated in some other way. Because “inaccurate WI” responses fall into one of two possible 
subcategories in this study — namely, 1) unattempted spellings and 2) spellings of real English 
words other than what the speaker intended (wrong-word spellings) — one way of more closely 
examining L1 and L2 English listeners’ inaccurate WI responses is to investigate these two 
subcategories separately. This analysis is presented in Table 4.9. 
Regarding L1 and L2 listeners spelling real English words other than what the speaker 
intended, Table 4.9 suggests that a word’s standard/nonstandard pronunciation status had little 
effect on how frequently listeners made this type of mistake. This appears due to a substantial 
item effect. This study attempted to match stimuli across categories in terms of phonological 
neighborhood density by means of the Phonological Levenshtein Distance 20 (PLD20) metric 
(Balota et al., 2007) which “reflects the mean number of steps required through phoneme 
substitutions, insertions, or deletions (Levenshtein distance) to transform a word into its 20   
                                                 
24 Obviously, ANOVA’s normality assumption was not met earlier also when the L1 and L2 English listener data 
were examined separately. This was deemed not a major problem, however, both because ANOVA is known to be 
robust to normality violations as well as because the magnitude of the observed Hierarchy category effects are so 
large that they are highly unlikely to be spurious, i.e., resulting from the normality violation rather than a genuine 
category effect. (As Figure 4.18 as well as other figures throughout this dissertation have also made clear, this 
study’s L1 and L2 English listener data also consistently fail to meet ANOVA’s sphericity assumption [i.e., 
“homogeneity of the variances” for within-subjects, in contrast to between-subjects, data]), in part because of both 
the LD and WI accuracy dependent variables exhibiting floor and ceiling effects. However, the fact that sphericity 
violations render ANOVA too liberal has been consistently dealt with throughout this dissertation by means of the 
Greenhouse-Geisser correction having been applied to all ANOVA analyses). 
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Table 4.9 
L1 and L2 English listeners’ inaccurate WI responses by Hierarchy category in terms of # of 
types and % of tokens 
Inaccurate Word Identification 
Category 
Total # of 
tokens over 
38 L1 and 
31 L2 
English 
listeners 
Unattempted 
Spelled a REAL English 
word, but not the 
speaker's INTENDED 
word 
# of types vs. tokens # of types % of tokens # of types % of tokens 
Listener Category L1 L2 L1 L2 L1 L2 L1 L2 L1 L2 
0L standard 608 496 2 17 0.01 0.09 1 12 0.00 0.04 
0L nonstandard 608 496 2 16 0.01 0.08 2 5 0.00 0.03 
0R standard 589 481 1 13 0.00 0.04 2 6 0.01 0.01 
0R nonstandard 589 480 2 18 0.01 0.08 3 13 0.01 0.03 
1L standard 570 465 5 14 0.01 0.05 7 13 0.03 0.07 
1L nonstandard 570 465 5 21 0.01 0.11 3 14 0.02 0.05 
1R standard 589 481 3 23 0.01 0.13 4 7 0.01 0.03 
1R nonstandard 589 480 13 29 0.07 0.20 6 11 0.01 0.03 
2L standard 608 496 0 17 0.00 0.06 0 9 0.00 0.04 
2L nonstandard 608 496 14 30 0.05 0.16 12 10 0.04 0.04 
2R standard 608 496 2 16 0.00 0.05 4 9 0.03 0.04 
2R nonstandard 608 496 12 27 0.05 0.18 9 16 0.03 0.04 
Total # of types or mean % of tokens L 
standard  
7 48 0.01 0.07 8 34 0.01 0.05 
Total # of types or mean % of tokens L 
nonstandard 
21 67 0.02 0.12 17 29 0.02 0.04 
Total # of types or mean % of tokens R 
standard 
6 52 0.00 0.08 10 22 0.01 0.03 
Total type or mean token R nonstandard 27 74 0.04 0.15 18 40 0.02 0.03 
Total # of types or mean % of tokens standard 13 100 0.01 0.07 18 56 0.01 0.04 
Total # of types or mean % of tokens 
nonstandard 
48 141 0.03 0.13 35 69 0.02 0.04 
Minimum standard 0 13 0.00 0.04 0 6 0.00 0.01 
Maximum standard 5 23 0.01 0.13 7 13 0.03 0.07 
  
 
closest Levenshtein neighbors in the ELP lexicon" (Suárez et al., 2011) and also matched stimuli 
in terms of their PLD 20 neighbors’ mean log frequency (Balota et al., 2007) in the HAL corpus 
(Lund & Burgess, 1996). However, neither of these metrics takes into account the fact that the 
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“substitutions, insertions or deletions” of phonemes sharing more phonetic features such as 
manner, voicing, place of articulation, vowel height, etc., undoubtedly produce what the mind 
counts as closer neighbors than do the substitutions, insertions or deletions of more featurally 
different phonemes. Unfortunately, a metric could not be found that operationalizes the 
phonological neighborhood density construct to assign weight to PLD phoneme substitutions, 
insertions or deletions on the basis of how many phonetic features a substitution shares with the 
target phoneme or an insertion/deletion shares with its surrounding phonemes. 
The effect of the PLD 20’s inadequate operationalization of phonological neighborhood 
density can be seen in that although the number of “Real English word, but not the speaker’s 
intended word” inaccurate word identification responses (hereafter “wrong-word responses”) 
might be expected to be relatively evenly distributed across all stimulus items pronounced with a 
standard pronunciation, this is not at all the case. As can be seen in Appendix J, no standard 
stress pronunciations at all (i.e., types) counterbalancing the 2 Left nonstandard stress 
pronunciations resulted in L1 listeners producing wrong-word responses (i.e., tokens), whereas 
seven standard stress pronunciations counterbalancing the 1 Left nonstandard stress 
pronunciations resulted in L1 listeners producing seventeen wrong-word responses. For L2 
listeners, whereas six standard stress pronunciations counterbalancing the 0 Right nonstandard 
stress pronunciations resulted in listeners producing seven wrong-word responses, thirteen 
standard stress pronunciations counterbalancing the 1 Left nonstandard stress pronunciations 
resulted in L2 listeners’ producing thirty-four wrong-word responses. Additionally, item effects 
due apparently to inadequate operationalization of the phonological neighborhood density 
construct appear to explain why for the 1 Left category, L1 listeners’ produced more wrong-
word responses to standard pronunciations than nonstandard pronunciations: 10 of the 19 L1 
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listeners who heard the standard pronunciation of “prospective” misheard it as “perspective” and 
one additional listener misheard it as “respective.” Thus, the wide disparity in the number of 
wrong-word responses to standard stress pronunciations makes it clear that this subcategory of 
inaccurate word identification responses cannot be trusted to provide reliable information 
regarding the validity or lack of validity of the Hierarchy. We must therefore turn to the final 
subcategory of inaccurate WI responses made by L1 and L2 English listeners upon hearing 
standard and nonstandard stress pronunciations, i.e., their unattempted spellings, to see whether 
these unattempted spellings can better inform our assessment of the Hierarchy’s cognitive 
validity.  
Unattempted spellings are arguably the clearest possible indicator of unintelligibility, as 
they occur only when listeners, even when assigned no penalty for guessing, are nevertheless 
unwilling or unable to attempt identifying the speaker’s intended word. For both L1 and L2 
listeners, the number of types and percent of tokens they declined to identify appears sharply to 
increase at the 1 Right category of the Hierarchy according to Table 4.9. However, the L2 
listeners did not experience like the L1 listeners a mere 5% decrease in intelligibility when 
encountering nonstandard stress stimuli containing two vowel errors, but rather a doubled 
decrease in intelligibility of at least 10% from their standard stress performance norm.25 The L2 
                                                 
25 Readers will likely have noticed in Table 4.9 that the L2 listeners declined to identify a markedly higher 
percentage of standard stress pronunciations for stimulus words that can be misstressed to instantiate the 1 Right 
nonstandard stress manipulation than they did the study’s other standard stress pronunciations. This is probably due 
to the fact that although stimuli were matched as closely as possible across all Hierarchy categories for word 
frequency, number of syllables, and many other criteria commonly used in psycholinguistics experiments to ensure 
lexical stimuli are as cognitively equivalent as possible, stimuli for all other categories besides 1 Right were also 
chosen based on the researcher’s long experience as an ESL teacher to include only (mostly academic) words 
deemed likely to be known by the study’s L2 listener participants. However, unfortunately only very few words 
could be found that can be manipulated to instantiate 1 Right nonstandard stress, so it was impossible for the 
researcher to apply this additional selection criterion to potential 1 Right stimuli (or words such as “ridicule” and 
“ecstasy” would have been excluded). This may explain L2 listeners’ struggle to identify some of the 0 Right 
stimuli: They did not recognize some of the 0 Right words, in their standard stress form or in any form, simply 
because they do not know these words at all. 
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listeners were therefore not performing merely from a lower baseline than their L1 listener 
counterparts in terms of WI accuracy indexed by unattempted WI, but rather were impacted to an 
even greater degree than L1 listeners by nonstandard stress errors in cases where these 
nonstandard stress induced concomitant vowel errors (cf., Jenkins, 2000, 2002). 
 
Summarizing L1 and L2 English listeners’ performance comparisons 
 Both L1 and L2 English listeners’ word stress error processing largely followed the 
Hierarchy. As indexed by LD accuracy, L1 and at least advanced L2 English listeners frequently 
struggled to identify mis-stressings containing no vowel errors as being nonstandard –  in the 
absence of a live interlocutor whose nonstandard pronunciations listeners may for sociolinguistic 
reasons have been hesitant to acknowledge. . .and even when explicitly informed they would 
hear a series of “correctly and incorrectly pronounced English words.” That is, just as previous 
word stress research has suggested, nonstandard stress is largely defined by the presence or 
absence of vowel errors (cf., Bond & Small, 1983; Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler, 1986; Cutler & 
Clifton, 1984; Fear et al., 1995; Field, 2005; Small et al., 1988). In terms of LD accuracy, then, 
L2 English listeners did not merely follow L1 listeners’ performance from a lower baseline. 
Rather, the further an English word stress error fell from the standard stress category of the 
Hierarchy, inducing one or more concomitant vowel errors, the more L2 listeners’ LD accuracy 
was hurt relative to that of L1 listeners. 
In terms of LDRT, L1 and L2 English listeners both followed the predicted Hierarchy 
trajectory – but L2 listeners characteristically required anywhere from half a second to a full 
second longer to search their mental lexicons for a pronunciation they had heard in order to make 
an accurate LD regarding whether English words spoken in isolation instantiated “correctly 
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pronounced English word(s).” Just as this study’s second research question hypothesized, 
therefore, L2 English listeners followed the LDRT trajectory of L1 listeners but did so from a 
lower baseline. In terms of this study’s intelligibility proxy, WI accuracy, the L2 listeners again 
did not merely perform from a lower baseline than L1 listeners, but rather were impacted (in 
terms of unattempted WI) to an even greater degree than L1 listeners in cases where nonstandard 
stress errors induced concomitant vowel errors (cf., Jenkins, 2000, 2002).  
In sum, then, although L1 and L2 English listeners both followed similar overall English 
word stress processing trajectories in accordance with Hierarchy predictions, the L2 listeners’ 
performance frequently did not run parallel at a lower baseline to that of L1 listeners but instead 
evidenced even greater damage due to nonstandard stress than did L1 English listeners the 
further a nonstandard stress pronunciation fell from the standard stress category of the Hierarchy. 
 
Do Both Number of Vowel Errors and Direction of Stress Shift Help Predict 
L1 and L2 English Listeners’ Word Stress Error Processing Performance? 
The aim of the English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy developed and tested in this 
study is to provide those who research, teach, or test English word stress with a means of 
accurately predicting listeners’ processing of any particular English word stress error. Many 
studies have noted the impact of vowel quality on L1 and L2 English listeners’ word stress error 
processing (Bond & Small, 1983; Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler, 1986; Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Fear 
et al., 1995; Field, 2005; Small et al., 1988), but only a couple have indicated that direction of 
stress shift also impacts listener understanding (Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Field, 2005). It is 
therefore important to determine whether the results of this study are equally predictable by a 
collapsed form of the Hierarchy, including only number of vowel errors as a predictive factor, or 
whether additionally including direction of stress shift maximizes the Hierarchy’s cognitive 
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validity. Therefore, this study’s third research question asks about the validity of the Hierarchy’s 
assumption that both number of vowel errors and direction of stress shift are factors helping to 
predict L1 and L2 English listeners’ word stress error processing performance.  
Unfortunately, it was impossible to use ANOVA to determine whether inclusion of the 
potential direction-of-stress-shift factor maximizes the Hierarchy’s cognitive validity. This is 
because no transformations were able to render homogenous the relatively low variability among 
L1 listeners and relatively high variability among L2 listeners. As a result, the validity of 
ANOVA’s assessment of the relative impact of the number-of-vowel-errors versus direction-of- 
stress-shift factors remains uncertain. Also, it is true that comparison of relative effect size for 
the number-of-vowel-errors versus direction-of- stress-shift potential Hierarchy factors could 
perhaps explain why so few papers thus far have noted direction of stress shift as impacting 
English word stress error processing (Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Field, 2005). However, the r 
family effect size measures including ω2, η2, and partial η2 are unfortunately also not robust with 
homogeneity of variance violations, potentially leading to overestimation of effect size (Grace-
Martin, n.d.; Volker, 2006). An additional concern is that any measure of effect size for the 
number-of-vowel-errors versus direction-of-stress-shift factors will collapse any within-factor 
differences, implying relative constancy of impact for each factor across Hierarchy categories. 
This implication is not accurate. The impact of these two factors was not even across Hierarchy 
categories. Therefore, because the validity of ANOVA and partial η2 for measuring the relative 
impact of the number-of-vowel-errors versus direction-of- stress-shift factors cannot be trusted, 
the following paragraphs simply collate relevant findings from this study’s previous analyses to 
determine, by this means, whether including direction of stress shift as a predictive factor is 
necessary for maximizing the Hierarchy’s cognitive validity.  
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This section thus finds that both number of vowel errors and direction of stress shift did 
indeed help to predict L1 and L2 listeners’ word stress error processing. It also finds that not 
only was the impact of these two factors not even across Hierarchy categories but also that the 
nature of the two factors’ impact varied based on the specific dependent variable being 
investigated. This section finds that the only Hierarchy category division regarding which no 
dependent variable in this study was able to demonstrate cognitive validity was the Hierarchy’s 
hypothesized 2 Left versus 2 Right distinction. 
 
Evaluating the impact of number of vowel errors vs. direction of stress shift on listeners’ 
auditory LD accuracy 
When the L1 listeners were presented with nonstandard stress pronunciations, their mean 
LD accuracy for the 0 Left category was a meager 24%. This is significantly different from their 
56% mean LD accuracy for the 0 Right category. Direction of stress shift mattered for L1 
listeners attempting to determine whether 0-vowel-error nonstandard stress pronunciations did or 
did not instantiate correctly pronounced English words. This is in contrast to the nonsignificant 
difference in L1 listeners’ mean LD accuracy for both the 1 Left versus 1 Right and 2 Left versus 
2 Right nonstandard stress categories. While both number of vowel errors and direction of stress 
shift significantly affected L1 listeners’ LD accuracy, only the number-of-vowel-errors factor did 
so across the entire Hierarchy. As in Field’s (2005) word identification (via transcription) study, 
direction of stress shift was found in this study’s LD accuracy task to be a statistically significant 
factor only where nonstandard stress errors were not simultaneously inducing vowel errors. Only 
in this zero-vowel-change case were leftward stress shifts found statistically significantly more 
damaging than rightward stress shifts to the LD accuracy dependent variable.  
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Similarly, the L2 English listeners’ mean LD accuracy was significantly lower for the 0 
Left versus 0 Right nonstandard stress pronunciations, while both their 1 Left versus 1 Right as 
well as 2 Left versus 2 Right LD accuracy exhibited no significant difference. As with the L1 
listeners, direction of stress shift was a statistically significant factor for the L2 listeners only 
where nonstandard stress errors were not simultaneously inducing vowel errors, i.e., only with 
the zero-vowel-change nonstandard stress stimuli. However, it should be noted that the zero-
vowel-change nonstandard stress stimuli also did not consistently result in significantly different 
LD accuracy relative to the one-vowel-change nonstandard stress stimuli. (Specifically, the L2 
listeners’ LD accuracy with the 0 Right versus 1 Left nonstandard stress categories did not 
significantly differ.) For the L2 listeners, then, it is not only the impact of direction of stress 
shift, but also the impact of the number-of-vowel-errors factor which produced uneven results 
across Hierarchy categories. In sum, the LD accuracy variable demonstrates that for this study’s 
English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy to have maximal predictive power regarding L1 
and L2 English listeners’ word stress error processing, it is important that the Hierarchy 
distinguish the 0 Left versus 0 Right nonstandard stress categories. 
 
Evaluating the impact of number of vowel errors vs. direction of stress shift on L1 and L2 
English listeners’ accurate auditory LDRT 
L1 English listeners who made accurate 0 Left “No” LDs significantly slowed from their 
accurate standard stress “Yes” LDRT baseline to do so, but within the remaining 0 Right – 2 
Right Hierarchy categories L1 listeners’ accurate “No” LDRTs were statistically equivalent. 
Also, L1 English listeners who inaccurately labeled 0 Left nonstandard stress pronunciations as 
instantiating correctly pronounced English words did so just as quickly as they accurately 
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labeled standard stress pronunciations as instantiating correctly pronounced English words – 
suggesting L1 listeners’ definition of a “correctly pronounced English word” was, in most cases, 
broad enough to encompass 0 Left so-called nonstandard stress pronunciations. However, for 
both Hierarchy-defined accurate and inaccurate LDs with the 0 Right stimuli, L1 English 
listeners’ median LDRT significantly slowed relative to their accurate standard stress LDRT. 
Clearly then, direction of stress shift mediated L1 listeners’ sensitivity to the suprasegmental 
markers of English word stress for the zero-vowel-change nonstandard stress stimuli. 
L2 English listeners, on the other hand, showed no significant differences in accurate 
LDRT across the nonstandard stress categories of the Hierarchy. However, like the L1 listeners, 
the L2 listeners indicated equally quickly (and accurately) that standard stress stimuli and 
(inaccurately) that 0 Left nonstandard stress stimuli instantiate correctly pronounced English 
words. The L2 listeners also mirrored the L1 listeners’ significant LDRT slowdown with the 0 
Right nonstandard stress stimuli relative to the standard stress stimuli – regardless of whether 
their ultimate LD was accurate or inaccurate.  
In sum, while only the L1 listeners showed a direction-of-stress-shift-modulated effect in 
terms of accurate LDRT, both listener groups showed a direction-of-stress-shift-modulated 
effect when inaccurately labeling 0 Left versus 0 Right nonstandard stress pronunciations as 
instantiating a “correctly pronounced English word.” Direction-of-stress-shift-modulated LDRT 
effects were thus not stable across the Hierarchy for either the L1 or L2 listeners, as they were in 
evidence only as regards the 0 Left versus 0 Right Hierarchy categories. Therefore, the LDRT 
variable (like the LD accuracy variable) demonstrates that for this study’s English Word Stress 
Error Gravity Hierarchy to have maximal predictive power regarding L1 and L2 listeners’ word 
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stress error processing, it is important that the Hierarchy distinguish the 0 Left versus 0 Right 
nonstandard stress categories. 
 
Evaluating the impact of number of vowel errors vs. direction of stress shift on L1 and L2 
English listeners’ WI accuracy 
L1 English listeners were equally accurate in identifying a speaker’s intended word 
whether that word was pronounced with standard stress or 0 Left, 0 Right or 1 Left nonstandard 
stress. The same was true for L2 listeners. Only at the 1 Right – 2 Left Hierarchy categories did 
L1 and L2 English listeners exhibit significant deterioration in WI accuracy, either not 
attempting at all to spell the speaker’s intended word or spelling a real English word other than 
that which the speaker intended. Thus, direction of stress shift did affect listeners’ WI accuracy, 
but its impact was not stable across the Hierarchy, since for both the L1 and L2 English listeners, 
the 1 Left and 1 Right nonstandard stress categories resulted in significantly worse WI accuracy. 
The WI accuracy variable therefore demonstrates that for this study’s English Word Stress Error 
Gravity Hierarchy to have maximal predictive power regarding L1 and L2 English listeners’ 
word stress error processing, it is important that the Hierarchy distinguish the 1 Left versus 1 
Right nonstandard stress categories. 
 
Summarizing the impact of number of vowel errors vs. direction of stress shift 
As in Cutler & Clifton (1984) and Field (2005), in this study both number of vowel errors 
and direction of stress shift contributed to L1 and L2 listeners’ English word stress error 
processing. However, as can be seen in Table 4.10, the effect of these factors varied both across 
Hierarchy categories and across dependent variables. The LD accuracy and LDRT variables  
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Table 4.10 
A summary of which number-of-vowel-errors and direction-of-stress-shift categories are 
required to maximize Hierarchy power to predict listeners’ word stress error processing 
Dependent 
Variable 
Which  
number-of-
vowel-error 
categories  
are required to 
maximize the 
Hierarchy’s 
ability to predict 
L1 listeners’ 
processing 
performance? 
Which  
number-of-
vowel-error 
categories  
are required to 
maximize the 
Hierarchy’s 
ability to predict 
L2 listeners’ 
processing 
performance? 
Which 
direction-of-
stress-shift 
categories  
are required to 
maximize the 
Hierarchy’s 
ability to predict 
L1 listeners’ 
processing 
performance? 
Which 
direction-of-
stress shift 
categories  
are required to 
maximize the 
Hierarchy’s 
ability to predict 
L2 listeners’ 
processing 
performance? 
LD accuracy 
0 vowel errors 
vs. 
1 vowel error 
vs. 
2 vowel errors 
0 vowel errors 
vs. 
1 vowel error 
vs. 
2 vowel errors 
0 Left  
vs.  
0 Right 
0 Left  
vs.  
0 Right 
LDRT 
0 vowel errors 
vs. 
1 and 2 vowel 
errors 
0 vowel errors 
vs. 
1 and 2 vowel 
errors 
0 Left  
vs.  
0 Right 
0 Left  
vs.  
0 Right 
WI accuracy 
0 vowel errors 
vs. 
1 vowel error 
vs. 
2 vowel errors 
0 vowel errors 
vs. 
1 vowel error 
vs. 
2 vowel errors 
1 Left  
vs.  
1 Right 
1 Left  
vs.  
1 Right 
 
made clear that both L1 and L2 English listeners processed 0 Left versus 0 Right nonstandard 
stress stimuli differently, to a large extent treating 0 Left stress pronunciations as correct. 
Additionally, the WI accuracy data from both listener groups suggested that the Hierarchy’s 
demarcation between 1 Left and 1 Right nonstandard stress is important, because listeners had 
little difficulty retrieving a speaker’s intended word with the 1 Left nonstandard stress 
pronunciations whereas they did exhibit significant difficulty with the 1 Right nonstandard stress 
pronunciations. However, none of the dependent variables revealed any significant difference in 
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listeners’ performance across the 2 Left and 2 Right categories. In sum, both number of vowel 
errors and direction of stress shift helped predict L1 and L2 listeners’ word stress error 
processing, but the impact of these two factors was not even across Hierarchy categories 
(particularly in the case of direction of stress shift) and also varied based on the dependent 
variable being investigated. The only Hierarchy category division for which no dependent 
variable in this study was able to demonstrate cognitive validity is the Hierarchy’s hypothesized 
2 Left versus 2 Right distinction. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
This study’s hypothesized English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy has synthesized 
previous research identifying vowel quality (Bond, 1979, 1999; Bond & Small, 1983; Cutler, 
2012, 2015) and direction of stress shift (Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Field, 2005) as key predictors 
of English word stress errors’ comprehensibility and intelligibility for L1 and L2 listeners. The 
study’s LD accuracy, accurate LDRT, and WI accuracy data have demonstrated that although L1 
and L2 English listeners both followed similar overall English word stress processing trajectories 
in accordance with Hierarchy predictions, the L2 listeners’ performance tended to run parallel at 
a lower baseline or exhibit greater damage due to nonstandard stress than did the L1 English 
listeners’ performance the further a nonstandard stress pronunciation fell from the standard stress 
category of the Hierarchy. Lexical stress errors in English frequently hurt L2 listeners more than 
L1 listeners.  
Additionally, this study has replicated the findings of previous research (Cooper et al., 
2002; Cutler et al., 2007) in its investigation of how listeners mapped nonstandard stress 
pronunciations onto their (presumedly standard stress) mental lexicon prototypes: Both L1 
English listeners and L2 listeners from nontonal L1s largely processed the suprasegmental 
correlates of English lexical stress merely as “phonetic detail,” i.e., merely as “allophonic” 
variation. The only correlate of lexical stress that these listeners consistently processed as serving 
to distinguish differences in word stress was that instantiated segmentally in vowel quality.26 Our 
                                                 
26 The first studies on the importance of vowel quality in English lexical stress processing were published more than 
35 years ago, yet the average pronunciation teacher’s understanding of English word stress still does not distinguish 
the relative importance of its segmental versus suprasegmental markers. While undoubtedly other reasons have 
contributed (e.g., differences in British versus American conceptions of what it is that actually varies in stressed 
versus unstressed vowels), one cannot help but wonder if a key reason this research has not taken hold in pedagogy 
is largely because we currently have no technical terminology to express what we need to express. We have no way 
of clearly, concisely and accurately saying that noncanonical stress shifts in English instantiated only in the 
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understanding of the impact of English word stress on L1 and L2 English listeners needs to be 
nuanced, therefore, to account for how not all English word stress errors are created equal. The 
current chapter details three ways this study suggests our understanding of the impact of English 
word stress errors on L1 and L2 listeners thus needs to be restructured: 
 Our conception of English word stress error needs to take into account that L1 and L2 
listeners define English word stress in terms of vowel quality, not suprasegmentals 
 L1 and L2 listeners’ English word stress error processing can be predicted by the English 
Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy proposed in this study. 
 English word stress errors hurt L2 English listeners more than L1 English listeners 
Finally, the chapter outlines several questions for future research suggested by this study.  
 
Tenets of a Restructured Conception of English Word Stress Error 
 
L1 and L2 listeners define English word stress in terms of vowel quality, not 
suprasegmentals 
Traditionally, any noncanonical shift in English word stress from one syllable to another 
has been treated as an error, without regard to whether the stress shift invokes a change in vowel 
quality. However, just as psycholinguistics research on English word stress has previously 
indicated that the distinction between full versus reduced (centralized) vowels (e.g., schwa) so 
reliably parallels the distinction between stressed versus unstressed vowels that L1 listeners learn 
                                                 
suprasegmental markers of lexical stress produce “allophonic” variation, whereas noncanonical stress shifts 
instantiated in the segmental markers of lexical stress produce “phonemic” variation. While my current solution to 
this terminological predicament, evidenced in this dissertation, has been to co-opt the phonetics terminology 
paralleling the stress concepts we need to be able to express, I am by no means convinced that this is the best 
solution for helping move these concepts into mainstream English pronunciation pedagogy. I therefore encourage 
discussion within the field on this matter. 
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to ignore the suprasegmental cues of English word stress as a redundant waste of attention and 
processing resources (Cooper, Cutler, & Wales, 2002; Cutler et al., 2007), the current study 
found that in the absence of a live interlocutor whose nonstandard pronunciations listeners may 
for sociocultural reasons be hesitant to acknowledge — and even when explicitly informed they 
will hear a series of “correctly and incorrectly pronounced English words” — L1 and L2 English 
listeners both frequently fail to recognize mis-stressings containing no vowel errors as being 
nonstandard. Not only that, but when they do succeed at making accurate LDs with the 0 Left 
and 0 Right nonstandard stress pronunciations, their accurate LD frequently costs them 
substantially increased processing time. Additionally, both L1 and L2 English listeners 
responded equally quickly with a “Yes” LD not only to the standard stress pronunciations where 
the Hierarchy defines the “Yes” LD as accurate, but also to the 0 Left nonstandard stress 
pronunciations where the Hierarchy defines the “Yes” LD as inaccurate. Clearly then, for 
advanced English listeners — regardless of whether English is their L1 or L2 — nonstandard 
English word stress is largely defined by the presence or absence of vowel errors (cf., Bond & 
Small, 1983; Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler, 1986; Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Fear et al., 1995; Field, 
2005; Small et al., 1988). The suprasegmental stress cues of duration, pitch and intensity, 
although generally present (Cutler, 2012; Cutler et al., 2007; Fear et al., 1995; Ladefoged & 
Johnson, 2011), are in many cases not recognized markers of nonstandard English pronunciation 
for L1 listeners (Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler et al., 200727; Fear et al., 1995) or, based on the 
current study, for L2 listeners from at least nontonal L1s. Thus, the traditional labelling of any 
noncanonical shift in English word stress as instantiating an error, regardless of whether the 
                                                 
27 Cutler et al. (2007) describe this by indicating that the suprasegmental markers of primary versus secondary stress 
vary acoustically from each other. However, their definition of secondary stress does not distinguish more 
traditionally defined unstressed, unreduced vowels (as in the initial syllable of the word “museum”) from the more 
traditionally defined secondary-stressed vowels (as in the initial syllable of the word “musicology”). 
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stress shift induces a concomitant change in vowel quality, is problematic. The suprasegmental 
correlates of English lexical stress are generally processed as acceptable “allophonic” variation 
by both L1 and L2 English listeners. It is only the vowel quality correlate of English lexical 
stress that is consistently processed as “phonemic.” 
It is true that these LD accuracy and LDRT findings are far stronger with the 0 Left 
noncanonical stress pronunciations which are closest on the Hierarchy to standard stress than 
with the 0 Right noncanonical stress pronunciations. For the majority of listeners, insensitivity to 
the suprasegmental markers of lexical stress is clearly mediated by direction of stress shift. The 
LD task identified the point at which L1 and L2 English listeners decided that the language input 
they heard no longer adequately matched any mental lexicon prototype enough to count as a 
“correctly pronounced” word. This is a more stringent task than that of everyday English 
listening, where the goal is simply to determine what message the speaker is communicating 
(largely by determining what words the speaker has said) – not to assess whether or not the 
speaker’s pronunciation is standard or nonstandard. As many studies have pointed out, it is 
entirely possible for a speaker to use nonstandard pronunciation and yet be completely 
intelligible to both L1 and other L2 listeners (e.g., Jenkins, 2000; Munro & Derwing, 1995). 
Thus, we can conclude from the LD data that whereas L1 and L2 listeners very rarely identify 0 
Left noncanonical stress pronunciations as nonstandard, they do approximately 55% of the time 
deem 0 Right noncanonical stress pronunciations as nonstandard – but only after spending a 
significant period of time debating this LD.  
According to this study’s WI accuracy data, neither L1 nor L2 English listeners show any 
deterioration in intelligibility with 0 Left and 0 Right noncanonical stress pronunciations. 
However, with the Hierarchy categories farthest from standard stress we see both L1 and L2 
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listeners failing to identify the speaker’s intended word (unintelligibility) (Munro and Derwing, 
1995, 2006). This accords with previous research indicating that where stress changes induce a 
concomitant change in vowel quality, a speaker's intended word is frequently not included in the 
listener's initial cohort of possible words at all (Bond, 1979, 1999; Bond & Small, 1983; Cutler, 
2012, 2015). This is likely to result not only in listeners experiencing occasional instances where 
mental lexicon lookup fails, but because vowel-quality-altering nonstandard stress violates the 
rhythmic structure that grounds English word segmentation, also to result in listeners sometimes 
being led down a garden path regarding an entire series of mental lexicon lookups necessary for 
a speaker’s intended meaning to be accurately interpreted.  
The findings of this study therefore nuance Jenkins’ observation that “word stress...rarely 
causes intelligibility problems...and where it does so, always occurs in combination with another 
phonological error" (2000, p. 150) by pointing out that often predictable English word stress 
patterns superintend the specific pronunciation assigned to many of the vowels found in 
multisyllabic English vocabulary (such as the differing pronunciations of orthographic “a” in the 
derivationally related words “análysis” and “ánalyze”). Word stress errors can and do induce 
vowel errors to ultimately produce significantly reduced intelligibility. Not only are L1 English 
listeners impacted (which Jenkins acknowledges), but L2 English listeners even more so, just as 
Dauer (2005) and McCrocklin (2012) describe: “Word stress affects a number of other important 
features, such as vowel quality and length. . . . These features are listed as core features in 
Jenkins’ proposal and were thus shown within her data to impact intelligibility” (McCrocklin, 
2012, p. 252). Thus, Jenkins’ finding that word stress "rarely causes intelligibility problems. . . 
and where it does so, always occurs in combination with another phonological error" does not 
imply that word stress “rarely causes intelligibility problems,” but instead, as demonstrated in 
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this study, that it is only certain categories of word stress error that cause intelligibility problems 
— namely those leading to vowel quality errors. 
 
L1 and L2 listeners’ English word stress error processing is predictable by Hierarchy 
Previous research has indicated that L1 and L2 English listeners rely strongly on vowel 
quality when identifying English word stress (cf., Bond & Small, 1983; Cooper et al., 2002; 
Cutler, 1986; Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Fear et al., 1995; Field, 2005; Small et al., 1988) and that 
both L1 and L2 English listeners experience leftward stress shifts as less damaging to lexical 
processing than rightward stress shifts (Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Field, 2005). On this research 
foundation, therefore, the current study hypothesized an English Word Stress Error Gravity 
Hierarchy characterized by systematic increase in the number of full versus reduced vowel 
quality changes as well as changes in the direction of stress shift from left to right.  
This study has demonstrated that the proposed Hierarchy successfully predicts L1 and L2 
English listeners’ word stress error processing in terms of 1) auditory lexical decision (LD) 
accuracy, 2) accurate auditory LD reaction time (LDRT), and 3) word identification (WI) 
accuracy. L1 and L2 listeners’ English word stress error processing was consistent with the 
Hierarchy in this study in terms of auditory LD accuracy, with lower accuracy the closer a word 
was to the standard stress Hierarchy category and higher accuracy the further a nonstandard 
stress category was from the standard stress Hierarchy category. Both L1 and L2 listeners’ word 
stress error processing was also consistent with the Hierarchy in terms of LDRT, in that typical 
listeners label as instantiating “correctly pronounced English word[s]” standard stress 
pronunciations (a Hierarchy-defined accurate LD) and 0 Left nonstandard stress pronunciations 
(a Hierarchy-defined inaccurate LD) equally quickly, whereas on the rare occasions when they 
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did accurately label 0 Left nonstandard stress pronunciations as not a “correctly pronounced 
English word,” they exhibited visible slowdown. The LDRT data were also consistent with the 
Hierarchy in that whereas listeners exhibited no hesitation in labeling the 0 Left category as an 
acceptable “allophonic” realization of the canonical standard stress pronunciations, for the 
Hierarchy’s next category, the 0 Right nonstandard stress category, both the L1 and L2 listeners’ 
LDRT was significantly slower than their accurate standard stress LDRT regardless of whether 
their LD was defined by the Hierarchy as an accurate or inaccurate LD. 
L1 and L2 listeners’ English word stress error processing was also consistent with the 
Hierarchy in terms of WI accuracy. That is, although neither the L1 nor L2 listeners exhibited 
any deterioration in intelligibility with the 0 Left, 0 Right and 1 Left noncanonical stress 
pronunciations, both listener groups showed significant deterioration in intelligibility with the 
Hierarchy categories furthest from standard stress. For the L1 listeners, this significant 
deterioration began at the 1 Right Hierarchy category. For the more variable L2 listeners, a 
significant deterioration in WI accuracy could only be detected beginning at the 2 Left Hierarchy 
category. Interestingly, neither listener group exhibited deterioration in WI accuracy with the 1 
Left Hierarchy category, the first Hierarchy category to include a vowel quality change. This is 
likely because, as Field (2005) points out, contrastive stress in English phonology licenses 
leftward stress shifts (i.e., as in the phrase “INcreasing the number of vowel errors may DEcrease 
comprehensibility”). Interestingly, listeners’ deteriorated WI accuracy across the 1 Right, 2 Left 
and 2 Right nonstandard stress categories was statistically equivalent. This suggests that for both 
L1 and L2 listeners, the 1 Right nonstandard stress category marked an intelligibility cutoff 
separating the reduced intelligibility 1 Right, 2 Left and 2 Right nonstandard stress 
pronunciations not only from the unsurprisingly highly intelligible standard stress pronunciations 
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but also from the equally highly intelligible 0 Left, 0 Right and 1 Left nonstandard stress 
pronunciations. To describe it in terms usually applied only to categorical perception of 
phonemes, L1 and L2 listeners’ WI accuracy indicates that listeners consistently perceived not 
only standard stress but also 0 Left, 0 Right and 1 Left mispronunciations as falling into a 
“category” that matched the stress pattern of a speaker’s intended word, whereas 1 Right, 2 Left 
and 2 Right mispronunciations were significantly frequently perceived as falling into a 
“category” not matching the stress pattern of a speaker’s intended word. 
The current study has thus found word stress errors prevent or slow successful lexical 
access even in a nondiscourse context – i.e., with words spoken in isolation – and therefore 
where word segmentation (which research has demonstrated word stress strongly to impact) 
should not have been an issue. Additionally, as detailed in the Results section analysis of 
whether the hypothesized number-of-vowel-errors and direction-of-stress-shift factors both 
contribute explanatory power to this study’s hypothesized English Word Stress Error Gravity 
Hierarchy, overall the cognitive validity of the Hierarchy is supported by both the L1 and L2 
English listener data. The only Hierarchy category distinction for which no dependent variable in 
this study was able to demonstrate cognitive validity is the Hierarchy’s hypothesized 2 Left 
versus 2 Right distinction.28 The Hierarchy should therefore prove a useful tool for L2 
pronunciation teaching and testing, as it provides a quick and easy way of assessing the likely 
error gravity of any given word stress error.  
 
                                                 
28 The likely reason only a few previous studies (Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Field, 2005) have noted direction of stress 
shift as a contributing factor in the impact of English word stress errors on listeners’ lexical processing is because, 
for any given dependent variable, the impact of number of vowel errors and direction of stress shift is not stable 
across the Hierarchy and also differs depending on the particular dependent variable in question. 
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English word stress errors hurt L2 listeners more than L1 listeners 
The results of this study indicate that while overall L1 and L2 English listeners followed 
similar trajectories in their processing of English words pronounced with standard and 
nonstandard stress, the L2 listeners were operating from a lower baseline and — unsurprisingly 
in light of their differing L1 backgrounds, L2 English proficiency, etc. — with much more 
variable performance. Word stress errors inducing vowel errors hurt L2 listeners more than L1 
listeners even after both listener groups’ baseline levels of proficiency had been taken into 
account for all dependent variables. 
However, it is the L2 English listeners whose WI accuracy is most impacted the further a 
stress manipulation falls from standard stress on the Hierarchy. It is the L2 English listeners who, 
even though they succeeded at identifying no-vowel-error stress manipulations as not 
instantiating a “correctly pronounced English word” with basically the same accuracy as L1 
English listeners, did not even reach 70% accuracy at identifying stress manipulations containing 
vowel errors when L1 listeners are again performing at basically 100% accuracy. Additionally, 
the L2 listeners require up to a full second longer than L1 listeners to search their mental 
lexicons for a pronunciation they have heard in order ultimately to make an accurate LD 
regarding whether an English word spoken in isolation does or does not instantiate a “correctly 
pronounced English word.” 
It is true that the demands of online mental processing mean that English conversation 
consists largely of just 2000 word families in contrast to how basic understanding of English 
news articles requires around 3000 word families and academic reading requires around 4000 
word families (Nation, 2001). It is also true that the context surrounding a nonstandard stress 
pronunciation may provide guidance as to its identity. However, in the stream of speech — when 
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the effects of mis-stressing are compounded not only by L2 listeners’ struggle with phantom 
word activation (Broersma & Cutler, 2008), but also by the presence of genuinely unknown 
vocabulary, by syntactic complexity, by aspects of accent not associated with word stress, and by 
unfamiliar cultural schemata — L2 English listeners are unlikely to erase their word-stress-error-
induced disadvantage. Thus, this study suggests standard English word stress is important for 
purposes of L2-L2 English communication — not just for L2-L1 communication. 
The L2 listeners’ overall low LD accuracy scores, particularly for the nonstandard stress 
stimuli, suggest they found the task of deciding whether pronunciations constituted “correctly 
pronounced English words” difficult. Perhaps this is due to their struggling to hear past the 
“echo” of the derivationally related model word’s familiar stress pattern in order to recognize 
that the pronunciation they have actually heard is not, in fact, a “correctly pronounced English 
word” and/or to distrust their mental lexicon lookup results about the word/nonword status of the 
pronunciation they have heard due to acute consciousness of the limits of their L2 English 
vocabulary (Broersma & Cutler, 2008; Field, 2008).  
 
What We Urgently Need to Know: Next Steps for Research on English Word Stress 
The findings of the current study suggest several areas of further research are important – and 
even urgent. We need to know: 
1) How well can the Hierarchy predict not only the intelligibility, but also the 
comprehensibility of nonstandard stress pronunciations for L1 and L2 listeners? 
2) To what extent are L2 English word stress errors likely to consist of stress exchanges? 
3) How common are L2 English vowel articulation errors that are word-stress-induced 
versus non-word-stress-induced? 
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4) When L1 and L2 listeners identify a given pronunciation as instantiating a real English 
word other than the speaker’s intended word, which aspects of the speaker’s 
pronunciation has their mental lexicon lookup process apparently prioritized versus been 
willing to discard? 
5) How well can the Hierarchy predict the comprehensibility and intelligibility of 
nonstandard stress errors in everyday communication? (e.g., To what extent can L1 and 
L2 English listeners successfully use secondary strategies, such as guessing from context, 
to mitigate the impact of speakers’ word-stress-induced vowel errors?) 
6) What word stress patterns have L1 English listeners likely extrapolated — and L2 
English listeners likely need to extrapolate — from their auditory lexical input histories 
in order to facilitate automatic, unconscious and procedural perception and production of 
the standard English word stress patterns associated with both known and novel English 
words (Nation, 2001)? 
These questions are discussed in detail in the following pages. 
 
How well can the Hierarchy predict not only the intelligibility, but also the 
comprehensibility of nonstandard stress pronunciations for L1 and L2 listeners? 
One question that needs investigation is not only the intelligibility, but also the 
comprehensibility impact of nonstandard stress pronunciations for L1 and L2 English listeners. 
Originally, it was expected that the current study would address this question. It was assumed 
that not only could the categorical distinction between accurate and inaccurate WI serve as a 
proxy for the categorical cognitive processing outcomes of intelligibility versus unintelligibility, 
but also that word identification (WI) reaction time (or WIRT) could serve as proxy for the 
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comprehensibility continuum, with more comprehensible pronunciations defined as those 
exhibiting relatively fast processing and less comprehensible pronunciations defined as those 
exhibiting relatively slow processing. Unfortunately, WIRT was recorded in this study until the 
time point at which listeners pressed “Enter” to signal that they had finished typing the word they 
had understood the speaker to say. One unintended result was that the study’s 2 Left category 
stimuli (whose mean number of syllables was slightly greater than that of other Hierarchy 
categories) produced reliably longer WIRT relative to all other Hierarchy categories for both the 
L1 and L2 listener groups. Another unexpected consequence was substantial and often 
apparently unsystematic variability in accurate WIRT. This was likely due in part to variation 
within each listener group in 1) English typing proficiency, 2) confidence in spelling accuracy 
across stimulus words that undoubtedly varied in spelling difficulty and 3) the degree of lexical 
processing the previous auditory LD task may have engendered across various Hierarchy 
categories (probably particularly for the L2 listeners). Post-study discussion with experienced 
cognitive psychology/psycholinguistics researchers made clear that my recording WIRT till my 
L1 and L2 listeners pressed “Enter” (upon finishing typing whatever word they had heard the 
speaker say) had inarguably introduced too many intervening variables into my WIRT data for 
them to be interpretable at all, much less interpretable as a valid proxy for Munro & Derwing's 
(1995, 2006) comprehensibility construct. Certainly, future research should consider how more 
valid measurement of WIRT might be accomplished so that the continuous WIRT variable can 
more legitimately serve as proxy for the similarly continuous comprehensibility construct. 
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To what extent are L2 English word stress errors likely to consist of stress exchanges? 
Another question needing investigation is how frequently L2 English word stress errors 
consist of a stress exchange — that is, when ordinarily stressed syllables become destressed in 
addition to ordinarily unstressed syllables becoming stressed. This question is important because 
English has been noted frequently to eliminate “perniciously close, or ‘clashing’ stresses” 
(Liberman & Prince, 1977, p. 312), apparently in order “to create a (more nearly) alternating 
pattern” (Liberman & Prince, 1977, p. 312). Thus, it is no surprise that the English words 
“alternate” (/ˈɔltərˌneɪt/), “alternative” (/ɔlˈtɜrnətɪv/) and “alternation” (/ˌɔltərˈneɪʃ(ə)n/) – 
though differing in the syllable to which they assign primary stress – nevertheless all manage to 
avoid consecutive stresses. As a result, when English word stress errors place nonstandard stress 
on an ordinarily unstressed vowel, adjacent syllables likely ordinarily to carry so-called primary 
or secondary stress may also be pressured to undergo stress change, increasing the potential for 
not just one vowel change due to the stress error but rather for more than one.29  
Unfortunately, because only a few of the 13+ possible English-dialect-defined vowels 
(Stanford Phonology Archive, 2014) 30 have the same vowel quality perceptually whether 
stressed or unstressed — namely, stressed /ɪ/ in non-word-final positions becoming the 
perceptually equivalent unstressed /ɨ/ as in “roses” 31 and stressed /i/, /ʌ/, /o/ and /ɜr/ becoming 
                                                 
29 Other stress-induced phonological phenomena, of course, may also damage comprehensibility and intelligibility, 
e.g., the inclusion or exclusion of aspiration accompanying syllable-initial voiceless stops (Jenkins, 2000, 2002; 
McCrocklin, 2012). 
30 While the Stanford Phonology Archive (2014) indicates standard English has 13 vowels, its most recent source 
documents for describing English phonetics appear mostly to describe standard British English and most recently 
date from 1975 (Fudge, 1975; Gimson, 1962; Halle, 1973; O’Connor, 1973; Trnka, 1968). Its listing of English 
vowels therefore does not include the North American English (NAE) vowels /ɛ/, /ʌ/ or /ɑ/. 
31 Many systems of English phonetic transcription transcribe both stressed /ɪ/ and unstressed /ɨ/ as /ɪ/, suggesting 
their users view them as having the same vowel quality perceptually, despite their difference in stress (Flemming & 
Johnson, 2007). In this study, therefore, many stimulus items representing particularly the Hierarchy categories 1 
Left and 1 Right (Appendix A, Tables A5-A8) use the multiple-dictionary-supported transcription /ɪ/ for both the 
stressed and unstressed vowel, since this transcription expresses how stress can change without concomitant 
perceptual vowel quality change. 
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respectively in word-final positions the contrastive unstressed /i/ in “celebrity,” /ə/ in “beta” 32, 
/o/ in “potato,” and /ər/ as in “butter” 33 (Flemming & Johnson, 2007) — the fact that generally a 
nonstandard word stress error not only places stress on an ordinarily unstressed vowel, but also 
destresses one or more ordinarily stressed vowels, suggests that word stress errors inducing only 
one vowel error are likely to be relatively rare, whereas word stress errors inducing two or more 
vowel errors are likely to be relatively common. That is, it is arguably far more likely for English 
word stress errors to fall into the substantially-damaging-to-comprehensibility-and-intelligibility 
2-vowel-error Hierarchy categories than into the 1-vowel-error Hierarchy categories.34 Whether 
this is actually the case (particularly with L2 English speakers potentially less equipped to apply 
English phonological norms regarding the alternation of stressed syllables), however, is an 
empirical question that potentially could be investigated via freely available spoken corpora 
including nonnative speakers such as WILDCAT (Van Engen et al., 2010), ALLSSTAR 
(Bradlow et al., 2011), AESOP (Loukina, Kochanski, Rosner, Keane, & Shih, 2011), and 
MICASE (Simpson, Briggs, Ovens, & Swales, 2002).35, 36   
                                                 
32A few systems of English phonetic transcription transcribe both stressed /ʌ/ and unstressed /ə/ as /ə/, suggesting 
their users view them as perceptually having the same vowel quality, despite their difference in stress (e.g., the 
online Merriam-Webster dictionary’s transcription of “cut” as /ˈkət/ and “but” as /ˈbət/ [Merriam-Webster, 2015]; 
see also Hayden, 1950). 
33 Flemming and Johnson (2007) point out on the basis of acoustic analysis that although unstressed vowels adjacent 
to glides can in non-word-final positions take on contrastive vowel qualities differing from /ɨ/ (namely /i(j)/ in 
“radiate,” /o(ʊ)/ in “Ottawa” and /ju-jʊ-jə/ in “argument”) and that although unstressed non-word-final “i” in words 
such as “seating” is best described acoustically as unstressed /ɪ/ rather than /ɨ/, overall in non-word-final positions 
the reduced vowel of American English is noncontrastive and best described as /ɨ/, not /ə/. Only in word-final 
position where reduced vowels are contrastive is the lower-in-the-mouth schwa /ə/, rather than /ɨ/, likely to be 
found. Thus, Flemming and Johnson (2007) write: “The basic distinction is in fact between word-final schwa 
vowels, such as the final vowel in Rosa, and unstressed vowels in other positions: the word-final schwa vowels are 
lower than most non-final unstressed vowels” (p. 84). 
34 Certainly, it was easier in the development of this study’s nonstandard stress stimuli to identify English words 
able to serve as models for the 2-vowel-error nonstandard stress pronunciations than to identify English words able 
to serve as models for particularly the 1 Right nonstandard stress category. 
35 It should be noted that whereas most corpora listed here include phonetic transcription, MICASE does not and 
therefore could not begin to be used for the analysis described unless its transcripts were first phonetically 
transcribed. 
36 It might be assumed that the maximal impact of potential word-stress-induced vowel errors could be estimated 
simply by calculating the relative frequency of English vowels able to undergo stress change without perceptual 
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How common are word-stress-induced vs. non-word-stress-induced L2 English vowel 
articulation errors? 
Another area for research is to what extent in everyday communication contexts are L2 
English vowel errors that result in reduced comprehensibility or unintelligibility the result of 
speakers’ inability to articulate one or more English vowels versus failure to target a word’s 
standard vowels (e.g., because of targeting a nonstandard word stress pattern). Whereas 
articulatory difficulty (e.g., difficulty producing tense/long vs. lax/short vowel distinctions) 
frequently stems from the impact of L1 transfer (on both perception and production), failure to 
target a word’s standard vowels more likely results from L2 speakers applying a word stress 
pattern that does, in fact, exist in English but is not the standard stress pattern for the particular 
word intended. Speakers may well have applied this nonstandard stress pattern in light of 
similarities in the intended word’s written form to that of another, possibly derivationally related, 
                                                 
vowel quality change against the relative frequency of English vowels unable to do so. However, L2 English 
speakers do not make word stress errors – much less word stress errors inducing vowel errors – everywhere they 
potentially could, so any such estimate would certainly far exceed the number of word-stress-induced vowel errors 
L2 speakers actually make. Additionally, analyses of the relative frequency of English vowel phonemes 
characteristically combine data derived from monosyllabic words, which by definition cannot contain English word 
stress errors (and thus cannot contain word-stress-induced vowel errors) with data derived from multisyllabic 
English words, which potentially can include word stress errors (and thus word-stress-induced vowel errors). In fact, 
to the researcher’s knowledge, there are no English phoneme frequency analyses that separately report the statistics 
for monosyllabic versus multisyllabic words. Additionally, analyses of the relative frequency of English vowel 
phonemes do not characteristically report the phoneme/grapheme correspondences associated with their data were it 
written in standard English orthography. (Again, to the researcher’s knowledge, there are no English phoneme 
frequency analyses that do so.) This is important because many English-as-an-international-language (EIL) users 
who have learned English outside of English-majority countries like the U.S. (though not necessarily English-as-a-
second-language users who learn English inside English-majority countries) have an English language learning 
background that heavily emphasized development of their English reading skills. They are thus likely to rely heavily 
on English orthography when determining which specific vowel quality to assign a given stressed or unstressed 
syllable in an English word. Some instantiations of orthographic “i,” for example, can be instantiated not only by 
stressed /ɪ/ and /i/ which can take on the perceptually equivalent unstressed vowel qualities /ɨ/ and /i/, but also by the 
diphthong /aɪ/. Thus, any attempts at using existing analyses (e.g., Mines, Hanson & Shoup, 1978) of the relative 
frequency of English vowel phonemes able to undergo stress change without (perceptual) vowel quality change 
along with the relative frequency of English vowels unable to do so to estimate the potential for word-stress-induced 
vowel errors seem bound to by far overestimate the frequency with which L2 English users are likely to make such 
errors. 
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word – perhaps in spite of exposure they have had to their intended word’s standard spoken 
form.  
Whether L2 speakers’ inability to articulate a given vowel or intentional targeting of a 
nonstandard vowel due to having targeted a nonstandard word stress pattern is the most common 
reason for their instances of nonstandard vowels could likely be investigated via freely available 
spoken corpora including L2 speakers, e.g., WILDCAT (Van Engen et al., 2010), ALLSSTAR 
(Bradlow et al., 2011), AESOP (Loukina et al., 2011), MICASE (Simpson et al., 2002)37, etc. 
Corpora such as these could be used to determine 1) to what extent a particular vowel exchange 
is characteristic of a particular speaker across words and word stress patterns as well as 2) to 
what extent speakers’ nonstandard stress pronunciations are characterized by a target vowel and 
instantiated vowel that are quite different in terms of height, backness, roundedness and the 
tense-vs.-lax distinction. An exchange of very different vowels is likely not due to accidental 
misarticulation, since language learners’ phonemic substitutions are characteristically rooted in 
the L1 phoneme most phonetically similar to the target phoneme. Instead, such substitutions are 
likely due to the learner having targeted the wrong vowel altogether – likely because having 
targeted a nonstandard word stress pattern (e.g., the stress pattern of a perhaps more common 
derivationally related word family member [Nation, 2001]).38 The pronunciation of vowel 
segmentals in English is certainly important to intelligibility and comprehensibility (e.g., Jenkins 
                                                 
37 Unlike the other corpora listed here, however, MICASE transcripts have not been phonetically transcribed. 
38 In the classroom, where nonstandard stress patterns instantiating vowel errors are observed, teachers also need to 
determine by investigating additional samples of the speaker’s speech whether the probable cause of the error is the 
learner not knowing when to produce the appropriate vowel (generally determined by word stress) or not knowing 
how to articulate it. Again, this can most likely be determined by finding out 1) whether the target vowel is one the 
speaker consistently has difficulty articulating as well as 2) how different the target vowel and instantiated vowel are 
articulatorily. If a substitution is likely due to the learner having targeted the wrong vowel – perhaps because he or 
she was targeting a nonstandard stress pattern – articulatory training, e.g., regarding the tense/lax distinction or 
anything else, will not address the problem. 
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2000, 2002). It is therefore important to determine the degree to which L2 English speakers 
struggle with when to produce the various vowels of English (largely determined by word stress) 
versus how to produce one or more English vowels (implying articulatory phonetics training is 
needed). 
 
When listeners identify a given pronunciation as instantiating a real English word other 
than the speaker’s intended word, which aspects of the speaker’s (mis)pronunciation have 
their mental lexicon lookup processes apparently prioritized versus been willing to 
discard? 
 A further area to investigate is listeners’ “slips of the ear” (Bond, 1999). That is, 
materials developers and teachers need to be aware which aspects of a speaker’s 
(mis)pronunciation L1 and L2 listeners’ mental lexicon lookup processes have prioritized and 
which aspects of the speaker’s pronunciation listeners have been willing to discard when they 
perceive a speaker to have said one or more real English words other than what the speaker 
intended. Do listeners prioritize a (nonstandard) pronunciation’s initial consonant (Munro & 
Derwing, 2006), overall stress pattern, stressed vowel(s) (Bond, 1979), final consonant(s) 
(Cutler, 2012), etc.? Only with this information can materials developers and teachers prioritize 
aspects of English pronunciation that match the priorities of L1 and L2 listeners’ lexical 
processing. 
Bond (1999) provides an excellent starting point and model for such research. 
Additionally, Jenkins’ (2000, 2002) descriptions of her EIL listeners’ slips of the ear, research on 
L1 and L2 English listeners’ speech perception (e.g., Cutler, 2012) and research on functional 
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load in English (A. Brown, 1988, 1991; Catford, 1987; King, 1967; Munro & Derwing, 2006; 
Surendran & Niyogi, 2006) would also be informative.  
 
How well can the Hierarchy predict English word stress error comprehensibility and 
intelligibility when listeners have context available to facilitate their identification of a 
speaker’s intended word? 
In order to determine the degree to which this study’s English Word Stress Error Gravity 
Hierarchy can predict the comprehensibility and intelligibility impact of a particular word stress 
error for purposes of L2 English pronunciation teaching and testing, we need to investigate the 
Hierarchy’s ability to predict English word stress errors’ comprehensibility and intelligibility 
impact in everyday communication when listeners can potentially take advantage of secondary 
strategies in order to help them recover a speaker’s intended word. We need to know to what 
extent L1 and L2 English listeners can capitalize on the lexical, sociocultural, genre and other 
aspects of the everyday communication context to mitigate the impact of speakers’ word-stress-
induced vowel errors. After all, this study used words spoken in isolation to create ideal 
circumstances for avoiding word-segmentation-based slips of the ear (Bond, 1999, 2005) and 
therefore to facilitate accurate word identification – a study design which also avoided the 
compounding of perceptual problems such as when failure to accurately decode an earlier part of 
the word string hinders accuracy in decoding and/or interpreting later parts of the word string. 
The study therefore aimed in its investigation of listeners’ processing of single-word 
(mis)pronunciations to isolate factors worthy of investigation in the messy everyday 
communication where in most cases, listeners have access to context potentially able to provide 
guidance in how word-stress-induced vowel errors should be decoded. What needs now to be 
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investigated is the extent to which L1 and L2 English listeners actually use context in order to 
recover a speaker’s intended word despite its containing one or more word-stress-induced vowel 
errors.  
This is an important question. Nassaji (2003) found 21 adult learners in an intermediate 
ESL program participating in a think-aloud protocol while reading had a rate of complete and 
partial success at inferring the meaning of unknown words from context of only 45% — though 
learners were free to repeatedly reread the unknown word contexts. Listeners in everyday spoken 
communication contexts, however, rarely if ever have the luxury of being able to pause the 
stream of speech, much less rewind it in order to listen again to some difficult-to-decode portion. 
(Jenkins, 2000) reiterates several times that based on her data, it appears nonbilingual English 
speakers, “even at relatively high levels of competence, still process speech using a 
predominance of bottom-up strategies. As listeners they seem to find it difficult to make much 
use at all of the context underlying and surrounding the speech they receive, at both linguistic 
and extralinguistic levels” (p. 80). Additionally, a word stress error triggering inaccurate word 
segmentation may not be easy for particularly L2 listeners to recover from, since Field (2008) 
found in a gating experiment that L2 listeners, in contrast to L1 listeners, show significant 
reluctance to revise inaccurate segmentation hypotheses having once made them – even after the 
phonetic input clearly ceases to support these initial hypotheses. Failure to revise inaccurate 
word segmentations can thus prevent L2 listeners from retrieving the context by which they 
might be able to be helped to recover from the word stress error proper. Finally, in everyday 
communication, L2 English listeners may also face unfamiliar cultural schemata, syntactic 
complexity, genuinely unknown vocabulary, and aspects of accent not associated with word 
stress, all of which are likely to compound their difficulty in using the context to retrieve the 
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speaker’s intended word in the face of word-stress-induced vowel errors. Additionally, as Cutler 
(2012) writes (and as supported by this study’s RT data), “in L2, ultimately, everything ends up 
taking longer. This leads L2 listeners to skimp on sentence-level processing. . . not because they 
cannot do it in principle, but because in practice they have no time for it. The absence of an 
elaborated syntactic framework then potentially further reduces the likelihood of recovery from 
listening disruption” (p. 362). Therefore, word stress errors produced in the context of L2-L2 
communication are likely to be at least as damaging than those produced in L2-L1 
communication.  
Nevertheless, both L1 and L2 English listeners are likely helped by the fact that the 
demands of online mental processing tend to limit the vocabulary used for conversation to only 
around 2000 word families, whereas to the extent Nassaji’s reading materials paralleled that of 
English news articles, his readings likely required learners to know around 3000 word families 
and had his readings been more academic, they would have required knowledge of around 4000 
word families (Nation, 2001). Thus, it is important for research to investigate the degree to which 
this study’s English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy can predict L1 and L2 English 
listeners’ ability to retrieve a speaker’s intended – but mis-stressed – word in real spoken English 
communication where vocabulary is likely to be limited to a large extent, but context may or 
may not be helpful for supporting L1 and L2 English listeners’ processing of speakers’ word-
stress-induced vowel errors.  
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What underlying word stress patterns have L1 English listeners likely extrapolated from 
their auditory lexical input history — and L2 English listeners likely need to extrapolate?  
L2 English learners do need to be helped to acquire standard English word stress. 
Therefore, materials developers and teachers of L2 English need to know the specific underlying 
word stress patterns L1 listeners have extrapolated from their auditory lexical input histories via 
exquisite sensitivity to the patterns’ statistical distribution in the input (Cutler, 2012) and which 
facilitate the L1 listener’s automatic, unconscious and procedural perception and production of 
standard English word stress patterns for both known and novel words (Aitchison, 2012; Cutler, 
2012; Nation, 2001). Specifically, we need a frequency-weighted analysis of authentic or semi-
authentic spoken English aimed at identifying cognitively probable English word stress patterns 
(probably rooted in rhyme – e.g., “-tion,” “-ssion” and “-cian” – rather than in more abstract, 
orthographic rules like “Word stress falls one syllable before ‘i + vowel’”). However, the 
findings associated with such research will not help materials developers and teachers apply their 
creative intentionality to the widely-recognized-as-formidable challenge of helping L2 learners 
acquire English word stress, unless long lists of relatively-high-frequency English words 
instantiating the likely abstracted word stress patterns found through the research are also put at 
the fingertips of educators. Specifically, the report of any analysis such as that described above 
needs to include for each English word stress pattern identified 1) information about the pattern’s 
relative frequency in spoken English, 2) a list of all orthographic word forms instantiating the 
pattern (within a specified word frequency range), and a list of all orthographic word forms that 
orthographically appear they ought to follow the pattern but in fact are exceptions violating the 
pattern (again, within the specified word frequency range). 
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Conclusion 
This study indicates English word stress errors, when they induce concomitant vowel 
errors,  matter – and that the intelligibility impact of any particular lexical stress error can be 
predicted by the study’s English Word Stress Error Gravity Hierarchy, a finding with 
implications for English language research, teaching, and testing. The L2 listener and speaker 
disadvantage has many dimensions, but if learners can be helped to acquire the characteristic 
patterns of English word stress, perhaps the disproportionate L2 penalty for English word stress 
error demonstrated in this study can be mitigated. Therefore, whereas the current chapter has 
described the implications of this study for research, the next chapter will describe some final 
thoughts in regard to the teaching of English word stress. 
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CHAPTER 6 
FINAL THOUGHTS 
 
How Jenkins’ Lingua Franca Core Motivated the Current Study 
The topic of this dissertation was largely inspired by Jennifer Jenkins’ (2000) book The 
Phonology of English as an International Language. When I read this book, although I agreed 
with many of its arguments, I found myself disturbed by Jenkins’ claims about English word 
stress so strongly conflicting with my own observations over multiple years of experience in 
teaching pronunciation, speaking and teaching to international teaching assistants (ITAs) at Iowa 
State University. It appeared to me that my L2 English-speaking students’ and friends’ word 
stress errors did not just impact me, an L1 English listener, but impacted their L2 English listener 
audience as well. Yet Jenkins downplays the importance of standard English word stress for both 
L2 and L1 listener audiences. On the basis of a study including just 8 hours of interlanguage talk 
(ILT) from six learners of English39 performing a variety of tasks in either different-L1 or same-
L1 dyads, Jenkins writes:  
[Word stress]. . . .rarely causes unintelligibility in the ILT data and, where it does so, 
always occurs in combination with another phonological error. . . . The full-scale 
teaching of word stress . . . is not crucial to the intelligibility of individual words in ILT. 
(pp. 150-151) 
Jenkins, however, not only believes that word stress errors are of minimal importance to 
successful L2-L2 English communication. She also downplays the importance of English word 
                                                 
39 These six learners of English included two Japanese, three Swiss-German and one Swiss-French student who were 
practicing for the Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English Speaking examination. 
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stress errors for L1 listener audiences – in spite of research evidence to the contrary – as she 
writes: 
The importance of correct word stress placement for L1 English receivers is borne out by 
recent research (cf. Kenworthy 1987; Brown 1990; Dalton and Seidlhofer 1994b). . . .It 
is possible, however, that word stress errors made in context and in the absence of other 
error types are not automatically damaging for L1 listeners. Word stress patterns differ 
quite markedly among L1 varieties of English, most notably RP [British “Received 
Pronunciation”] and GA [“General American”], with no great subsequent loss of 
intelligibility (though admittedly, familiarity with these accents is likely to have a role in 
this). In addition, stress patterns may change over time with the dictates of fashion, while 
for a small group of words such as “controversy” and “kilometer,” two distinct patterns 
are current and intelligible in British English use. All this suggests that L1 speakers are 
capable of a fair degree of flexibility in this area. . . . (p. 40) 
One cannot help but wonder if Jenkins’ reluctance to acknowledge the part English word 
stress errors play in unintelligibility and reduced comprehensibility for both L2 and L1 listeners 
is rooted in her perspective, expressed in several places throughout her book, that English word 
stress is unteachable. Jenkins’ criticism of proponents of English word stress pedagogy is harsh 
as she writes: 
. . . .Having dismissed the role of segmental errors, Daniels (ibid.) goes on to argue that 
“the first and alas, often neglected priority should be to supply learners of English with 
10 general and powerful stress rules, because it is at the level of word stress that the 
errors most damaging to comprehensibility occur.” But despite Daniels’ fighting words, 
very little research appears to have been conducted on NBES word stress deviations and 
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their effects on intelligibility. . . .Nevertheless, pronunciation teaching manuals make 
frequent reference to the need for correct stress placement in order to preserve 
intelligibility. None that I am aware of, though, provides “10 powerful (word) stress 
rules.” This is probably because many of the rules have multiple exceptions and/or are 
far too complex for mental storage by students and teachers alike. . . . (p. 39) 
While Jenkins directly states that English “word stress rules are so complex as to be 
unteachable. . . . (p. 150),” her book nevertheless vacillates between harsh remonstration against 
the teaching of English word stress such as the above and reluctant admission that because of the 
relationship between word stress and various elements in the proposed phonological Lingua 
Franca Core (LFC), word stress may, in fact, be important to teach. This incongruity, noted also 
in McCrocklin (2012), is evident in how Jenkins writes: 
The full-scale teaching of word stress is not feasible and even if it were, it is not crucial 
to the intelligibility of individual words in ILT. But because of its implications for nuclear 
stress and sound identification, the LFC recommends providing learners with number of 
general guidelines. . . . But most importantly, learners need to be warned that there are 
many exceptions to all word stress rules and to be taught how to identify word stress in 
the dictionary. (p. 151) 
 That is, at several points, Jenkins acknowledges what McCrocklin (2012) describes at 
length, namely that many features of English phonology included in Jenkins’ proposed LFC on 
the basis of her ILT data are in fact contingent upon accurate English word stress. Nevertheless, 
at the point in her book where Jenkins actually delineates her LFC (p. 159), all mention of 
English word stress is notably absent. Despite this glaring omission, Jenkins follows enumeration 
of her proposed LFC by proclaiming:  
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Since the above [LFC] areas are those in which pronunciation has the potential for EIL 
(English-as-an-international-language) error, they are the ones which require pedagogic 
focus for production in EIL classrooms. Outside these areas, L2 variation should be 
regarded as regional accent variation akin to L1 regional variation, and pedagogy for 
EIL should be restricted to reception. Insistence on “correctness” (i.e., “nativelikeness”) 
in the other areas can be described as insistence on conformity rather than on accuracy. . 
. .The LFC thus defines phonological error in relation to its effect on intelligibility in EIL 
contexts and by taking into account what is actually teachable and thus learnable in the 
classroom by most L2 speakers of English. (pp. 159-160) 
As an L2 English pronunciation teacher having had opportunity to instruct current and 
future teachers of English as well current and future teachers of many other content areas, I 
found myself disturbed by this glaring omission that leaves Jenkins’ proposed LFC only a 
superficial match to her ILT data. I have read Jenkins’ (2000) 235-page monograph and noted its 
very occasional and always qualified statements regarding the importance of English word stress 
in L2 English pronunciation pedagogy. Many other teachers are unlikely to read her book so 
carefully and so, finding her argument philosophically attractive and the (apparent) brevity of her 
LFC beguiling in the face of an always-too-short academic term, will likely count the LFC as 
authoritative. When their attempts to build a successful LFC pronunciation pedagogy fail to 
produce maximal L2-L2 English intelligibility and comprehensibility – as is inevitable if the 
underlying word stress cause of many L2 English segmental and suprasegmental (e.g., vowel 
quality and nuclear stress) errors are not addressed – these teachers will “know” from Jenkins’ 
repeated claims regarding the unteachability of English word stress that whatever the solution 
may be, it is not to be found in their placing pedagogical focus on English word stress. However, 
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Jenkins’ claimed unteachability (or more to the point, unlearnability) of English word stress via 
L2 English pronunciation pedagogy has not been proven. 
 
A Challenge to L2 English Pronunciation Teachers 
 
My original (overly optimistic) conception of this dissertation was for it to address both 
how various categories of English word stress error impacted L1 and L2 listeners as well as that 
it demonstrate yet again that L2 English pronunciation pedagogy can indeed lead to acquisition 
(Murphy & Kandil, 2004; Tanner & Landon, 2009) – and ultimately to increased L2-L2 as well 
as L2-L1 English intelligibility and comprehensibility. It soon became clear, however, that 
attempting to address both questions in a single dissertation was an impossible task. Therefore, 
the only rebuttal I can offer now to Jenkins’ (2000) claims that English word stress is 
unteachable are several activities (Appendix L) which my subjective impression suggests can be 
highly effective in helping advanced L2 English pronunciation students begin developing 
accuracy, automaticity and confidence in producing standard English word stress, particularly 
with academic English vocabulary. Jenkins (2000, p. 39) is right in saying that comprehensive 
analysis of basically all possible English word stress rules and their exceptions (cf., Fudge, 1984; 
Poldauf, 1984) is “far too complex for mental storage by students and teachers alike.” An 
equally daunting task for L2 learners, however, is learning on a word-by-word basis the stress 
pattern of the multiple thousands of multisyllabic English words that many L2 learners wish to 
acquire. As McCrocklin (2012) points out, a relatively small number of word stress “rules” cover 
most English vocabulary. If these word stress “rules” are acquired, it is then only the few 
remaining lexical items that are exceptions to these basic “rules” that need to be learned 
individually – a much more manageable task. 
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Undoubtedly, my own and other English word stress teaching methods described in the 
literature cannot address all challenges students face in acquiring standard English word stress 
across the wide variety of L2 English learning and teaching contexts that exist. Nevertheless, we 
betray our students to throw up our hands, concluding there is nothing we can do to help them 
acquire some aspect of language when they do indeed need to acquire it. May this study motivate 
all of us involved in L2 English pronunciation pedagogy to capitalize on our increasing 
understanding of how L2 and L1 English listeners process spoken English while we collectively 
develop and make readily available more and better classroom/technology resources capable of 
helping learners bootstrap their way to consistently producing standard English word stress 
(including its vowel quality) – and thereby maximize their intelligibility and comprehensibility to 
all L2 or L1 English listeners with whom they communicate. 
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Table A1           
Set A Stimuli for Word Stress Manipulation "0 Left" (Involving No Vowel Changes and Stress Shifted Leftward)   
Stimulus 
# of 
syllables 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Frequency 
in Zipfs 
(van 
Heuven et 
al., 2014) 
PLD 20 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Mean log 
HAL 
frequency 
for 
stimulus 
word's 
PLD 20 
neighbors 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Mean 
concreteness 
rating 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2014) 
Dominant 
SUBTLEX-
US POS 
(Brysbaert 
et al., 
2012) 
Percentage 
of 
dominance 
for the 
stimulus 
word's 
dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert 
et al., 2012) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
stimulus 
word's 
American 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
Derivationally 
related 
member of 
the stimulus 
word's "word 
family" 
serving to 
model its mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
derivationally 
related model 
for the 
stimulus 
word's mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
used in this 
study 
probation 3 3.77 2.95 6.77 2.48 Noun 1 proʊˈbeɪʃən  probate ˈproʊˌbeɪt  ˈproʊˌbeɪʃən  
donation 3 3.55 2.5 7.67 3.32 Noun 1 doʊˈneɪʃən  donate ˈdoʊˌneɪt  ˈdoʊˌneɪʃən  
rotation 3 3.47 2.35 7.55 3.32 Noun 1 roʊˈteɪʃən  rotate ˈroʊˌteɪt  ˈroʊˌteɪʃən  
permission 3 4.49 2.65 7.82 2.27 Noun 1 pərˈmɪʃən  permit (N) ˈpɜrmɪta  ˈpɜrmɪʃən  
extraction 3 3.40 2.8 7.25 3.14 Noun 0.99 ɛkˈstrækʃən  extract (N) ˈɛkˌstrækt ˈɛkˌstrækʃən  
rejection 3 3.52 2.5 7.36 2.25 Noun 1 riˈʤɛkʃən  reject (N) ˈriʤɛkt  ˈriʤɛkʃən  
digestion 3 3.02 3.95 6.76 3.66 Noun 1 daɪˈʤɛsʧən  digest (N) ˈdaɪʤɛst  ˈdaɪʤɛsʧən  
industrial 3 3.66 3.7 6.31 3 Adjective 1 ɪnˈdʌstriəl  industry ˈɪndəstri  ˈɪndəstriəl  
pretentious 3 3.28 2.8 6.62 1.97 Adjective 1 priˈtɛnʃəs  pretense ˈpritɛnsb ˈpritɛnʃəs  
romantic 3 4.55 2.45 5.63 1.93 Adjective 1 roʊˈmæntɪk  romance ˈroʊˌmæns ˈroʊˌmæntɪk  
artistic 3 3.69 2.9 6.45 2.14 Adjective 1 ɑrˈtɪstɪk  artist ˈɑrtɪst  ˈɑrtɪstɪk  
electronic 4 3.84 4.25 6.35 3.3 Adjective 1 ɪˌlɛkˈtrɑnɪk  electron ɪˈlɛktrɑn  ɪˈlɛktrɑnɪk  
stupidity 4 3.51 3.4 5.38 2.55 Noun 1 stuˈpɪdɪti  stupid ˈstupɪd  ˈstupɪdɪti  
activity 4 4.11 3 6.85 2.72 Noun 1 ækˈtɪvəti  active ˈæktɪv  ˈæktɪvəti  
impulsive 3 3.43 2.8 7.01 2.25 Adjective 1 ɪmˈpʌlsɪv  impulse ˈɪmpəls  ˈɪmpəlsɪv  
importance 3 3.88 3.45 7.16 1.75 Noun 1 ɪmˈpɔrtəns  import (N) ˈɪmˌpɔrtb  ˈɪmˌpɔrtəns  
          mean 3.19 3.70 3.03 6.81 2.63  1.00     
SD 0.39 0.40 0.55 0.66 0.57   0.002         
Note. Many of the derivationally related members of the stimulus words' "word families" differ in their pronunciation as nouns versus as verbs. For all model spellings marked "(N)," this study used 
the spelling's noun pronunciation. 
a Following the transcriptions for the nouns "permit" and "permission" from http://www.merriam-webster.com/ and http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/, this study counts the difference 
between /ɜr/ and /ər/ indicated for these nouns' IPA transcriptions on Lingorado as merely orthographic (reflecting only the presence or absence of stress), not as marking a difference in vowel 
quality. Additionally, although Lingorado indicates the second syllable of the noun “permit” receives so-called secondary stress, http://www.macmillandictionary.com/us/, 
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/, and http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/american_english/ indicate it does not, so to make its stress parallel that of phonemically similar nouns 
“transit,” “convict,” and “addict,” secondary stress marking on “permit” was removed.  
b The IPA transcription Lingorado provides for "pretense," “romance” and “import” does not match standard American English pronunciation according to well-known online American English 
dictionaries such as http://www.merriam-webster.com/and http://www.macmillandictionary.com/us/, so it was corrected accordingly. 
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Table A2           
Set B Stimuli for Word Stress Manipulation "0 Left" (Involving No Vowel Changes and Stress Shifted Leftward)   
Stimulus 
# of 
syllables 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Frequency 
in Zipfs 
(van 
Heuven et 
al., 2014) 
PLD 20 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Mean log 
HAL 
frequency 
for 
stimulus 
word's 
PLD 20 
neighbors 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Mean 
concreteness 
rating 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2014) 
Dominant 
SUBTLEX-US POS 
(Brysbaert et al., 
2012) 
Percentage of 
dominance for 
the stimulus 
word's dominant 
SUBTLEX-US POS 
(Brysbaert et al., 
2012) 
IPA 
transcription of 
the stimulus 
word's 
American 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
Derivationally 
related member 
of the stimulus 
word's "word 
family" serving 
to model its mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
IPA transcription of 
the derivationally 
related model for the 
stimulus word's mis-
stressed 
pronunciation (Jansz, 
n.d.) 
IPA 
transcription of 
the mis-stressed 
pronunciation 
used in this 
study 
vacation 3 4.52 2.65 7.11 3.14 Noun 1.00 veɪˈkeɪʃən  vacate ˈveɪˌkeɪt b  ˈveɪˌkeɪʃən  
location 3 4.39 2.35 7.26 3 Noun 1.00 loʊˈkeɪʃən  locate ˈloʊˌkeɪt  ˈloʊˌkeɪʃən  
mutation 3 3.24 2.7 6.61 3.52 Noun 0.99 mjuˈteɪʃən  mutate ˈmjuˌteɪt  ˈmjuˌteɪʃən  
vibration 3 3.20 2.95 6.30 3.61 Noun 1.00 vaɪˈbreɪʃən  vibrate ˈvaɪˌbreɪt b  ˈvaɪˌbreɪʃən  
frustration 3 3.48 3.4 6.55 2.06 Noun 1.00 frəˈstreɪʃən  frustrate ˈfrʌˌstreɪt  ˈfrʌˌstreɪʃən  
transition 3 3.50 3.15 6.98 2.19 Noun 1.00 trænˈzɪʃən  transit ˈtrænzɪt  ˈtrænzɪʃən  
impression 3 4.27 2.5 6.88 2.23 Noun 1.00 ɪmˈprɛʃən  impress (N)a  ˈɪmˌprɛs  ˈɪmˌprɛʃən  
financial 3 4.18 3.5 7.63 2.52 Adjective 0.97 ˌfaɪˈnænʃəl  finance ˈfaɪˌnæns  ˈfaɪˌnænʃəl  
luxurious 3 3.06 3.9 5.16 2.93 Adjective 1.00 ləgʒˈəriəs  luxury ˈlʌgʒəri  ˈlʌgʒəriəs  
realistic 3 3.66 3.35 6.74 2.07 Adjective 1.00 ˌriəˈlɪstɪk  realist ˈriəlɪst  ˈriəlɪstɪk  
autistic 3 3.06 2.85 7.02 2.89 Adjective 1.00 ɔˈtɪstɪk  autism ˈɔˌtɪzəm  ˈɔˌtɪstɪk  
chaotic 3 3.06 2.7 7.17 2.08 Adjective 1.00 keɪˈɑtɪk  chaos ˈkeɪˌɑs  ˈkeɪˌɑtɪk  
publicity 4 4.02 3.45 6.77 2.74 Noun 1.00 pəˈblɪsəti  public ˈpʌblɪk  ˈpʌblɪsəti  
humidity 4 3.13 3.35 6.42 3 Noun 1.00 hjuˈmɪdəti  humid ˈhjumɪd  ˈhjumɪdəti  
internal 3 3.99 2.2 6.68 2.41 Adjective 1.00 ɪnˈtɜrnəl  intern ˈɪntɜrn  ˈɪntɜrnəl  
alternative 4 3.97 4.2 6.74 2.46 Noun 0.71 ɔlˈtɜrnətɪv  alternate  ˈɔltərnət  ˈɔltərnətɪv  
mean 3.19 3.67 3.08 6.75 2.68  0.98     
SD 0.39 0.50 0.54 0.52 0.49   0.07         
a Many of the derivationally related members of the stimulus words' "word families" differ in their pronunciation as nouns versus as verbs. For all model spellings marked "(N)," this study used the spelling's noun 
pronunciation. 
b The IPA transcriptions Lingorado provides for the words "vacate," “vibrate,” “chaos” and “alternate” do not match standard American English pronunciation according to well-known online American English 
dictionaries such as http://www.merriam-webster.com/ and http://www.macmillandictionary.com/us/ and therefore were corrected. 
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Table A3 
Set A Stimuli for Word Stress Manipulation "0 Right" (Involving No Vowel Changes and Stress Shifted Rightward) 
Stimulus 
# of 
syllables 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Frequency in 
Zipfs (van 
Heuven et 
al., 2014) 
PLD 20 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Mean log 
HAL 
frequency 
for 
stimulus 
word's 
PLD 20 
neighbors 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Mean 
concreteness 
rating (Brysbaert 
et al., 2014) 
Dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
Percentage 
of 
dominance 
for the 
stimulus 
word's 
dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert 
et al., 2012) 
IPA 
transcription of 
the stimulus 
word's 
American 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
IPA transcription of 
the mis-stressed 
pronunciation used 
in this study 
advertise 3 3.22 3.55 5.87 2.81 Verb 1.00 ˈædvərˌtaɪz  ˌædvərˈtaɪz  
recognize 3 4.54 3.25 5.53 2.07 Verb 1.00 ˈrɛkəgˌnaɪz  ˌrɛkəgˈnaɪz  
minimize 3 3.03 2.85 5.24 2.37 Verb 1.00 ˈmɪnəˌmaɪz  ˌmɪnəˈmaɪz  
apology 4 4.20 2.6 7.08 2.86 Noun 1.00 əˈpɑləʤi  əˌpɑləˈʤi  
security 4 4.97 3.35 6.50 2.82 Noun 1.00 sɪˈkjʊrəti  sɪˌkjʊrəˈti  
facility 4 4.15 2.45 6.58 3.58 Noun 1.00 fəˈsɪlɪti  fəˌsɪlɪˈti  
identity 4 4.11 3.4 6.52 2 Noun 1.00 aɪˈdɛntəti  aɪˌdɛntəˈti  
anxiety 4
 a 3.83 4.25 6.49 2.21 Noun 1.00 æŋˈzaɪəti  æŋˌzaɪəˈti  
chemistry 3 3.94 3.3 6.95 3.64 Noun 1.00 ˈkɛməstri  ˌkɛməˈstri  
qualify 3 3.61 2.65 6.43 1.93 Verb 1.00 ˈkwɑləˌfaɪ  ˌkwɑləˈfaɪ  
verify 3 3.69 2.35 4.80 2.1 Verb 1.00 ˈvɛrəˌfaɪ  ˌvɛrəˈfaɪ  
investigate 4 3.98 3.5 6.99 2.27 Verb 1.00 ɪnˈvɛstəˌgeɪt  ɪnˌvɛstəˈgeɪt  
isolate 3 3.46 2.65 5.80 2.67 Verb 1.00 ˈaɪsəˌleɪt  ˌaɪsəˈleɪt  
concentrate 3 4.19 3.85 6.26 2.48 Verb 0.98 ˈkɑnsənˌtreɪt  ˌkɑnsənˈtreɪt  
calculate 3 3.32 3.5 5.72 2.74 Verb 1.00 ˈkælkjəˌleɪt  ˌkælkjəˈleɪt  
execute 3 3.75 3.65 6.98 2.76 Verb 1.00 ˈɛksəˌkjut  ˌɛksəˈkjut  
mean 3.38 3.87 3.20 6.23 2.58  1.00   
SD 0.48 0.48 0.53 0.66 0.49   0.003     
Note. In this study, the "0 Right" manipulation did not involve mis-stressing based on a second, derivationally related model word, but instead either the exchange of so-called 
primary versus secondary stress or — in the case of words ending in "-y" — simply the exchange of one clear vowel for another. 
a Balota et al.'s (2007) 3-syllable syllabification of "anxiety" was corrected to four syllables based on its pronunciation transcription in  http://www.merriam-webster.com and 
syllabification in http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/ 
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Table A4 
Set B Stimuli for Word Stress Manipulation "0 Right" (Involving No Vowel Changes and Stress Shifted Rightward) 
Stimulus 
# of 
syllables 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Frequency 
in Zipfs 
(van 
Heuven et 
al., 2014) 
PLD 20 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Mean log 
HAL 
frequency 
for stimulus 
word's  
PLD 20 
neighbors 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Mean 
concreteness 
rating 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2014) 
Dominant 
SUBTLEX-
US POS 
(Brysbaert 
et al., 
2012) 
Percentage 
of 
dominance 
for the 
stimulus 
word's 
dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert 
et al., 2012) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the stimulus 
word's 
American 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
IPA transcription 
of the mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
used in this study 
organize 3 3.64 2.8 5.73 2.72 Verb 1.00 ˈɔrgəˌnaɪz  ˌɔrgəˈnaɪz  
stabilize40 3 3.18 2.8 5.49 2.72 Verb 1.00 ˈsteɪbəˌlaɪz ˌsteɪbəˈlaɪz 
criticize 3 3.34 3.7 6.19 2.03 Verb 1.00 ˈkrɪtɪˌsaɪz  ˌkrɪtɪˈsaɪz  
apologize 4 4.69 3.85 5.83 2.63 Verb 1.00 əˈpɑləˌʤaɪz  əˌpɑləˈʤaɪz  
diversity 4 3.05 3.4 6.38 2.28 Noun 1.00 dɪˈvɜrsəti  dɪˌvɜrsəˈti  
tragedy 3 4.15 3.25 6.91 2.07 Noun 1.00 ˈtræʤədi  ˌtræʤəˈdi  
therapy 3 4.27 2.5 6.93 2.85 Noun 1.00 ˈθɛrəpi  ˌθɛrəˈpi  
property 3 4.52 2.65 6.70 3.9 Noun 1.00 ˈprɑpɜrti  ˌprɑpɜrˈti  
enemy 3 4.69 2.05 7.28 2.83 Noun 1.00 ˈɛnəmi  ˌɛnəˈmi  
identify 4 4.21 3.9 6.76 2.64 Verb 1.00 aɪˈdɛntəˌfaɪ  aɪˌdɛntəˈfaɪ  
justify 3 3.70 3.65 5.99 1.45 Verb 1.00 ˈʤʌstəˌfaɪ  ˌʤʌstəˈfaɪ  
participate 4 3.64 4.2 6.55 2.59 Verb 1.00 pɑrˈtɪsəˌpeɪt  pɑrˌtɪsəˈpeɪt  
cooperate 4 4.02 3.5 6.32 1.87 Verb 1.00 koʊˈɑpəˌreɪt  koʊˌɑpəˈreɪt  
educate 3 3.31 2.85 6.19 2.12 Verb 1.00 ˈɛʤəˌkeɪt  ˌɛʤəˈkeɪt  
eliminate 4 3.78 2.7 5.47 2.77 Verb 1.00 ɪˈlɪməˌneɪt  ɪˌlɪməˈneɪt  
institute 3 3.51 2.85 6.92 3.41 Noun 0.96 ˈɪnstəˌtut  ˌɪnstəˈtut  
mean 3.38 3.86 3.17 6.35 2.56  1.00   
SD 0.48 0.51 0.58 0.53 0.57   0.01     
Note. In this study, the "0 Right" manipulation generally involved the exchange of so-called primary versus secondary stress rather than mis-stressing based on a second, 
derivationally related model word, except in the case of words ending in "-y," where it involved the exchange of one clear vowel for another.   
                                                 
40 The Hierarchy category “1 Right” was added after pilot testing, when it was decided that the word “emphasize” would be moved from the 0 Right category to the 1 Right category (because  
of the difficulty of identifying stimuli to which the 1 Right stress manipulation can be applied) and that the word “stabilize” would be the 0 Right replacement for “emphasize.” Unfortunately, 
 it was discovered during data analysis that this category change had not been accomplished successfully. Instead, listeners in one counterbalance group had heard the standard pronunciation  
for “emphasize” twice (rather than hearing once each the standard pronunciation for “stabilize” and the standard pronunciation of “emphasize.”). The other counterbalance group had heard  
the nonstandard pronunciation of “emphasize” and “stabilize” as had been intended. To counteract any effects in the one group of their having heard the standard pronunciation of  
“emphasize” twice as well as the potential of “stabilize” for being an intrinsically weird word needing its item effects stabilized across counterbalances (i.e., needing to be heard by one  
counterbalance group in its standard pronunciation form and one counterbalance group in its nonstandard form), all data associated with both words were deleted prior to final data analysis. 
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Table A5           
Set A Stimuli for Word Stress Manipulation "1 Left" (Involving One Vowel Change and Stress Shifted Leftward)   
Stimulus 
# of 
syllables 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Frequency 
in Zipfs 
(van 
Heuven et 
al., 2014) 
PLD 20 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Mean log 
HAL 
frequency 
for 
stimulus 
word's 
PLD 20 
neighbors 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Mean 
concreteness 
rating 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2014) 
Dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
Percentage 
of 
dominance 
for the 
stimulus 
word's 
dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
stimulus 
word's 
American 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
Derivationally 
related 
member of 
the stimulus 
word's "word 
family" 
serving to 
model its mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
derivationally 
related model 
for the 
stimulus 
word's mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
used in this 
study 
affection 3 3.93 1.95 8.38 2.22 Noun 1.00 əˈfɛkʃən  affect (N) ˈæfɛkt  ˈæfɛkʃən  
objection 3 4.34 2.7 7.06 2.29 Noun 1.00 əbˈʤɛkʃən  object (N) ˈɑbʤɛkt  ˈɑbʤɛkʃən  
addiction 3 3.59 2.2 8.05 2.85 Noun 1.00 əˈdɪkʃən  addict (N) ˈædɪkt    ˈædɪkʃən  
complexion 3 3.29 3 7.63 3.36 Noun 1.00 kəmˈplɛkʃən  complex (N) ˈkɑmˌplɛks  ˈkɑmˌplɛkʃən
 a  
compression 3 3.10 2.65 7.45 3.07 Noun 1.00 kəmˈprɛʃən  compress (N) ˈkɑmprɛs  ˈkɑmprɛʃən  
procession 3 3.11 2.45 7.80 3.21 Noun 1.00 prəˈsɛʃən  process (N) ˈprɑˌsɛs  ˈprɑˌsɛʃən  
communicate 4 3.93 4.05 6.90 3.43 Verb 1.00 kəmˈjunəˌkeɪt  commune (N) ˈkɑˌmjun
 a  ˈkɑˌmjunəˌkeɪt  
community 4 4.46 3.2 6.71 3.52 Noun 1.00 kəmˈjunəti  commune (N) ˈkɑˌmjun
 a  ˈkɑˌmjunəti  
defender 3 3.48 2 6.94 3.19 Noun 1.00 dɪˈfɛndər  defense (N) ˈdiˌfɛns
 a  ˈdiˌfɛndər  
resourceful 3 3.17 3.75 5.90 2 Adjective 1.00 rɪˈsɔrsfəl  resource (N) ˈriˌsɔrs  ˈriˌsɔrsfəl
 a  
accessible 4 3.05 3.4 6.70 1.8 Adjective 1.00 ɪkˈsɛsəbəl
 a access (N) ˈækˌsɛs  ˈækˌsɛsəbəl  
proceedings 3 3.46 3.4 7.07 2.89 Noun 1.00 prəˈsidɪŋz  proceeds (N) ˈproʊˌsidz
 a ˈproʊˌsidɪŋz  
offensiveb 3 3.81 2.4 7.00 2.1 Adjective 0.94 əˈfɛnsɪv  offense (N) ˈɑˌfɛns
 a  ˈɑˌfɛnsɪv  
progressive 3 3.27 2.95 6.30 1.5 Adjective 0.99 prəˈgrɛsɪv  progress ˈprɑˌgrɛs  ˈprɑˌgrɛsɪv  
defective 3 3.34 2.35 7.24 2.56 Adjective 1.00 dɪˈfɛktɪv  defect ˈdifɛkt  ˈdifɛktɪv  
alliance 3
c 3.96 2.1 7.53 2.5 Noun 1.00 əˈlaɪəns  ally ˈæˌlaɪ  ˈæˌlaɪəns  
mean 3.19 3.58 2.78 7.17 2.66  0.99     
SD 0.39 0.43 0.62 0.61 0.61   0.02         
Note. Many of the derivationally related members of the stimulus words' "word families" differ in their pronunciation as nouns versus as verbs. For all model spellings marked "(N)," this study used the 
spelling's noun pronunciation. 
a Lingorado has no IPA transcription for the nouns "accessible," "offense," "proceeds" and "defense," so this study instead used those provided by http://www.merriam-webster.com/. Also, Lingorado 
transcriptions for the words "complexion," “complex,” “commune,” "resource" and “ally” were corrected based on http://www.merriam-webster.com and/or http://www.macmillandictionary.com/us/. 
b After the experiment had already started, it was brought to the attention of the researcher that the above ostensibly nonstandard pronunciation of “offensive” is, in fact, standard and very common in the 
sports context where it is used to draw (sometimes implicit) contrast with defensive players and positions. Therefore, listener data associated with both the ostensibly standard and nonstandard 
pronunciations of “offensive” were deleted prior to data analysis. 
c Balota et al.'s (2007) 2-syllable syllabification of "alliance" was corrected to three syllables based on http://www.merriam-webster.com and 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/. 
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Table A6           
Set B Stimuli for Word Stress Manipulation "1 Left" (Involving One Vowel Change and Stress Shifted Leftward)   
Stimulus 
# of 
syllables 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Frequency 
in Zipfs 
(van 
Heuven et 
al., 2014) 
PLD 20 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Mean log 
HAL 
frequency 
for 
stimulus 
word's 
PLD 20 
neighbors 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Mean 
concreteness 
rating 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2014) 
Dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
Percentage 
of 
dominance 
for the 
stimulus 
word's 
dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
stimulus 
word's 
American 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
Derivationally 
related 
member of 
the stimulus 
word's "word 
family" 
serving to 
model its mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
derivationally 
related model 
for the 
stimulus 
word's mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
used in this 
study 
contraction 3 3.04 2.55 6.30 3.53 Noun 1.00 kənˈtrækʃən  contract (N) ˈkɑnˌtrækt  ˈkɑnˌtrækʃən  
projection 3 3.33 2.65 7.35 3.16 Noun 1.00 prəˈʤɛkʃən  project (N) ˈprɑʤɛkt  ˈprɑʤɛkʃən  
conviction 3 3.77 2.5 7.41 2.07 Noun 1.00 kənˈvɪkʃən  convict (N) ˈkɑnvɪkt  ˈkɑnvɪkʃən  
conception 3 3.32 2.3 7.52 2.24 Noun 1.00 kənˈsɛpʃən  concept ˈkɑnsɛpt  ˈkɑnsɛpʃən  
conversion 3 3.12 2.6 7.18 2.46 Noun 1.00 kənˈvɜrʒən  convert (N) ˈkɑnvɜrt  ˈkɑnvɜrʒən  
communion 3 3.32 3.65 7.08 3.39 Noun 1.00 kəmˈjunjən commune (N) ˈkɑmjun  ˈkɑmjunjən 
commercial 3 4.21 2.95 7.08 3.24 Adjective 0.86 kəˈmɜrʃəl  commerce ˈkɑmɜrs  ˈkɑmɜrʃəl  
allergic 3 3.91 3.35 6.73 2.55 Adjective 1.00 əˈlɜrʤɪk  allergy ˈælɜrʤi  ˈælɜrʤɪk  
affectionate 4 3.36 3.55 7.53 2.28 Adjective 1.00 əˈfɛkʃənət  affect (N) ˈæfɛkt  ˈæfɛkʃənət  
refusal 3 3.12 3.2 6.81 2.81 Noun 1.00 rəˈfjuzəl  refuse (N) ˈrɛˌfjuz  ˈrɛˌfjuzəl  
offender 3 3.44 1.85 7.82 3.88 Noun 1.00 əˈfɛndər  offense (N) ˈɑˌfɛns
 a  ˈɑˌfɛndər  
producer 3 4.10 2.45 7.85 3 Noun 1.00 prəˈdusər  produce (N) ˈproʊˌdus
 b  ˈproʊˌdusər  
procedure 3 4.21 3.55 7.34 2.67 Noun 1.00 prəˈsiʤər  proceeds (N) ˈproʊˌsidz
 a ˈproʊˌsiʤər  
prospective 3 3.13 3 7.50 1.93 Adjective 1.00 prəˈspɛktɪv  prospects (N) ˈprɑspɛkts  ˈprɑspɛktɪv  
objective 3 3.85 2.65 6.51 2 Noun 0.64 əbˈʤɛktɪv  object (N) ˈɑbʤɛkt  ˈɑbʤɛktɪv  
defensivec 3 3.74 2.7 7.55 2.07 Adjective 1.00 dɪˈfɛnsɪv  defense (N) ˈdiˌfɛns
 a ˈdiˌfɛnsɪv  
mean 3.06 3.56 2.84 7.22 2.71  0.97     
SD 0.24 0.39 0.49 0.43 0.59   0.09         
Note. Many of the derivationally related members of the stimulus words' "word families" differ in their pronunciation as nouns versus as verbs. For all model spellings marked "(N)," this study used the 
spelling's noun pronunciation. 
a Lingorado has no IPA transcription for the nouns "offense," "proceeds" and "defense," so this study instead used those provided by http://www.merriam-webster.com/. 
b Lingorado’s transcription of the noun “produce” was corrected based on http://www.merriam-webster.com and http://www.macmillandictionary.com/us/. 
c After the experiment had already started, it was brought to the attention of the researcher that the above ostensibly nonstandard pronunciation of “defensive” is, in fact, standard and very common in the 
sports context where it is used to draw (sometimes implicit) contrast with offensive players and positions. Therefore, listener data associated with both the ostensibly standard and nonstandard 
pronunciations of “defensive” were deleted prior to data analysis. 
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Table A7           
Set A Stimuli for Word Stress Manipulation "1 Right" (Involving One Vowel Change and Stress Shifted Rightward)   
Stimulus 
# of 
syllables 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Frequency 
in Zipfs 
(van 
Heuven et 
al., 2014) 
PLD 20 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Mean log 
HAL 
frequency 
for 
stimulus 
word's 
PLD 20 
neighbors 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Mean 
concreteness 
rating 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2014) 
Dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
Percentage 
of 
dominance 
for the 
stimulus 
word's 
dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
IPA 
transcription of 
the stimulus 
word's 
American 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
Derivationally 
related 
member of 
the stimulus 
word's "word 
family" 
serving to 
model its mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
derivationally 
related model 
for the 
stimulus 
word's mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
used in this 
study 
fantasy 3 4.21 2.65 6.83 1.59 Noun 1.00 ˈfæntəsi  fantastic fænˈtæstɪk  fænˈtæsi  
symphony 3 3.55 2.6 6.84 4.21 Noun 0.99 ˈsɪmfəni  symphonic sɪmˈfɑnɪk  sɪmˈfɑni  
industry 3 4.07 2.85 7.24 3.29 Noun 1.00 ˈɪndəstri  industrial ɪnˈdʌstriəl  ɪnˈdʌstri  
inventory 4 3.67 4.5 5.60 3.74 Noun 1.00 ˈɪnvənˌtɔri  invent ɪnˈvɛnt  ɪnˈvɛntɔri  
ignorance 3 3.56 3 6.39 1.6 Noun 1.00 ˈɪgnərəns  ignore ɪgˈnɔr  ɪgˈnɔrəns  
infinite 3 3.54 2.55 7.16 1.59 Adjective 1.00 ˈɪnfənət infinity ɪnˈfɪnəti ɪnˈfɪnət 
dynamite 3 4.00 3.7 6.36 4.68 Noun 0.92 ˈdaɪnəˌmaɪt  dynamic daɪˈnæmɪk  daɪˈnæˌmaɪt  
neutralize 3 3.09 3.2 4.91 2.28 Verb 1.00 ˈnutrəˌlaɪz  neutrality nuˈtræləti  nuˈtræˌlaɪz  
organism 4 3.31 3.05 6.40 4.16 Noun 1.00 ˈɔrgəˌnɪzəm  organic ɔrˈgænɪk  ɔrˈgæˌnɪzəm  
contractor 3 3.50 2.55 6.73 4.2 Noun 1.00 ˈkɑnˌtræktər contractual kənˈtrækʧuəl kənˈtræktər 
orchestra 3 3.74 3.55 6.98 4.79 Noun 1.00 ˈɔrkəstrə  orchestral ɔrˈkɛstrəl  ɔrˈkɛstrə  
discipline 3 3.96 2.85 7.00 2.24 Noun 1.00 ˈdɪsəplən  disciple dɪˈsaɪpəl  dɪˈsaɪplən  
magical 3 3.96 2.75 7.77 2.3 Adjective 1.00 ˈmæʤɪkəl magician məˈʤɪʃən məˈʤɪkəl 
horrible 3 4.63 2.35 6.99 2.2 Adjective 1.00 ˈhɔrəbəl horrific hɔˈrɪfɪk hɔˈrɪbəl 
ridicule 3 3.30 3.75 7.63 2.07 Noun 0.58 ˈrɪdəˌkjul  ridiculous rɪˈdɪkjələs  rɪˈdɪˌkjul  
intellect 3 3.33 2.85 7.42 2.36 Noun 1.00 ˈɪntəˌlɛkt intelligent ɪnˈtɛləʤənt ɪnˈtɛlˌlɛkt 
mean 3.13 3.71 3.05 6.77 2.96  0.97     
SD 0.33 0.39 0.55 0.71 1.13  0.10         
b The IPA transcription Lingorado provides for "inventory” does not match standard American English pronunciation according to well-known online American English dictionaries such as 
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inventory/, http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/inventory and 
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/inventory, so it was corrected accordingly. 
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Table A8           
Set B Stimuli for Word Stress Manipulation "1 Right" (Involving One Vowel Change and Stress Shifted Rightward)   
Stimulus 
# of 
syllables 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Frequency 
in Zipfs 
(van 
Heuven et 
al., 2014) 
PLD 20 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Mean log 
HAL 
frequency 
for 
stimulus 
word's 
PLD 20 
neighbors 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Mean 
concreteness 
rating 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2014) 
Dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
Percentage 
of 
dominance 
for the 
stimulus 
word's 
dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
IPA 
transcription of 
the stimulus 
word's 
American 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
Derivationally 
related 
member of 
the stimulus 
word's "word 
family" 
serving to 
model its mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
derivationally 
related model 
for the 
stimulus 
word's mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
used in this 
study 
ecstasy 3 3.50 2.90 6.63 2.04 Noun 1.00 ˈɛkstəsi  ecstatic ɛkˈstætɪk  ɛkˈstæsi  
harmony 3 3.92 2.35 6.32 2.46 Noun 0.99 ˈhɑrməni  harmonic hɑrˈmɑnɪk  hɑrˈmɑni  
poetry 3 a 4.13 2.65 6.77 3.50 Noun 1.00 ˈpoʊətri  poetic poʊˈɛtɪk  poʊˈɛtri  
allergy 3 3.23 2.70 6.99 3.68 Noun 1.00 ˈælərʤi  allergic əˈlɜrʤɪk  əˈlɜrʤi  
coincidence 4 4.27 3.85 6.46 1.57 Noun 1.00 koʊˈɪnsɪdəns  coincide ˌkoʊɪnˈsaɪd  koʊɪnˈsaɪdəns  
immigrant 3 3.19 2.65 6.21 3.72 Noun 0.76 ˈɪməgrənt  migrant ˈmaɪgrənt  ɪˈmaɪgrənt  
hypocrite 3 3.51 3.80 6.86 2.55 Noun 0.99 ˈhɪpəˌkrɪt  hypocrisy hɪˈpɑkrəsi  hɪˈpɑˌkrɪt  
emphasize 3 3.05 3.25 6.24 2.00 Verb 1.00 ˈɛmfəˌsaɪz  emphatic ɛmˈfætɪk  ɛmˈfæˌsaɪz  
mobilize 3 3.02 2.85 5.73 2.62 Verb 1.00 ˈmoʊbəˌlaɪz mobility moʊˈbɪləti moʊˈbɪˌlaɪz 
heroism 4 3.05 3.90 5.52 2.67 Noun 1.00 ˈhɛroʊˌɪzəm  heroic hɪˈroʊɪk  hɪˈroʊˌɪzəm  
theater 3 b 4.38 2.05 8.20 4.92 Noun 0.95 ˈθiətər  theatrical θiˈætrɪkəl  θiˈætər  
personal 3 4.96 2.80 6.90 2.21 Adjective 1.00 ˈpɜrsɪnɪl  persona pərˈsoʊnə  pərˈsoʊnɪl  
physical 3 4.43 2.35 7.23 3.31 Adjective 1.00 ˈfɪzɪkəl physician fəˈzɪʃən fəˈzɪkəl 
practical 3 4.05 3.25 6.95 2.14 Adjective 0.99 ˈpræktəkəl  practitioner prækˈtɪʃənər  prækˈtɪkəl 
spectacle 3 3.41 3.40 6.55 3.45 Noun 1.00 ˈspɛktəkəl  spectacular spɛkˈtækjələr  spɛkˈtækəl  
diplomat 3 3.33 3.70 6.56 3.67 Noun 1.00 ˈdɪpləˌmæt  diplomacy dɪˈploʊməsi  dɪˈploʊˌmæt  
mean 3.13 3.72 3.03 6.63 2.91  0.98     
SD 0.33 0.58 0.56 0.60 0.85  0.06         
a Balota et al.'s (2007) 2-syllable syllabification of "poetry" was corrected to three syllables based on its pronunciation transcription in http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/poetry and syllabification in 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/poetry 
b Balota et al.'s (2007) 2-syllable syllabification of "theater" was corrected to three syllables based on its pronunciation transcription in http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/theater and 
syllabification in http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/theater 
b Following the transcriptions for the nouns "allergy" and "allergic" from http://www.merriam-webster.com/ and http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/, this study counts the difference between /ɜr/ and /ər/ 
indicated for these nouns' IPA transcriptions on Lingorado as merely orthographic (reflecting only the presence or absence of stress), not as marking a difference in vowel quality. 
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Table A9           
Set A Stimuli for Word Stress Manipulation "2 Left" (Involving Two Vowel Changes and Stress Shifted Leftward)   
Stimulus 
# of 
syllables 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Frequency 
in Zipfs 
(van 
Heuven et 
al., 2014) 
PLD 20 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Mean log 
HAL 
frequency 
for 
stimulus 
word's 
PLD 20 
neighbors 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Mean 
concreteness 
rating 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2014) 
Dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
Percentage 
of 
dominance 
for the 
stimulus 
word's 
dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
IPA 
transcription of 
the stimulus 
word's 
American 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
Derivationally 
related 
member of 
the stimulus 
word's "word 
family" 
serving to 
model its mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
derivationally 
related model 
for the 
stimulus 
word's mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
used in this 
study 
residential 4 3.26 3.65 6.48 2.62 Adjective 1.00 ˌrɛzɪˈdɛnʧəl  resided rɪˈzaɪdɪd  ˌrɛˈzaɪdɪnʧəl  
essential 3 3.69 2.65 7.43 1.52 Adjective 1.00 ɪˈsɛnʃəl  essence ˈɛsəns  ˈɛsənʃəl  
presentation 4 3.86 3.95 6.71 3.11 Noun 1.00 ˌprɛzənˈteɪʃən  presented priˈzɛntəd  ˌprɛˈzɛntəʃən  
demonstration 4 3.86 4 6.77 3.75 Noun 1.00 ˌdɛmənˈstreɪʃən  demonstrative dɪˈmɑnstrətɪv  ˌdɛˈmɑnstrəʃən  
reputation 4 4.28 2.55 6.61 1.64 Noun 1.00 ˌrɛpjəˈteɪʃən  reputed rɪˈpjutɪd  ˌrɛˈpjutɪʃən  
invitation 4 4.17 2.7 6.30 3.65 Noun 1.00 ˌɪnvɪˈteɪʃən  invited ɪnˈvaɪtəd  ˌɪnˈvaɪtəʃən  
photographic 4 3.28 3.75 6.03 2.9 Adjective 1.00 ˌfoʊtəˈgræfɪk  photography fəˈtɑgrəfi  ˌfoʊˈtɑgrəfɪk  
domestic 3 3.84 3.15 6.62 2.57 Adjective 0.97 dəˈmɛstɪk  domicile ˈdɑm·əˌsɑɪl
 a ˈdɑməstɪk  
dramatic 3 3.99 2.5 6.11 2.12 Adjective 1.00 drəˈmætɪk  drama ˈdrɑmə  ˈdrɑmətɪk  
economics 4 3.40 3.65 6.31 1.77 Noun 1.00 ˌɛkəˈnɑmɪks  economy ɪˈkɑnəmi  ˌɛˈkɑnəmɪks  
equality 4 3.28 3.2 7.27 1.41 Noun 0.98 ɪˈkwɑləti  equal ˈikwəl  ˈikwələti  
celebrity 4 3.86 3.25 6.27 3.28 Noun 1.00 səˈlɛbrɪti  celebrate ˈsɛləˌbreɪt  ˈsɛləbrɪti  
necessity 4 3.46 2.9 6.46 2.08 Noun 1.00 nəˈsɛsəti  necessary ˈnɛsəˌsɛri  ˈnɛsəsəti  
competitive 4 3.62 3.5 7.11 1.89 Adjective 1.00 kəmˈpɛtətɪv  competent ˈkɑmpətɪnt  ˈkɑmpətətɪv  
analysis 4 4.04 3.4 6.78 2.56 Noun 1.00 əˈnæləsəs  analyze ˈænəˌlaɪz  ˈænələsəs  
opponent 3 3.67 2.6 7.32 3.52 Noun 1.00 əˈpoʊnənt  opposite ˈɑpəzət  ˈɑpənənt  
mean 3.75 3.72 3.21 6.66 2.52  1.00     
SD 0.43 0.31 0.50 0.42 0.76   0.01         
a Lingorado has no IPA transcription for the word "domicile," so this study instead used that provided by http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/ (American English tab). 
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Table A10           
Set B Stimuli for Word Stress Manipulation "2 Left" (Involving Two Vowel Changes and Stress Shifted Leftward)   
Stimulus 
# of 
syllables 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Frequency 
in Zipfs 
(van 
Heuven et 
al., 2014) 
PLD 20 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Mean log 
HAL 
frequency 
for 
stimulus 
word's 
PLD 20 
neighbors 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Mean 
concreteness 
rating 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2014) 
Dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
Percentage 
of 
dominance 
for the 
stimulus 
word's 
dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
stimulus 
word's 
American 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
Derivationally 
related 
member of 
the stimulus 
word's "word 
family" 
serving to 
model its mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
derivationally 
related model 
for the 
stimulus 
word's mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
used in this 
study 
confidential 4 3.83 3.95 6.23 2.08 Adjective 1.00 ˌkɑnfəˈdɛnʃəl  confided kənˈfaɪdəd  ˌkɑnˈfaɪdənʃəl  
memorial 3 3.85 2.9 6.67 3.68 Noun 1.00 məˈmɔriəl  memory ˈmɛməri  ˈmɛməriəl  
convention 3 4.09 2.2 7.50 3.28 Noun 1.00 kənˈvɛnʃən  convent ˈkɑnvənt  ˈkɑnvənʃən  
declaration 4 3.55 2.4 6.09 2.52 Noun 1.00 ˌdɛkləˈreɪʃən  declaring dɪˈklɛrɪŋ  ˌdɛˈklɛrɪʃən  
combination 4 4.08 2.45 6.43 2.86 Noun 1.00 ˌkɑmbəˈneɪʃən  combining kəmˈbaɪnɪŋ  ˌkɑmˈbaɪnɪʃən  
information 4 4.95 2.7 6.60 2.87 Noun 1.00 ˌɪnfərˈmeɪʃən  informing ɪnˈfɔrmɪŋ  ˌɪnˈfɔrmɪʃən  
democratic 4 3.55 4.45 6.04 1.74 Adjective 0.99 ˌdɛməˈkrætɪk  democracy dɪˈmɑkrəsi  ˌdɛˈmɑkrətɪk  
geographic 3 3.12 4.1 6.36 3.21 Adjective 1.00 ˌʤiəˈgræfɪk  geography ʤiˈɑgrəfi  ˌʤiˈɑgrəfɪk  
academic 4 3.67 3.35 6.08 2.11 Adjective 0.99 ˌækəˈdɛmɪk  academy əˈkædəmi  ˌæˈkædəmɪk  
strategic 3 3.42 4.75 6.57 1.93 Adjective 1.00 strəˈtiʤɪk  strategy ˈstrætəʤi  ˈstrætəʤɪk  
mechanical 4 3.69 3.2 7.10 3.17 Adjective 1.00 məˈkænɪkəl  mechanism ˈmɛkəˌnɪzəm  ˈmɛkənɪkəl  
majority 4 3.71 3.55 6.92 2.54 Noun 0.98 məˈʤɔrəti  major ˈmeɪʤər  ˈmeɪʤərəti  
morality 4 3.57 2.7 6.18 1.47 Noun 1.00 məˈræləti  moral ˈmɔrəl  ˈmɔrələti  
authority 4 4.33 2.9 7.01 2.34 Noun 0.97 əˈθɔrəti  author ˈɔθər  ˈɔθərəti  
comparison 4 3.57 3.75 7.77 2 Noun 0.98 kəmˈpɛrəsən  comparable ˈkɑmpərəbəl  ˈkɑmpərəsən  
competitor 4 3.14 3.5 7.42 3.23 Noun 1.00 kəmˈpɛtətər  competent ˈkɑmpətɪnt  ˈkɑmpətətər  
mean 3.75 3.76 3.30 6.69 2.56  0.99     
SD 0.43 0.44 0.73 0.53 0.63  0.01     
  
1
5
3
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Table A11           
Set A Stimuli for Word Stress Manipulation "2 Right" (Involving Two Vowel Changes and Stress Shifted Rightward) 
Stimulus 
# of 
syllables 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Frequency 
in Zipfs 
(van 
Heuven et 
al., 2014) 
PLD 20 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Mean log 
HAL 
frequency 
for 
stimulus 
word's 
PLD 20 
neighbors 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Mean 
concreteness 
rating 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2014) 
Dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
Percentage 
of 
dominance 
for the 
stimulus 
word's 
dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
stimulus 
word's 
American 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
Derivationally 
related 
member of 
the stimulus 
word's "word 
family" 
serving to 
model its mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
derivationally 
related model 
for the 
stimulus 
word's mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
used in this 
study 
generate 3 3.39 3.1 6.20 2.23 Verb 1.00 ˈʤɛnəˌreɪt  generic ʤəˈnɛrɪk  ʤəˈnɛˌreɪt  
demonstrate 3 3.67 3.8 6.54 2.53 Verb 1.00 ˈdɛmənˌstreɪt  demonstrative dɪˈmɑnstrətɪv  dɪˈmɑnˌstreɪt  
celebrate 3 4.40 2.7 5.71 2.9 Verb 1.00 ˈsɛləˌbreɪt  celebrity səˈlɛbrɪti  səˈlɛˌbreɪt  
psychology 4 3.74 3.25 6.95 2.31 Noun 1.00 saɪˈkɑləʤi  psychological ˌsaɪkəˈlɑʤɪkəl  saɪkəˈlɑʤi  
biography 4 3.17 3.4 6.01 3.39 Noun 1.00 baɪˈɑgrəfi  biographical ˌbaɪəˈgræfɪkəl  baɪəˈgræfi  
geometry 4 3.27 4.3 6.71 3 Noun 1.00 ʤiˈɑmətri geometric ˌʤiəˈmɛtrɪk ʤiəˈmɛtri 
democracy 4 3.82 3.5 5.60 1.78 Noun 1.00 dɪˈmɑkrəsi  democratic ˌdɛməˈkrætɪk  dɪməˈkræsi 
comedy 3 4.07 1.95 7.59 3.1 Noun 1.00 ˈkɑmədi  comedian kəˈmidiən kəˈmidi  
galaxy 3 3.82 2.75 6.60 3.66 Noun 0.99 ˈgæləksi  galactic gəˈlæktɪk  gəˈlæksi  
presidency 4 3.39 3.25 7.64 3.5 Noun 1.00 ˈprɛzədənsi  preside prɪˈzaɪd  prɪˈzaɪdənsi  
excellent 3 4.72 2.7 6.25 2.11 Adjective 1.00 ˈɛksələnt  excel ɪkˈsɛl  ɪkˈsɛlənt  
competent 3 3.39 2.6 6.72 1.93 Adjective 1.00 ˈkɑmpətɪnt  compete kəmˈpit  kəmˈpitɪnt  
analyze 3 3.51 2.4 5.97 2.3 Verb 1.00 ˈænəˌlaɪz analysis əˈnæləsəs əˈnæˌlaɪz 
negative 3 4.41 2.8 7.09 1.79 Adjective 0.97 ˈnɛgətɪv  negate nɪˈgeɪt  nɪˈgeɪtɪv  
molecule 3 2.90 3.75 6.00 3.27 Noun 1.00 ˈmɑləˌkjul molecular məˈlɛkjələr məˈlɛkjul 
mechanism 4 3.57 3.05 5.65 3.67 Noun 1.00 ˈmɛkəˌnɪzəm  mechanic məˈkænɪk  məˈkænɪzəm  
mean 3.38 3.70 3.08 6.45 2.72  0.97     
SD 0.48 0.48 0.57 0.62 0.65  0.01     
 
 
  
1
5
4
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Table A12           
Set B Stimuli for Word Stress Manipulation "2 Right" (Involving Two Vowel Changes and Stress Shifted Rightward)   
Stimulus 
# of 
syllables 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Frequency 
in Zipfs 
(van 
Heuven et 
al., 2014) 
PLD 20 
(Balota 
et al., 
2007) 
Mean log 
HAL 
frequency 
for 
stimulus 
word's 
PLD 20 
neighbors 
(Balota et 
al., 2007) 
Mean 
concreteness 
rating 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2014) 
Dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
Percentage 
of 
dominance 
for the 
stimulus 
word's 
dominant 
SUBTLEX-US 
POS 
(Brysbaert et 
al., 2012) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
stimulus 
word's 
American 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
Derivationally 
related 
member of 
the stimulus 
word's "word 
family" 
serving to 
model its mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
IPA 
transcription 
of the 
derivationally 
related model 
for the 
stimulus 
word's mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
(Jansz, n.d.) 
IPA 
transcription 
of the mis-
stressed 
pronunciation 
used in this 
study 
decorate 3 3.37 2.65 5.88 3.4 Verb 1.00 ˈdɛkəˌreɪt  decor dɪˈkɔr
 a dɪˈkɔˌreɪt  
compensate 3 3.39 3.35 6.66 2.65 Verb 1.00 ˈkɑmpənˌseɪt  compensatory kəmˈpɛnsəˌtɔri  kəmˈpɛnˌseɪt  
biology 4 3.69 2.85 6.89 3.48 Noun 1.00 baɪˈɑləʤi  biological ˌbaɪəˈlɑʤɪkəl  baɪəˈlɑʤi  
technology 4 4.17 3.5 6.49 3.24 Noun 1.00 tɛkˈnɑləʤi  technological ˌtɛknəˈlɑʤɪkəl  tɛknəˈlɑʤi  
geography 4 3.36 3.45 5.92 3.11 Noun 0.98 ʤiˈɑgrəfi  geographic ˌʤiəˈgræfɪk  ʤiəˈgræfi  
economy 4 3.76 2.85 7.22 2.57 Noun 1.00 ɪˈkɑnəmi  economic ˌɛkəˈnɑmɪk  ɪkəˈnɑmi  
philosophy 4 3.92 3.15 6.36 2.14 Noun 1.00 fəˈlɑsəfi  philosophical ˌfɪləˈsɑfɪkəl  fələˈsɑfi  
strategy 3 3.98 3.55 6.56 1.93 Noun 1.00 ˈstrætəʤi  strategic strəˈtiʤɪk  strəˈtiʤi  
majesty 3 4.56 3.25 6.08 1.94 Noun 1.00 ˈmæʤəsti  majestic məˈʤɛstɪk  məˈʤɛsti  
residency 4 3.29 3.1 7.14 3.04 Noun 1.00 ˈrɛzɪdənsi  reside rɪˈzaɪd  rɪˈzaɪdənsi  
precedent 3 3.40 3.05 7.92 1.63 Noun 1.00 ˈprɛsɪdənt  precede prɪˈsid  prɪˈsidənt  
confident 3 4.03 3.7 7.10 2.62 Adjective 1.00 ˈkɑnfədənt  confide kənˈfaɪd kənˈfaɪdənt  
memorize 3 3.47 2.6 5.70 3.3 Verb 1.00 ˈmɛməˌraɪz  memorial məˈmɔriəl  məˈmɔˌraɪz  
relative 3 3.89 2.75 7.12 2.97 Noun 0.66 ˈrɛlətɪv  relate rɪˈleɪt  rɪˈleɪtɪv  
analyst 3 3.54 2.55 5.87 4.23 Noun 1.00 ˈænələst analysis əˈnæləsəs əˈnæləst 
advantage 3 4.34 3.65 7.53 2 Noun 1.00 ædˈvæntɪʤ  advantageous ˌædvənˈteɪʤəs  ædvənˈteɪʤ  
mean 3.38 3.76 3.13 6.65 2.77   0.98         
SD 0.48 0.38 0.37 0.64 0.69   0.08         
a The IPA transcription Lingorado provides for the word "decor" does not match standard American English pronunciation according to well-known online American English dictionaries such as 
http://www.merriam-webster.com/, http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/, and http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/ (American English tab). The IPA transcription therefore used in this 
study is that provided by http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/ (American English tab). 
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APPENDIX B 
 
INTERVIEW-ADMINISTERED LANGUAGE BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 
 
Subject # ______________ 
 
 
              Date:            /          /                 
                    month            day              year 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Language Background Questionnaire 
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About your child and teenage language experience 
I'm first going to ask about your child and teenage language experience. This is because different 
language experiences affect how well we can speak whatever language(s) we know — so I want to 
get to know about your specific language background. 
 
Please tell me all language(s) that adults living in your home (for example, your parents or 
grandparents) spoke in your at-home conversations more than 30% of the time before you began 
college: 
 
Chinese 
 Mandarin Chinese (普通话 / 國語 / 華語)  
 one or more Chinese dialect(s) (方言) 
Korean 
 Korean 
English 
 English 
Other 
 One or more additional languages: 
______________________________________________________ 
 Please tell me all language(s) you spoke in your at-home conversations more than 30% of the time 
before you began college: 
 
Chinese 
 Mandarin Chinese (普通话 / 國語 / 華語)  
 one or more Chinese dialect(s) (方言) 
Korean 
 Korean 
English 
 English 
Other 
 One or more additional languages: 
______________________________________________________ 
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Please tell me all language(s) you spoke more than 30% of the time in conversations outside your 
home before you began college:  
Chinese 
 Mandarin Chinese (普通话 / 國語 / 華語)  
 one or more Chinese dialect(s) (方言) 
Korean 
 Korean 
English 
 English 
Other 
 One or more additional languages:  
 
______________________________________________________ 
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(The following question was displayed only for interviewees indicating they spoke one or more 
Chinese dialects.)  
Now I'll need your help to answer a few questions using 汉字 about the Chinese dialect(s) (方言) you 
know (using an online Chinese keyboard at http://www.inputking.com/ that's sort of like Sogou)? 
 
 
In which Chinese 
province(s) — or 
province + city/county 
— is this dialect (方言) 
spoken? 
If this 
dialect      
(方言) 
has a 
name, 
please 
write it 
below: 
 
Was this 
dialect (方言) 
spoken in 
more than 
30% of the at-
home 
conversations 
of adults 
living in your 
home (for 
example, 
your parents 
or 
grandparent
s) before you 
began 
college? 
Did you speak 
this dialect     
(方言) in 
more than 
30% of your 
at-home 
conversations 
before you 
began 
college? 
Did you speak 
this dialect     
(方言) in 
more than 
30% of your 
conversations 
outside your 
home before 
you began 
college? 
 
province(s) 
—  
for 
example,      
福建 
city/county  
—  
for 
example,  
浙江省 
杭州市 
for 
example,   
广州话 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 
Dialect 
(方言) 
#1 
         
Dialect 
(方言) 
#2 
         
Dialect 
(方言) 
#3 
         
Dialect 
(方言) 
#4 
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(The following question was displayed only for interviewees indicating they had lived 3 months 
or longer outside their home countries before they began college.) 
 
 
 
Did you ever live 3 months or longer outside your home country before you began college? 
 Yes 
 No 
 
Now I'll ask you some questions about these countries that you lived in: 
 
 
How old 
were you 
when you 
arrived in 
this country? 
(for 
example, 
"age 13") 
 
How long did you live in this 
country? 
(for example, "0 years, 4 
months") 
Did you 
attend 
school in 
this 
country? 
While you lived 
in this country, 
what language(s) 
did you speak 
30% of the time 
or more to people 
outside your 
family? 
age ____ 
 
____ year(s), ____ month(s) Yes No 
for example, 
"German in most 
places, but 
English at school" 
Country #1:       
 
 
      
Country #2:  
 
 
      
Country #3:  
 
 
      
Country #4:  
 
 
      
Country #5:  
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(The following questions were displayed only for interviewees indicating that in no context listed 
above did they speak English more than 30% of the time before they began college.) 
 
 
 
 
  
About your English-language-learning experience 
  
My next questions are about your English-language-learning experience. This is because how we 
learn a language often impacts how we can use that language — so I want to know the specifics of 
how you learned English. 
 
At what age did you start learning English? At age______________________  
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My next questions are about how you learned English when in primary/elementary school. (If my 
questions don't cover everything you think may be helpful for me to know, please feel free to tell me 
more!): 
 
Did you 
learn 
English 
in this 
context? 
In which 
country (or 
countries)? 
I'm going to read a statement and I want you to 
tell how much you agree or disagree that the 
statement describes your experience, using a 
scale of "Strongly disagree," "Disagree," 
"Neither agree nor disagree," "Agree," and 
"Strongly agree": 
 
My teachers' English accent in this context 
provided me a good model/example to help me 
acquire my "ideal (or "dream") English 
accent" 
 
Yes No 
(for 
example, 
"Malaysia") 
Strongly 
disagree Disagree 
Neither 
agree 
nor 
disagree Agree 
Strongly 
agree 
In English class(es) at your 
primary/elementary school(s):  
 
         
In some or all of your non-English-
class classes (for example, in your 
math and science classes) because 
some or all of your 
primary/elementary teachers 
taught in English most of the 
time: 
 
        
In an English language 
program/center that was not part 
of your primary/elementary 
school: 
 
        
With a private tutor when you 
were in primary/elementary school: 
 
        
From English-speaking friends 
when you were in 
primary/elementary school: 
        
In one or more additional ways 
not mentioned above when you 
were in primary/elementary school: 
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Next, I want to get to know how you learned English when in middle/high school. (If my questions 
don't cover everything you think may be helpful for me to know, please feel free to tell me more!): 
 
Did you 
learn 
English 
in this 
context? 
In which 
country (or 
countries)? 
I'm going to read a statement and I want you to 
tell how much you agree or disagree that the 
statement describes your experience, using a 
scale of "Strongly disagree," "Disagree," 
"Neither agree nor disagree," "Agree," and 
"Strongly agree": 
 
My teachers' English accent in this context 
provided me a good model/example to help me 
acquire my "ideal (or "dream") English 
accent" 
 
Yes No 
(for 
example, 
"Malaysia") 
Strongly 
disagree Disagree 
Neither 
agree 
nor 
disagree Agree 
Strongly 
agree 
In English class(es) at your 
middle/high school(s):  
 
         
In some or all of your non-English-
class classes (for example, in your 
algebra or biology classes) because 
some or all of your middle/high 
school teachers taught in English 
most of the time, specifically the 
classes: 
 
        
In an English language 
program/center that was not part 
of your middle/high school: 
 
        
With a private tutor when you 
were in middle/high school: 
 
        
From English-speaking friends 
when you were in middle/high 
school: 
        
In one or more additional ways 
not mentioned above when you 
were in middle/high school: 
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Now, I want to know your estimate of what percent of your English-language-learning time was 
focused on particular English language skills before you began college. 
 
— Remember to check that all items add up to 100% ! — 
 
a) __________% listening  
b) __________% reading 
c) __________% writing 
d) __________% grammar   
e) __________% vocabulary 
f) __________% speaking (but not pronunciation)   
g) __________% pronunciation 
     = 100% 
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Now I'm going to read several statements and I want you to tell me how often each expresses your 
current English listening/speaking proficiency on a scale of "never," "rarely," "sometimes," "most of 
the time" or "always." (Again, if my questions don't cover everything you think may be helpful for 
me to know, please feel free to tell me more!): 
 
 Never Rarely Sometimes 
Most 
of 
the 
time Always 
I understand English speakers talking 
with one another (except maybe when 
they're talking about weird topics I 
know nothing about in any language, 
including my native language! 
☺)______________________________ 
     
I can easily say what I need to say in 
English 
______________________________ 
     
I can easily say what I want to say in 
English 
______________________________ 
     
My English accent matches my ideal (or 
"dream") English accent 
______________________________ 
     
Native English speakers understand my 
English pronunciation 
______________________________ 
     
Other highly proficient nonnative 
English speakers whose native language 
is different from mine understand my 
English pronunciation 
______________________________ 
     
Native English speakers easily 
understand my English pronunciation 
______________________________ 
     
Other highly proficient nonnative 
English speakers whose native language 
is different from mine easily understand 
my English pronunciation 
______________________________ 
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Now I want to know how much you agree or disagree that the following statements express how you 
feel about speaking English (i.e., not listening, reading or writing in English), using a scale of 
"Strongly disagree," "Disagree," "Neither agree nor disagree," "Agree," and "Strongly agree." (And 
again, if my questions don't cover everything you think may be helpful for me to know, please feel 
free to tell me more!): 
 
 
Strongly 
disagree Disagree 
Neither 
agree 
nor 
disagree Agree 
Strongly 
agree 
I like to speak English 
_____________________________ 
     
I usually feel confident when I speak 
English 
_____________________________ 
     
I think it's important for me to be good 
at speaking English 
__________________________________ 
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Now I want to know "In an average week during the Iowa State University semester, how much 
time would you estimate you spend talking (i.e., not listening, reading or writing) in English?" 
(Again, if my questions don't cover everything you think may be helpful for me to know, please feel 
free to tell me more!): 
 
 
 
How much time do you 
spend talking in English 
in an average week during 
the Iowa State University 
semester? 
(for example: 1 hour, 15 
minutes) 
 
 ___ hours, ___ minutes 
In class: 
______________________________ 
   
Working on homework and class projects 
with your classmates, etc.:  
______________________________ 
  
Participating in formal or informal 
activities with student club(s)/group(s):  
______________________________ 
  
At work: 
______________________________ 
  
Hanging out with friends: 
______________________________ 
  
In other contexts: 
______________________________ 
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About your experience learning second/additional language(s) 
 
  
My last questions are about your experience learning any other second/additional 
language(s). 
 
 Earlier you indicated the following:   
 More than 30% of the at-home conversations of adults living in your home (for 
example, your parents or grandparents) before you began college were in: 
_____________ 
 All language(s) you spoke in more than 30% of your at-home conversations before 
you began college were in: _____________ 
 All language(s) you spoke in more than 30% of your conversations outside your 
home before you began college were in: _____________ 
 
Have you learned at least a little (or a lot!) of one or more additional (non-English) 
languages? 
 Yes 
 No, I know only English and any other language(s)/dialect(s) indicated above 
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Please tell me about the additional languages you've learned. (As before, if my questions don't cover 
everything you think may be helpful for me to know, please feel free to tell me more!): 
 
 
In what 
country did 
you learn this 
language? 
How old 
were you 
when you 
started 
learning 
this 
language? 
 
Did you 
learn this 
language 
by 
studying it 
in 
class(es)? 
How long did 
you study this 
language in 
class(es)? (For 
example, 2.5 
semesters) 
Did you 
learn this 
language 
informally? 
(For 
example, 
from friends 
or people at 
your job)  
 age ____ 
 
Yes No ____ semesters Yes No 
Additional 
Info: 
ONE additional 
language I 
know (at least a 
little of) is:  
 
        
Another 
additional 
language I 
know (at least a 
little of) is:  
 
        
Yet another 
additional 
language I 
know (at least a 
little of) is:  
 
        
Still another 
additional 
language I 
know (at least a 
little of) is:  
 
        
Other 
additional 
languages I 
know (at least a 
little of) 
include: 
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(The following two question boxes were displayed for interviewees once for each of the first four 
additional languages they indicated knowing.) 
What is your current listening and speaking proficiency in _____________? (Again, if my questions 
don't cover everything you think may be helpful for me to know, please feel free to tell me more!): 
 
 Never Rarely Sometimes 
Most of 
the time Always 
I understand _____________ speakers talking 
with one another (except maybe when they're 
talking about weird topics I know nothing 
about in any language, including my native 
language! ☺) 
 
     
I can easily say what I need to say in:  
     
I can easily say what I want to say in: 
  
     
My _____________ accent matches my ideal 
(or "dream") _____________ accent  
 
     
Native _____________ speakers understand 
my _____________ pronunciation  
 
     
Other highly proficient nonnative 
_____________ speakers whose native 
language is different from mine understand 
my _____________ pronunciation  
 
     
Native _____________ speakers easily 
understand my _____________ pronunciation 
 
     
Other highly proficient nonnative 
_____________ speakers whose native 
language is different from mine easily 
understand my _____________ pronunciation 
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How do you feel about speaking _____________ (i.e., not listening, reading or writing in _____________)? 
— Again, if my questions don't cover everything you think may be helpful for me to know, please 
feel free to tell me more! 
 
 
Strongly 
disagree Disagree 
Neither 
agree 
nor 
disagree Agree 
Strongly 
agree 
I like to speak _____________ 
_____________________________ 
     
I usually feel confident when I speak 
_____________ 
_____________________________ 
     
I think it's important for me to be 
good at speaking _____________ 
______________________________ 
     
 
Is there anything else you think might be helpful for me to know about your language-learning 
background? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thanks for completing this Language Background Questionnaire!  
Several questions included in this questionnaire were adapted by questionnaire developer, 
Monica Richards, from: 
 
Barrios, S. (2013). Similarity in L2 Phonology. (Doctoral dissertation). University of Maryland, 
College Park. 
 
Gullberg, M., & Indefrey, P. (2003). Language Background Questionnaire. (Developed in The 
Dynamics of Multilingual Processing). Nijmegen: Max Planck Institute for 
Psycholinguistics. 
- 
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APPENDIX C 
 
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPROVAL 
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APPENDIX D 
 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT EXPERIMENT INSTRUCTIONS 
 
 
"What did you say?  
Processing correctly vs. incorrectly pronounced English words"  
(SONA #18A/B) 
 
1. Greet the subject and ask if he/she is here for SONA Experiment #18A (native/L1 English 
speakers) or SONA Experiment #18B (nonnative/L2 English speakers). If the subject 
doesn’t know, ask if he/she is here for the English pronunciation experiment called “What 
did you say? Processing correctly vs. incorrectly pronounced English words." If the subject 
says “Yes,” ask “What is your native language?” so you can assign the subject to the 
appropriate experiment.  
2. Ask the subject to put his/her things on a chair. Mention that if he/she has a cell phone, 
he/she should turn it off and leave it with his/her things. 
3. Explain to the subject that in this study, you’ll ask him/her several questions about 
his/her language background and then he/she will listen to a series of English words. 
Some of the words he/she listens to will be correctly pronounced and some will be 
incorrectly pronounced. His/her job in this experiment is just to identify whether or not 
the word spoken is a real English word as quickly and accurately as possible and then to 
do his/her best to type whatever word he/she thinks the speaker was trying to say (even 
if the speaker made a mistake in pronouncing it!) Some words might be hard to identify. 
That’s okay. Any words he/she can’t figure out can be skipped. 
4. Ask the subject if he/she has any questions and answer them (If you don’t know the 
answer, feel free to call me at 515-450-4169 for help). 
5. Sit the subject down at the big table to read and sign the informed consent. Ask the 
subject’s age. If anyone is under 18, tell him/her that this study is not approved for minors, 
so you cannot allow him/her to participate. Ask the subject if he/she has difficulty hearing. 
If so, apologize and tell the subject this study is only approved for participants with normal 
hearing. For subjects who are age 18 or older who indicate they have normal hearing, while 
they’re reading the informed consent,  
 Enter the subject’s information into the appropriate L1 English/L2 English running 
sheet 
 In the appropriate cubicle, turn the light on and open the Language Background 
Questionnaire at https://iastate.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_0OghWKBFUFvfZY1 on 
the computer and enter the correct “Subject #” from the running sheet 
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 Prepare the subject’s SONA 2-credit receipt 
6. Go back to the subject. 
 Point out their credit receipts and ask the subject if he/she wants a copy of the 
informed consent to keep. (Indicate that he/she doesn’t have to take it, but you do 
have to offer it.) 
7. Invite the subject into the cubicle, with you sitting in the chair closest to the keyboard and 
the subject sitting in the other chair. Invite the subject to adjust the chair until it’s 
comfortable. 
 Provide the subject with a paper version of the Language Background 
Questionnaire questions, but also angle your computer screen as best you can to 
allow them to read the screen with you if they’d prefer. 
 Complete the Language Background Questionnaire interview with the subject as 
consistently (stay close to the provided script) as possible, while still being 
personable (e.g., If English speakers say something about their minimal foreign 
language background, you can interject something like “I understand. . . .it’s the 
same for me) 
 Open the appropriate L1 English/L2 English “running man” experiment file, 
entering the correct “Subject #” from the running sheet, as well as the subject’s 
native language, age and gender, so that the first screen (about the cell phone) is up 
8. Invite the subject to take your chair and then adjust the chair until it’s comfortable. 
9. Tell the subject the instructions for the task to be completed will be provided on the 
screen and he/she will be able to do several practice questions first so that he/she feels 
comfortable before starting to do the real task 
10. Take an antibacterial hand wipe and carefully clean the earphones in front of the subject 
before handing him/her the earphones to put on. 
11. Let the subject know you’ll step outside the cubicle and (mostly) close the cubicle door, 
but “If you have any questions at all during the experiment, simply open the door and 
ask. I’d be very happy to answer them.” 
12. Log into SONA and grant the subject SONA credit for participating in the study. 
13. When the subject exits the cubicle, briefly review the participant debriefing document 
with him/her and ask if he/she has any questions or comments. (If anything of concern 
happens during the experiment or if the subject does make substantive comments, please 
email this information to Dr. Dark and me at [supervising professor’s email address] and 
monicagr@iastate.edu respectively.) 
14.  Remind the subject to take his/her research participation receipt and thank him/her for 
participating.  
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APPENDIX E 
 
 
INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT 
 
 
Informed Consent Document - 2 credits  
 
Title of Study:     What did you say? Processing correctly vs. incorrectly pronounced English 
words 
            Psychology Research Participation Pool (SONA) Study Number # _____ 
 
Investigators:        Veronica J. Dark, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology 
              Monica Richards, M.A., Ph.D. Candidate in Applied Linguistics and Technology 
    
This is a research study.  Please read this document and take your time in deciding if you would like to 
participate.  Please feel free to ask questions at any time. 
 
Eligibility — You are eligible to participate in this project as part of the Department of Psychology 
Research Participation Pool (or SONA). You should not participate if you are under 18 years of age or if 
you have difficulty hearing. 
 
Purpose — The purpose of this study is to compare how native and nonnative speakers of English 
process English words that are stressed correctly (for example, “fanTAStic”) vs. incorrectly (for 
example, “FANtastic” or “fantasTIC”) in a simple listening task. 
 
What will I be asked to do? — If you agree to participate, you will be asked to help the 
researcher complete a questionnaire about your background in English and any additional languages you 
know. You will then listen to a series of common, university-level English words and be asked for each 
word you hear whether it was pronounced correctly or incorrectly. You will then be asked to type each 
word that you indicate was pronounced correctly as well as each word you indicate was pronounced 
incorrectly if you can figure out what word the speaker was trying to say.  The specific tasks, which will 
be presented on the computer, will be explained in detail as part of the instructions and any questions 
that you have will be answered.  The entire experiment should take less than 45 minutes.   
 
Risks — There are no known risks to participation.  No stimuli should be offensive or harmful.  
 
Benefits — As described in your course syllabus, when you participate in projects that are part of the 
Psychology Research Participation Pool, you have an opportunity to experience and to learn about the 
research process.  This experience is documented in your course through earning research credit.  When 
you agree to participate, you will earn 2 units of research credit as part of the Psychology Research 
Participation Pool (SONA).  A research credit receipt, indicating 2 units of research credit, was given to 
you along with this informed consent form.  The research participation credit will be recorded 
electronically in the SONA system. It is our hope that this research will benefit society by helping 
teachers of English as a foreign or additional language who teach English pronunciation and listening 
skills know how to teach more effectively. 
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Alternatives to participation — Alternatives other than research participation for earning 
research credit are described in your course syllabus. 
 
Use of the data — The data collected in this research may be used for educational or scientific 
purposes and may be presented at scientific meetings or published in professional journals.  No 
participant will be identified in any use or publication of the data. 
 
Confidentiality — Records identifying participants will be kept confidential to the extent permitted 
by applicable laws and regulations and will not be made publicly available.  However, federal 
government agencies, auditing departments of Iowa State University, and the ISU Institutional Review 
Board (a committee that reviews and approves research studies with human subjects) may inspect and/or 
copy study records for quality assurance and analysis.  These records may contain private information.  
We are required by the ISU Institutional Review Board to keep a copy of the informed consent.  
However, no records are kept that allow us to associate your name, which is on your informed consent 
form, with your responses.  Your responses are completely anonymous.   
 
Costs and compensation — No monetary costs or compensation are associated with this project. 
 
Participant rights — Your participation in this study is completely voluntary.  You may refuse to 
participate in the study without any penalty.  You may leave the study at any time without penalty or 
loss of benefits.  (Remember, you have already received your research credit receipt.)     
 
Questions or problems — You are encouraged to ask questions at any time during this study.  At 
the end of the study, you will be debriefed.  For further information about the study, please contact Dr. 
Veronica Dark, Science I Room 374, 294-1688, vjdark@iastate.edu, or principal investigator, Monica 
Richards, 443 Ross Hall, 515-450-4169, monicagr@iastate.edu. 
 
If you have any questions about the rights of research subjects or research-related injury, please 
contact the IRB Administrator, (515) 294-4566, IRB@iastate.edu, or Director, Office for 
Responsible Research, (515) 294-3115, 1138 Pearson Hall, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011. 
****************************************************************************** 
 
Consent and Authorization —Your signature indicates that you voluntarily agree to participate in this 
study, that the study has been explained to you, that you have been given the time to read the document 
and that your questions have been satisfactorily answered.  A copy of the written informed consent is 
provided to you at this time. 
 
Participant’s Name (printed)               
    
             
(Participant’s Signature)     (Date)  
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APPENDIX F 
 
PARTICIPANT DEBRIEFING 
 
What did you say? Processing correctly vs. incorrectly pronounced English words 
 
Thank you for participating in this study. Its purpose is to compare how native and nonnative 
speakers of English process English words that are stressed correctly vs. incorrectly. This is 
because while previous research has made it clear that native English listeners use the fact that 
most English words are stressed on their first syllable to figure out where one word stops and the 
next one starts in conversation (since speakers do not generally pause between each word of a 
sentence), research has not explained how native English listeners process words like 
“fanTAStic” that are not stressed on their first syllable. Also, perhaps nonnative English 
listeners’ frequently less successful English listening and understanding compared to native 
English listeners is partially the result of their processing English word stress differently. This 
study is designed to research these questions. 
 
We again thank you for your participation, because without volunteers like yourself this research 
would not be possible. If you have any questions related to the study, please contact either the 
principal investigator, Monica Richards, or the supervising faculty member, Dr. Veronica J. 
Dark: 
 
Monica Richards 
[Researcher’s contact information] 
 
Dr. Veronica J. Dark 
[Supervising professor’s contact information] 
 
If you have any questions about the rights of research subjects or research-related injury, please 
contact the Office for Responsible Research, 1138 Pearson Hall, (515) 294-4566, 
irb@iastate.edu or the Director, Office for Responsible Research, 1138 Pearson Hall, (515) 294-
3115. 
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APPENDIX G 
 
L1 AND L2 ENGLISH LISTENERS’ “ALTERNATE STANDARD SPELLING”  
WORD IDENTIFICATION RESPONSES 
 
L1  
(n = 21) 
 
analyse 
apologise 
criticise (x3) 
memorise 
mobilise 
organise 
theatre (x13) 
 
L2 
(n =  18) 
analyse (x4) 
apologise 
criticise (x2) 
mobilise 
organise 
recognise 
theatre (x7) 
{SHIFT}Theatre 
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APPENDIX H 
 
L1 AND L2 ENGLISH LISTENERS’ “TYPO CONSISTING ONLY OF ADDED 
NONALPHABETIC CHARACTERS” WORD IDENTIFICATION RESPONSES 
 
 
L1 Listeners’ “Typo Consisting Only of Added Nonalphabetic Characters”  
Word Identification Responses 
 (n = 76)  
What 
speaker 
intended  
What 
 listener  
typed 
analysis  analysis{SPACE} 
analyze  analyze{SPACE} 
apologize apologiz{LEFTARROW}e 
authority authority{SPACE} 
autistic  autistic{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW} 
coincidence coincidence{SPACE} 
communicate communi{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}cate 
compensate comp{LEFTBRACKET}ensate 
competitive com{LEFTBRACKET}{LEFTBRACKET}petitive 
competitor com{LEFTBRACKET}petitor 
compression com{LEFTBRACKET}pression 
compression com{LEFTBRACKET}pression 
compression comp{LEFTBRACKET}ression 
concentrate conc{LEFTARROW}entrate 
conception conception{SHIFT}{?} 
confidential confidenti{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}al 
convention convention1 
declaration decl{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}aration 
declaration declaration{SPACE} 
defender  defender4 
demonstration demonstration{SPACE} 
digestion digestion{SPACE} 
diplomat di{LEFTBRACKET}{LEFTBRACKET}p{LEFTBRACKET}lomat 
discipline di{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}scipline 
donation  donation{BACKSLASH} 
extraction extraction{SHIFT}{?} 
geographic 2{,}{SPACE}{SHIFT}I{SPACE}meant{SPACE}2{.}{SPACE}{SHIFT}Geographic 
geographic geogra{LEFTBRACKET}phic 
geography g{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}eography 
geography geograp{LEFTBRACKET}hy 
harmony h{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}armony 
heroism  1heroism 
heroism  heroism{SPACE} 
hypocrite hy{LEFTBRACKET}pocrite 
identify  identify{SPACE} 
importance im{LEFTBRACKET}{LEFTBRACKET}{LEFTBRACKET}portance 
importance importance{'} 
impulsive im{LEFTBRACKET}pulsive 
information informa{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}tion 
investigate investigate{BACKSLASH} 
justify  justify{SPACE} 
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location  location{BACKSLASH} 
mechanism mechanism{SPACE} 
minimize mi{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}nimize 
morality  mor{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}ality 
mutation mut{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}ation 
necessity nec{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}essity 
necessity necessity{SPACE} 
neutralize neutralize{SHIFT} 
objection objection{'} 
objection objection{BACKSLASH} 
offender  offender{BACKSLASH} 
offender  offender{SPACE} 
opponent opp{LEFTBRACKET}onent 
organism organism{SPACE} 
participate {LEFTBRACKET}participate 
personal  {LEFTBRACKET}personal 
philosophy {LEFTBRACKET}philosophy 
philosophy phil{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}osophy 
photographic photogr{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}aphic 
physical  physical{SPACE} 
presentation presentation{RIGHTBRACKET} 
projection projection{SPACE} 
prospective prosp{LEFTBRACKET}ective 
psychology psychology{BACKSLASH} 
qualify  q{TAB}ualify 
recognize recognize{SPACE} 
residency residency{SPACE} 
residential residential{SPACE} 
security  {LEFTARROW}security 
spectacle spectacle{SPACE} 
strategy  strategy{BACKSLASH} 
stupidity  stu{LEFTBRACKET}pidity 
stupidity  stupidity{RIGHTBRACKET} 
symphony sym{LEFTBRACKET}phony 
vibration vibration1 
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L2 Listeners’ “Typo Consisting Only of Added Nonalphabetic Characters”  
Word Identification Responses 
 (n = 620) 
What 
speaker 
intended 
 What 
 listener  
typed 
academic {SHIFT}Academic 
academic {SHIFT}Academic 
academic {SHIFT}Academic 
accessible {SHIFT}Accessible 
accessible {SHIFT}Accessible 
accessible {SHIFT}Accessible 
activity  {SHIFT}Activity 
activity  {SHIFT}Activity 
activity  activity{SPACE} 
addiction {SHIFT}Addiction 
addiction {SHIFT}Addiction 
addiction {SHIFT}Addiction 
addiction addiction{SPACE} 
advantage {SHIFT}Advantage 
advantage {SHIFT}Advantage 
advertise {SHIFT}Advertise 
advertise {SHIFT}Advertise 
advertise {SHIFT}Advertise 
affection {SHIFT}Affection 
affection {SHIFT}Affection 
affection {SHIFT}Affection 
affection affection{SPACE} 
affectionate {SHIFT}Affectionate 
affectionate {SHIFT}Affectionate 
allergic  {SHIFT}Allergic 
allergic  {SHIFT}Allergic 
allergic  {SHIFT}Allergic 
allergic  allergic{SPACE} 
allergy  {SHIFT}Allergy 
allergy  {SHIFT}Allergy 
allergy  {SHIFT}Allergy 
alliance  {SHIFT}Alliance 
alliance  {SHIFT}Alliance 
alliance  {SHIFT}Alliance 
alliance  alliance{SPACE} 
alternative {SHIFT}Alternative 
alternative {SHIFT}Alternative 
alternative {SHIFT}Alternative 
analysis  {SHIFT}Analysis 
analysis  {SHIFT}Analysis 
analysis  {SHIFT}Analysis 
analysis  analysis{SPACE} 
analyst  {SHIFT}Analyst 
analyst  {SHIFT}Analyst 
analyst  {SHIFT}Analyst 
analyze  {SHIFT}Analyze 
analyze  {SHIFT}Analyze 
analyze  {SHIFT}Analyze 
analyze  analyze{SPACE} 
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anxiety  {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Anxiety 
anxiety  {SHIFT}Anxiety 
anxiety  {SHIFT}Anxiety 
anxiety  anxiety{SPACE} 
apologize {SHIFT}Apologize 
apologize {SHIFT}Apologize 
apologize {SHIFT}Apologize 
apologize apologi{ALT}ze 
apology  {SHIFT}Apology 
apology  {SHIFT}Apology 
apology  {SHIFT}Apology 
artistic  {SHIFT}Artistic 
artistic  {SHIFT}Artistic 
authority {SHIFT}Authority 
authority {SHIFT}Authority 
authority {SHIFT}Authority 
authority authority{SPACE} 
autistic  {SHIFT}Autistic 
autistic  {SHIFT}Autistic 
biography {SHIFT}Biography 
biography {SHIFT}Biography 
biography {SHIFT}Biography 
biography biography{SPACE} 
biology  {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Biology 
biology  {SHIFT}Biology 
biology  {SHIFT}Biology 
calculate {SHIFT}Calculate 
calculate {SHIFT}Calculate 
calculate {SHIFT}Calculate 
celebrate {SHIFT}Celebrate 
celebrate {SHIFT}Celebrate 
celebrate {SHIFT}Celebrate 
celebrate celebrate{SPACE} 
celebrity  {SHIFT}Celebrity 
celebrity  {SHIFT}Celebrity 
celebrity  {SHIFT}Celebrity 
celebrity  celebrity{SPACE} 
chaotic  {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Chaotic 
chaotic  {SHIFT}Chaotic 
chemistry {SHIFT}Chemistry 
chemistry {SHIFT}Chemistry 
coincidence {SHIFT}Coincidence 
coincidence {SHIFT}Coincidence 
combination {SHIFT}Combination 
combination {SHIFT}Combination 
combination combination{SPACE} 
comedy  {SHIFT}Comedy 
comedy  {SHIFT}Comedy{BACKSLASH} 
comedy  comedy{SPACE} 
commercial {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Commercial 
commercial {SHIFT}Commercial 
commercial {SHIFT}Commercial 
commercial commercial{SPACE} 
communicate {SHIFT}Communicate 
communicate {SHIFT}Communicate 
communicate {SHIFT}Communicate 
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communion {SHIFT}Communion 
communion {SHIFT}Communion 
communion {SHIFT}Communion 
community {SHIFT}Community 
community {SHIFT}Community 
community community{SPACE} 
community community{SPACE} 
community community{SPACE} 
comparison {SHIFT}Comparison 
comparison comparison{SPACE} 
compensate {SHIFT}Compensate 
compensate {SHIFT}Compensate 
compensate {SHIFT}Compensate 
competent {SHIFT}Competent 
competent {SHIFT}Competent 
competitive {SHIFT}Competitive 
competitive {SHIFT}Competitive 
competitor {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Competitor 
competitor {SHIFT}Competitor 
complexion {SHIFT}Complexion 
complexion {SHIFT}Complexion 
compression {SHIFT}Compression 
compression {SHIFT}Compression 
compression {SHIFT}Compression 
compression compression{SPACE} 
concentrate {SHIFT}Concentrate 
concentrate {SHIFT}Concentrate 
concentrate {SHIFT}Concentrate 
concentrate concentrate{SPACE} 
conception {SHIFT}Conception 
conception {SHIFT}Conception 
conception {SHIFT}Conception 
conception conception{SPACE} 
conception conception{SPACE} 
confident {SHIFT}Confident 
confident {SHIFT}Confident 
confident {SHIFT}Confident 
confidential {SHIFT}Confidential 
confidential {SHIFT}Confidential 
confidential {SHIFT}Confidential 
confidential confidential{SPACE} 
contraction {SHIFT}Contraction 
contraction {SHIFT}Contraction 
contraction contracti{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}on 
contraction contraction{BACKSLASH} 
contractor {SHIFT}Contractor 
contractor {SHIFT}Contractor 
contractor {SHIFT}Contractor 
contractor contractor{SPACE} 
convention {SHIFT}Convention 
convention {SHIFT}Convention 
convention convention{SPACE} 
conversion {SHIFT}Conversion 
conversion conversion{SPACE} 
conviction {SHIFT}Conviction 
conviction {SHIFT}Conviction 
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conviction {SHIFT}Conviction 
cooperate {SHIFT}Cooperate 
cooperate {SHIFT}Cooperate 
cooperate {SHIFT}Cooperate 
criticize  {SHIFT}Criticize 
declaration {SHIFT}Declaration 
declaration {SHIFT}Declaration 
declaration {SHIFT}Declaration 
declaration declaration{SPACE} 
declaration declaration{SPACE} 
decorate  {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Decorate 
defective {SHIFT}Defective 
defective {SHIFT}Defective 
defective {SHIFT}Defective 
defective defective{SPACE} 
defender  {SHIFT}Defender 
defender  {SHIFT}Defender 
defender  {SHIFT}Defender 
democracy {SHIFT}Democracy 
democracy {SHIFT}Democracy 
democracy {SHIFT}Democracy 
democracy democracy{SPACE} 
democracy democracy{SPACE} 
democratic {SHIFT}Democratic 
democratic {SHIFT}Democratic 
democratic {SHIFT}Democratic 
demonstrate {SHIFT}Demonstrate 
demonstrate {SHIFT}Demonstrate 
demonstrate {SHIFT}Demonstrate 
demonstrate demonstrate{SPACE} 
demonstration {SHIFT}Demonstration 
demonstration {SHIFT}Demonstration 
digestion {SHIFT}Digestion 
digestion {SHIFT}Digestion 
digestion digestion1 
diplomat {SHIFT}Diplomat 
diplomat {SHIFT}Diplomat 
diplomat {SHIFT}Diplomat 
discipline {SHIFT}Discipline 
discipline {SHIFT}Discipline 
diversity  {SHIFT}Diversity 
diversity  {SHIFT}Diversity 
diversity  {SHIFT}Diversity 
diversity  diversity{SPACE} 
diversity  diversity{SPACE} 
domestic {SHIFT}Domestic 
domestic {SHIFT}Domestic 
domestic {SHIFT}Domestic 
donation  {SHIFT}Donation 
donation  {SHIFT}Donation 
donation  donation{SPACE} 
donation  donation{SPACE} 
dramatic  {SHIFT}Dramatic 
dramatic  {SHIFT}Dramatic 
dramatic  {SHIFT}Dramatic 
dynamite {SHIFT}Dynamite 
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dynamite {SHIFT}Dynamite 
dynamite {SHIFT}Dynamite 
economics {SHIFT}Economics 
economics {SHIFT}Economics 
economics {SHIFT}Economics 
economy {SHIFT}Economy 
economy {SHIFT}Economy 
economy {SHIFT}Economy 
economy economy{RIGHTBRACKET} 
economy economy{SPACE} 
educate  {SHIFT}Educate 
educate  {SHIFT}Educate 
educate  {SHIFT}Educate 
educate  educate{SPACE} 
electronic {SHIFT}Electronic 
electronic {SHIFT}Electronic 
electronic {SHIFT}Electronic 
eliminate {SHIFT}{SHIFT}{SHIFT}Eliminate 
eliminate {SHIFT}Eliminate 
eliminate {SHIFT}Eliminate 
enemy  {SHIFT}Enemy 
enemy  {SHIFT}Enemy 
enemy  enemy{SPACE} 
equality  {SHIFT}Equality 
equality  {SHIFT}Equality 
equality  {SHIFT}Equality 
equality  equality{SPACE} 
equality  equality{SPACE} 
essential  {SHIFT}Essential 
essential  {SHIFT}Essential 
essential  {SHIFT}Essential 
excellent {SHIFT}Excellent 
excellent {SHIFT}Excellent 
excellent excellent{SPACE} 
execute  {SHIFT}Execute 
execute  {SHIFT}Execute 
execute 
execute{LEFTARROW}{DOWNARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW} 
   {LEFTARROW} 
extraction {SHIFT}Extraction 
extraction extra{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}ction 
extraction extraction{SPACE} 
extraction extraction{SPACE} 
facility  {SHIFT}Facility 
facility  {SHIFT}Facility 
facility  facility{SPACE} 
fantasy  {SHIFT}Fantasy 
fantasy  {SHIFT}Fantasy 
fantasy  {SHIFT}Fantasy 
financial  {SHIFT}Financial 
financial  {SHIFT}Financial 
financial  {SHIFT}Financial 
financial  financial{SPACE} 
financial  financial{SPACE} 
frustration {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Frustration 
frustration {SHIFT}Frustration 
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frustration {SHIFT}Frustration 
frustration f{LEFTARROW}rustration 
galaxy  {SHIFT}Galaxy 
galaxy  {SHIFT}Galaxy 
galaxy  galaxy{SPACE} 
generate  {SHIFT}Generate 
generate  {SHIFT}Generate 
generate  {SHIFT}Generate 
geographic {SHIFT}Geographic 
geographic {SHIFT}Geographic 
geographic {SHIFT}Geographic 
geographic geographic{SPACE} 
geography {SHIFT}Geography 
geography {SHIFT}Geography 
geography {SHIFT}Geography 
geography geography{SPACE} 
geometry {SHIFT}Geometry 
geometry {SHIFT}Geometry 
geometry {SHIFT}Geometry 
harmony {CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}harmony 
harmony {SHIFT}Harmony 
harmony {SHIFT}Harmony 
harmony harmony{SPACE} 
heroism  {SHIFT}Heroism 
heroism  {SHIFT}Heroism 
horrible  {SHIFT}Horrible 
horrible  {SHIFT}Horrible 
horrible  {SHIFT}Horrible 
humidity {SHIFT}Humidity 
humidity {SHIFT}Humidity 
humidity {SHIFT}Humidity 
humidity humidity{SPACE} 
hypocrite {SHIFT}Hypocrite 
hypocrite {SHIFT}Hypocrite 
hypocrite hypocrite{SPACE} 
identify  {SHIFT}Identify 
identify  {SHIFT}Identify 
identify  {SHIFT}Identify 
identify  identify{SPACE} 
identify  identify{SPACE} 
identify  identify1 
identity  {SHIFT}Identity 
identity  {SHIFT}Identity 
identity  {SHIFT}Identity 
identity  identity{SPACE} 
ignorance {SHIFT}Ignorance 
ignorance {SHIFT}Ignorance 
immigrant {SHIFT}Immigrant 
immigrant {SHIFT}Immigrant 
immigrant {SHIFT}Immigrant 
importance {SHIFT}Importance 
importance {SHIFT}Importance 
importance {SHIFT}Importance 
impression {SHIFT}Impression 
impression {SHIFT}Impression 
impression {SHIFT}Impression 
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impulsive {SHIFT}Impulsive 
impulsive {SHIFT}Impulsive 
impulsive {SHIFT}Impulsive 
industrial {SHIFT}Industrial 
industrial {SHIFT}Industrial 
industrial {SHIFT}Industrial 
industry  {SHIFT}Industry 
industry  {SHIFT}Industry 
industry  {SHIFT}Industry 
infinite  {SHIFT}Infinite 
infinite  {SHIFT}Infinite 
information {SHIFT}Information 
information {SHIFT}Information 
information {SHIFT}Information 
information information{SPACE} 
institute  {SHIFT}Institute 
institute  {SHIFT}Institute 
institute  {SHIFT}Institute 
intellect  {SHIFT}Intellect 
intellect  {SHIFT}Intellect 
intellect  intellect{SHIFT} 
internal  {SHIFT}Internal 
internal  {SHIFT}Internal 
internal  {SHIFT}Internal 
internal  internal{SPACE} 
internal  internal{SPACE} 
inventory {CONTROL}{SHIFT}{SHIFT}Inventory 
inventory {SHIFT}Inventory 
inventory {SHIFT}Inventory 
inventory inventory{SPACE} 
inventory inventory{SPACE} 
investigate {SHIFT}Investigate 
investigate {SHIFT}Investigate 
investigate {SHIFT}Investigate 
invitation {SHIFT}Invitation 
invitation {SHIFT}Invitation 
invitation invitation{SPACE} 
isolate  {SHIFT}Isolate 
isolate  {SHIFT}Isolate 
isolate  {SHIFT}Isolate 
justify  {CAPSLOCK}JUS{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}T{CAPSLOCK}ify 
justify  {SHIFT}Justify 
justify  {SHIFT}Justify 
justify  {SHIFT}Justify 
location  {SHIFT}Location 
location  {SHIFT}Location 
location  {SHIFT}Location 
location  l{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}ocation 
luxurious {SHIFT}Luxurious 
luxurious {SHIFT}Luxurious 
luxurious {SHIFT}Luxurious 
magical  {SHIFT}Magical 
magical  {SHIFT}Magical 
magical  {SHIFT}Magical 
majesty  {SHIFT}Majesty 
majority  {SHIFT}Majority 
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majority  {SHIFT}Majority 
majority  {SHIFT}Majority 
majority  majority{SPACE} 
mechanical {SHIFT}Mechanical 
mechanical {SHIFT}Mechanical 
mechanical {SHIFT}Mechanical 
mechanical mech{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}anical 
mechanism {SHIFT}Mechanism 
mechanism {SHIFT}Mechanism 
mechanism {SHIFT}Mechanism 
memorial {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Memorial 
memorial {SHIFT}Memorial 
memorial {SHIFT}Memorial 
memorial memorial{SPACE} 
memorize {SHIFT}Memorize 
memorize {SHIFT}Memorize 
memorize {SHIFT}Memorize 
memorize memori{ALT}{ALT}ze 
minimize {SHIFT}Minimize 
minimize {SHIFT}Minimize 
minimize {SHIFT}Minimize 
minimize minimize{SPACE} 
mobilize  {SHIFT}Mobilize 
mobilize  {SHIFT}Mobilize 
molecule {SHIFT}Molecule 
molecule {SHIFT}Molecule 
molecule {SHIFT}Molecule 
molecule molecule{SPACE} 
morality  {SHIFT}Morality 
morality  {SHIFT}Morality 
morality  {SHIFT}Morality 
mutation {SHIFT}Mutation 
mutation {SHIFT}Mutation 
necessity {SHIFT}Necessity 
negative  {SHIFT}Negative 
negative  {SHIFT}Negative 
negative  {SHIFT}Negative 
negative  
negative{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{RIGHTARROW}   
   {RIGHTARROW} 
negative  negative{SPACE} 
neutralize {SHIFT}Neutralize 
neutralize {SHIFT}Neutralize 
neutralize neutralize{SPACE} 
objection {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Objection 
objection {SHIFT}Objection 
objection {SHIFT}Objection 
objective {SHIFT}Objective 
objective {SHIFT}Objective 
objective {SHIFT}Objective 
objective objective{BACKSLASH} 
offender  {SHIFT}Offender 
offender  {SHIFT}Offender 
offender  {SHIFT}Offender 
opponent {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Opponent 
opponent {SHIFT}Opponent 
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opponent op{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}ponent 
orchestra {SHIFT}Orchestra 
orchestra {SHIFT}Orchestra 
orchestra {SHIFT}Orchestra 
organism {SHIFT}Organism 
organism {SHIFT}Organism 
organism {SHIFT}Organism 
organism organism{SPACE} 
organize  {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Organize 
organize  {SHIFT}Organize 
organize  {SHIFT}Organize 
participate {SHIFT}Participate 
participate {SHIFT}Participate 
participate {SHIFT}Participate 
permission {SHIFT}Permission 
permission {SHIFT}Permission 
permission {SHIFT}Permission 
personal  {SHIFT}Personal 
personal  {SHIFT}Personal 
personal  {SHIFT}Personal 
personal  personal{SPACE} 
philosophy {SHIFT}Philosophy 
philosophy {SHIFT}Philosophy 
philosophy {SHIFT}Philosophy 
philosophy philoso{LEFTBRACKET}phy 
philosophy philosophy{SPACE} 
photographic {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Photographic 
photographic {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Photographic 
photographic {SHIFT}Photographic 
photographic photographic{SPACE} 
physical  {SHIFT}Physical 
physical  {SHIFT}Physical 
physical  physical{SPACE} 
poetry  {SHIFT}Poetry 
poetry  {SHIFT}Poetry 
poetry  poetry{SPACE} 
practical  {SHIFT}Practical 
practical  {SHIFT}Practical 
practical  {SHIFT}Practical 
precedent {SHIFT}Precedent 
presentation {SHIFT}Presentation 
presentation {SHIFT}Presentation 
presentation {SHIFT}Presentation 
presentation presentation{SPACE} 
presidency {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Presidency 
presidency {SHIFT}Presidency 
presidency {SHIFT}Presidency 
pretentious {SHIFT}Pretentious 
pretentious {SHIFT}Pretentious 
pretentious {SHIFT}Pretentious 
pretentious pretentious{SPACE} 
probation {SHIFT}Probation 
probation {SHIFT}Probation 
probation {SHIFT}Probation 
probation probation{SPACE} 
probation probation{SPACE} 
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procedure {SHIFT}Procedure 
procedure {SHIFT}Procedure 
procedure {SHIFT}Procedure 
proceedings {SHIFT}Proceedings 
proceedings {SHIFT}Proceedings 
procession {SHIFT}Procession 
procession procession{SPACE} 
producer {SHIFT}Producer 
producer {SHIFT}Producer 
producer {SHIFT}Producer 
producer producer{SHIFT} 
producer producer{SPACE} 
progressive {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Progressive 
progressive {SHIFT}Progressive 
progressive progres{LEFTARROW}sive 
projection {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Projection 
projection {SHIFT}Projection 
projection p{LEFTBRACKET}rojection 
property  {LEFTBRACKET}property 
property  {SHIFT}Property 
property  {SHIFT}Property 
property  {SHIFT}Property 
property  p{LEFTBRACKET}rop{LEFTBRACKET}erty 
property  pr{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}operty 
property  property{SPACE} 
prospective {SHIFT}Prospective 
psychology {SHIFT}Psychology 
psychology {SHIFT}Psychology 
psychology {SHIFT}Psychology 
psychology psychology{SPACE} 
publicity {SHIFT}Publicity 
publicity {SHIFT}Publicity 
publicity {SHIFT}Publicity 
publicity publicity{SPACE} 
publicity publicity{SPACE} 
qualify  {SHIFT}Qualify 
qualify  {SHIFT}Qualify 
qualify  {SHIFT}Qualify 
realistic  {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Realistic 
realistic  {SHIFT}Realistic 
realistic  {SHIFT}Realistic 
recognize {SHIFT}Recognize 
recognize {SHIFT}Recognize 
recognize recognize{SPACE} 
refusal  {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Refusal 
refusal  {SHIFT}Refusal 
refusal  refusal{SPACE} 
rejection  {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Rejection 
rejection  {SHIFT}Rejection 
rejection  {SHIFT}Rejection 
rejection  rejection{SPACE} 
relative  {SHIFT}Relative 
relative  {SHIFT}Relative 
relative  {SHIFT}Relative 
relative  relative{RIGHTBRACKET} 
reputation {SHIFT}Reputation 
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reputation {SHIFT}Reputation 
reputation reputation{SPACE} 
residency {SHIFT}Residency 
residency {SHIFT}Residency 
residency residency{SPACE} 
residential {SHIFT}Residential 
residential {SHIFT}Residential 
resourceful {SHIFT}Resourceful 
resourceful {SHIFT}Resourceful 
resourceful {SHIFT}Resourceful 
ridicule  {SHIFT}Ridicule 
ridicule  {SHIFT}Ridicule 
ridicule  {SHIFT}Ridicule 
romantic {SHIFT}Romantic 
romantic {SHIFT}Romantic 
romantic {SHIFT}Romantic 
romantic romantic1 
rotation  {SHIFT}Rotation 
rotation  {SHIFT}Rotation 
rotation  {SHIFT}Rotation 
rotation  rotation{SPACE} 
security  {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Security 
security  {SHIFT}Security 
security  {SHIFT}Security 
security  sec{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}urity 
spectacle {SHIFT}{SHIFT}{SHIFT}Spectacle 
spectacle {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Spectacle 
spectacle {SHIFT}Spectacle 
strategic  {SHIFT}Strategic 
strategic  str{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}ategic 
strategy  {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Strategy 
strategy  {SHIFT}Strategy 
strategy  {SHIFT}Strategy 
strategy  strategy{SPACE} 
stupidity  {SHIFT}Stupidity 
stupidity  {SHIFT}Stupidity 
stupidity  stupidity{SPACE} 
symphony {SHIFT}Symphony 
symphony {SHIFT}Symphony 
symphony {SHIFT}Symphony 
technology {SHIFT}Technology 
technology {SHIFT}Technology 
technology {SHIFT}Technology 
theater  {SHIFT}Theater 
theater  {SHIFT}Theater 
theater  theater{LEFTARROW} 
theater  theater{SPACE} 
theater  theater{SPACE} 
therapy  {SHIFT}Therapy 
therapy  {SHIFT}Therapy 
therapy  therap{LEFTARROW}{LEFTARROW}y 
therapy  therapy{SPACE} 
tragedy  {SHIFT}Tragedy 
tragedy  {SHIFT}Tragedy 
tragedy  {SHIFT}Tragedy 
tragedy  tragedy{SPACE} 
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transition {SHIFT}Transition 
transition {SHIFT}Transition 
transition {SHIFT}Transition 
vacation  {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Vacation 
vacation  {SHIFT}Vacation 
vacation  {SHIFT}Vacation 
vacation  v{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}acation 
verify  {SHIFT}Verify 
verify  {SHIFT}Verify 
verify  {SHIFT}Verify 
vibration {SHIFT}Vibration 
vibration {SHIFT}Vibration 
vibration {SHIFT}Vibration 
vibration vibration{.} 
vibration vibration{SPACE} 
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APPENDIX I 
 
L1 AND L2 ENGLISH LISTENERS’ “UNATTEMPTED”  
WORD IDENTIFICATION RESPONSES 
 
 
 
 
L1 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses 
 
Total “Unattempted Word Identification” Token n = 137 
Standard Pronunciation “Unattempted Word Identification” Token n = 18 
Nonstandard Pronunciation “Unattempted Word Identification” Token n = 119 
Standard Pronunciations Resulting in “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses:  
Type n = 13 
Nonstandard Pronunciations Resulting in “Unattempted”  Word Identification Responses:  
Type n = 48 
 
 
 
L1 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 0 Left  
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Left)   0 Left 
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 2; Token n = 5)   
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 2; Token n = 4) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
pretentious (4)  extraction (3) ˈɛkˌstrækʃən 
publicity (1)  pretentious (1) ˈpriˌtɛnʃəs 
 
 
 
 
L1 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 0 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Right)   0 Right 
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 1; Token n = 1)   
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 2; Token n = 8) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
criticize (1)  facility (3) fəˌsɪlɪˈti 
  therapy (5) ˌθɛrəˈpi 
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L1 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 1 Left 
 
Standard (Potentially 1 Left)   1 Left 
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 5; Token n = 7)   
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 5; Token n = 7) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
accessible (1)  affectionate (1) ˈæfɛkʃənət 
defective (1)  communion (1) ˈkɑˌmjunjən 
proceedings (2)  complexion (1) ˈkɑmˌplɛkʃən 
procession (2)  procession (3) ˈprɑˌsɛʃən 
progressive (1)  refusal (1) ˈrɛˌfjuzəl 
 
 
 
 
L1 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 1 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 1 Right)   1 Right 
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 3; Token n = 3)   
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 13; Token n = 39) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
ecstasy (1)  coincidence (5) koʊɪnˈsaɪdəns 
infinite (1)  discipline (5) dɪˈsaɪplən 
spectacle (1)  dynamite (2) daɪˈnæˌmaɪt 
  ecstasy (7) ɛkˈstæsi 
  fantasy (2) fænˈtæsi 
  heroism (1) hɪˈroʊˌɪzəm 
  horrible (7) hɔˈrɪbəl 
  hypocrite (3) hɪˈpɑˌkrɪt 
  magical (1) məˈʤɪkəl 
  mobilize (1) moʊˈbɪˌlaɪz 
  orchestra (1) ɔrˈkɛstrə 
  spectacle (2) spɛkˈtækəl 
  symphony (2) sɪmˈfɑni 
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L1 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 2 Left 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Left)   2 Left 
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 0; Token n = 0)   
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 14; Token n = 32) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
  academic (3) ˌæˈkædəmɪk 
  analysis (1) ˈænələsəs 
  celebrity (1) ˈsɛləbrɪti 
  comparison (8) ˈkɑmpərəsən 
  competitor (2) ˈkɑmpətətər 
  convention (1) ˈkɑnvənʃən 
  democratic (2) ˌdɛˈmɑkrətɪk 
  economics (2) ˌɛˈkɑnəmɪks 
  information (3) ˌɪnˈfɔrmɪʃən 
  invitation (1) ˌɪnˈvaɪtəʃən 
  majority (3) ˈmeɪʤərəti 
  opponent (3) ˈɑpənənt 
  presentation (1) ˌprɛˈzɛntəʃən 
  strategic (1) ˈstrætəʤɪk 
 
 
 
L1 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 2 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Right)   2 Right 
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 2; Token n = 2)   
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 12; Token n = 29) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
biology (1)  advantage (5) ædvənˈteɪʤ 
galaxy (1)  analyst (2) əˈnæləst 
  biography (1) baɪəˈgræfi 
  comedy (1) kəˈmidi 
  competent (1) kəmˈpitɪnt 
  galaxy (1) gəˈlæksi 
  mechanism (6) məˈkænɪzəm 
  molecule (1) məˈlɛkjul 
  negative (2) nɪˈgeɪtɪv 
  philosophy (1) fələˈsɑfi 
  precedent (5) prɪˈsidənt 
  presidency (3) prɪˈzaɪdənsi 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses 
 
 
Total “Unattempted Identification” Token n = 597 
Standard Pronunciation “Unattempted Identification” Token n = 208 
Nonstandard Pronunciation “Unattempted Word Identification” Token n = 389 
Standard Pronunciations Resulting in “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses:  
Type n = 100 
Nonstandard Pronunciations Resulting in “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses:  
Type n = 141 
 
 
 
L2 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 0 Left  
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Left)   0 Left 
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 17; Token n = 43)   
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 16; Token n = 39) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
alternative (2)  alternative (2) ˈɔltərnətɪv 
artistic (1)  artistic (1) ˈɑrtɪstɪk 
autistic (3)  autistic (2) ˈɔˌtɪstɪk 
chaotic (5)  chaotic (4) ˈkeɪˌɑtɪk 
digestion (2)  digestion (1) ˈdaɪʤɛsʧən 
donation (1)  extraction (2) ˈɛkˌstrækʃən 
extraction (2)  frustration (2) ˈfrʌˌstreɪʃən 
financial (1)  impulsive (3) ˈɪmpəlsɪv 
frustration (2)  luxurious (4) ˈlʌgʒəriəs 
impulsive (2)  mutation (2) ˈmjuˌteɪʃən 
luxurious (6)  pretentious (6) ˈpriˌtɛnʃəs 
mutation (1)  probation (5) ˈproʊˌbeɪʃən 
pretentious (4)  publicity (1) ˈpʌblɪsəti 
probation (3)  realistic (2) ˈriəlɪstɪk 
publicity (2)  stupidity (1) ˈstupɪdɪti 
stupidity (5)  vibration (1) ˈvaɪˌbreɪʃən 
vibration (1)    
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L2 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 0 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Right)   0 Right 
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 13; Token n = 21)   
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 18; Token n = 39) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
advertise (1)  advertise (1) ˌædvərˈtaɪz 
anxiety (4)  anxiety (3) æŋˌzaɪəˈti 
criticize (2)  apology (1) əˌpɑləˈʤi 
educate (1)  cooperate (1) koʊˌɑpəˈreɪt 
eliminate (1)  criticize (2) ˌkrɪtɪˈsaɪz 
enemy (1)  diversity (5) dɪˌvɜrsəˈti 
execute (2)  eliminate (2) ɪˌlɪməˈneɪt 
facility (3)  enemy (1) ˌɛnəˈmi 
investigate (1)  execute (1) ˌɛksəˈkjut 
property (1)  facility (4) fəˌsɪlɪˈti 
therapy (1)  identity (1) aɪˌdɛntəˈti 
tragedy (2)  investigate (2) ɪnˌvɛstəˈgeɪt 
verify (1)  minimize (1) ˌmɪnəˈmaɪz 
  participate (1) pɑrˌtɪsəˈpeɪt 
  property (1) ˌprɑpɜrˈti 
  therapy (6) ˌθɛrəˈpi 
  tragedy (3) ˌtræʤəˈdi 
  verify (3) ˌvɛrəˈfaɪ 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 1 Left 
 
Standard (Potentially 1 Left)   1 Left 
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 14; Token n = 25)   
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 21; Token n = 50) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
accessible (1)  addiction (2) ˈædɪkʃən 
affection (1)  affection (1) ˈæfɛkʃən 
affectionate (1)  affectionate (6) ˈæfɛkʃənət 
alliance (2)  allergic (2) ˈælɜrʤɪk 
commercial (1)  alliance (2) ˈæˌlaɪəns 
communion (2)  communion (5) ˈkɑˌmjunjən 
complexion (2)  complexion (3) ˈkɑmˌplɛkʃən 
defender (1)  contraction (1) ˈkɑnˌtrækʃən 
offender (1)  conversion (5) ˈkɑnvɜrʒən 
proceedings (2)  conviction (1) ˈkɑnvɪkʃən 
procession (4)  defective (1) ˈdifɛktɪv 
progressive (2)  offender (1) ˈɑˌfɛndər 
refusal (1)  procedure (1) ˈproʊˌsiʤər 
resourceful (4)  proceedings (3) ˈproʊˌsidɪŋz 
  procession (3) ˈprɑˌsɛʃən 
  producer (1) ˈproʊˌdusər 
  progressive (1) ˈprɑˌgrɛsɪv 
  projection (3) ˈprɑʤɛkʃən 
  prospective (2) ˈprɑspɛktɪv 
  refusal (5) ˈrɛˌfjuzəl 
  resourceful (1) ˈriˌsɔrsfəl 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 1 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 1 Right)   1 Right 
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 23; Token n = 63)   
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 29; Token n = 94) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
allergy (2)  allergy (2) əˈlɜrʤi 
coincidence (2)  coincidence (5) koʊɪnˈsaɪdəns 
diplomat (3)  diplomat (4) dɪˈploʊˌmæt 
dynamite (3)  discipline (3) dɪˈsaɪplən 
ecstasy (6)  dynamite (5) daɪˈnæˌmaɪt 
fantasy (5)  ecstasy (9) ɛkˈstæsi 
harmony (1)  fantasy (2) fænˈtæsi 
heroism (5)  harmony (2) hɑrˈmɑni 
horrible (1)  heroism (5) hɪˈroʊˌɪzəm 
hypocrite (4)  horrible (7) hɔˈrɪbəl 
ignorance (3)  hypocrite (7) hɪˈpɑˌkrɪt 
immigrant (1)  ignorance (1) ɪgˈnɔrəns 
infinite (4)  immigrant (2) ɪˈmaɪgrənt 
intellect (2)  industry (1) ɪnˈdʌstri 
inventory (2)  intellect (3) ɪnˈtɛlˌlɛkt 
mobilize (2)  inventory (2) ɪnˈvɛntɔri 
orchestra (2)  magical (3) məˈʤɪkəl 
physical (1)  mobilize (4) moʊˈbɪˌlaɪz 
poetry (2)  neutralize (1) nuˈtræˌlaɪz 
practical (1)  orchestra (3) ɔrˈkɛstrə 
ridicule (8)  organism (1) ɔrˈgæˌnɪzəm 
spectacle (1)  personal (3) pərˈsoʊnɪl 
symphony (2)  physical (3) fəˈzɪkəl 
  poetry (2) poʊˈɛtri 
  practical (3) prækˈtɪkəl 
  ridicule (3) rɪˈdɪˌkjul 
  spectacle (4) spɛkˈtækəl 
  symphony (2) sɪmˈfɑni 
  theater (2) θiˈætər 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 2 Left 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Left)   2 Left 
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 17; Token n = 30)   
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 30; Token n = 80) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
authority (2)  academic (1) ˌæˈkædəmɪk 
celebrity (3)  analysis (1) ˈænələsəs 
combination (1)  authority (4) ˈɔθərəti 
competitor (1)  celebrity (1) ˈsɛləbrɪti 
declaration (2)  combination (2) ˌkɑmˈbaɪnɪʃən 
democratic (1)  comparison (6) ˈkɑmpərəsən 
demonstration (1)  competitive (3) ˈkɑmpətətɪv 
domestic (2)  competitor (4) ˈkɑmpətətər 
essential (1)  confidential (3) ˌkɑnˈfaɪdənʃəl 
invitation (1)  convention (5) ˈkɑnvənʃən 
majority (1)  declaration (5) ˌdɛˈklɛrɪʃən 
memorial (2)  democratic (3) ˌdɛˈmɑkrətɪk 
morality (4)  demonstration (3) ˌdɛˈmɑnstrəʃən 
necessity (1)  domestic (2) ˈdɑməstɪk 
opponent (1)  dramatic (3) ˈdrɑmətɪk 
residential (1)  essential (2) ˈɛsənʃəl 
strategic (5)  geographic (1) ˌʤiˈɑgrəfɪk 
  information (2) ˌɪnˈfɔrmɪʃən 
  invitation (2) ˌɪnˈvaɪtəʃən 
  majority (4) ˈmeɪʤərəti 
  mechanical (1) ˈmɛkənɪkəl 
  memorial (1) ˈmɛməriəl 
  morality (4) ˈmɔrələti 
  necessity (2) ˈnɛsəsəti 
  opponent (6) ˈɑpənənt 
  photographic (1) ˌfoʊˈtɑgrəfɪk 
  presentation (3) ˌprɛˈzɛntəʃən 
  reputation (1) ˌrɛˈpjutɪʃən 
  residential (1) ˌrɛˈzaɪdɪnʧəl 
  strategic (3) ˈstrætəʤɪk 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Unattempted” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 2 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Right)   2 Right 
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 16; Token n = 26)   
What speaker intended                  
(Type n = 27; Token n = 87) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
analyst (2)  advantage (6) ædvənˈteɪʤ 
comedy (1)  analyst (3) əˈnæləst 
compensate (2)  analyze (3) əˈnæˌlaɪz 
competent (3)  biology (2) baɪəˈlɑʤi 
decorate (3)  comedy (2) kəˈmidi 
democracy (1)  compensate (3) kəmˈpɛnˌseɪt 
demonstrate (1)  competent (4) kəmˈpitɪnt 
excellent (3)  confident (5) kənˈfaɪdənt 
galaxy (1)  decorate (9) dɪˈkɔˌreɪt 
majesty (2)  democracy (3) dɪməˈkræsi 
mechanism (2)  demonstrate (1) dɪˈmɑnˌstreɪt 
molecule (1)  economy (1) ɪkəˈnɑmi 
precedent (1)  galaxy (2) gəˈlæksi 
presidency (1)  generate (2) ʤəˈnɛˌreɪt 
relative (1)  geometry (2) ʤiəˈmɛtri 
strategy (1)  majesty (4) məˈʤɛsti 
  mechanism (1) məˈkænɪzəm 
  memorize (4) məˈmɔˌraɪz 
  molecule (4) məˈlɛkjul 
  negative (3) nɪˈgeɪtɪv 
  philosophy (2) fələˈsɑfi 
  precedent (5) prɪˈsidənt 
  presidency (5) prɪˈzaɪdənsi 
  psychology (1) saɪkəˈlɑʤi 
  residency (6) rɪˈzaɪdənsi 
  strategy (3) strəˈtiʤi 
  technology (1) tɛknəˈlɑʤi 
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APPENDIX J 
 
L1 AND L2 ENGLISH LISTENERS’ “SPELLED A REAL ENGLISH WORD, BUT NOT THE 
SPEAKER'S INTENDED WORD” (WRONG-WORD)  
WORD IDENTIFICATION RESPONSES 
 
L1 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” (Wrong-Word) Word Identification Responses 
 
 
Total Token n = 116 
Standard Pronunciation Token n = 44 
Nonstandard Pronunciation Token n = 72 
Standard Pronunciations Resulting in Real English Words, But Not  
the Speaker’s Intended Word: Type n = 18 
Nonstandard Pronunciations Resulting in Real English Words, But Not  
the Speaker’s Intended Word: Type n = 35 
 
 
L1 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 0 Left  
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Left)   0 Left 
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 1) 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n = 1)   
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 2) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n = 3) 
artistic autistic  humidity ˈhjumɪdəti humanity 
   importance ˈɪmˌpɔrtəns important 
     important 
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L1 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 0 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Right)   0 Right 
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 2) 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n = 3)   
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 3) 
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n = 4) 
advertise advertised  apology əˌpɑləˈʤi ecology 
 advertised    ecology 
apology apologise  facility fəˌsɪlɪˈti facilitate 
   property ˌprɑpɜrˈti poverty 
 
 
L1 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 1 Left 
Standard (Potentially 1 Left)   1 Left 
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 7)                   
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 17)                                   
What speaker 
intended  
(Type n = 3)                  
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 12)                                 
objection injection  complexion ˈkɑmˌplɛkʃən confection 
procession RECESSION    confection 
complexion conception    confection 
conversion conversation    contraction 
defender offender    convection 
procession precision    convection 
prospective perspective    convection 
 perspective    convention 
 perspective    protection 
 perspective  procession ˈprɑˌsɛʃən possession 
 perspective    possession 
 perspective  prospective ˈprɑspɛktɪv perspective 
 perspective     
 perspective     
 perspective     
 perspective     
 respective     
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L1 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 1 Right 
Standard (Potentially 1 Right)   1 Right 
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 4)                   
What listener                         
typed  
(Token n = 7)                                
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 6)                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 8)                                 
horrible wearable  fantasy fænˈtæsi fantastic 
ignorance ignor{CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}ant  horrible hɔˈrɪbəl arrival 
 ignorant    variable 
infinite incident  infinite ɪnˈfɪnət incentive 
 incident    incident 
 incident  personal pərˈsoʊnɪl personnel 
personal presentation  physical fəˈzɪkəl icicle 
   theater θiˈætər deader 
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L1 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 2 Left 
Standard (Potentially 2 Left)   2 Left 
What speaker 
intended   
(Type n = 0) 
What listener                         
typed   
(Token n = 0)                               
What speaker 
intended  
(Type n = 12)                  
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 25)                                 
   celebrity ˈsɛləbrɪti celebrate 
     celebrating 
     celebratory 
   comparison ˈkɑmpərəsən comprehensive 
     compression 
     compression 
     compression 
   competitive ˈkɑmpətətɪv comparative 
     comparative 
   competitor ˈkɑmpətətər COMFORTER 
     comforter 
     comforter 
     comforter 
     comforter 
     computer 
   convention ˈkɑnvənʃən conviction 
   democratic ˌdɛˈmɑkrətɪk democracy 
   dramatic ˈdrɑmətɪk traumatic 
   economics ˌɛˈkɑnəmɪks economic 
   majority ˈmeɪʤərəti majorly 
     majorly 
   opponent ˈɑpənənt confident 
     op{SHIFT}ulent{SHIFT}{?} 
   photographic ˌfoʊˈtɑgrəfɪk photography 
   strategic ˈstrætəʤɪk stress 
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L1 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 2 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Right)   2 Right 
What speaker 
intended  
(Type n = 4)                  
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 16)                                   
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 9)                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed    
(Token n = 20)                              
analyst analysis  analyst əˈnæləst announced 
 analysts    finalist 
 analysts  analyze əˈnæˌlaɪz anally 
 analysts    analysis 
biology analogy  comedy kəˈmidi committee 
excellent excellence    committee 
 excellence    committee 
 excellence    committee 
 excellence  compensate kəmˈpɛnˌseɪt compensative 
precedent president  competent kəmˈpitɪnt competence 
 president  memorize məˈmɔˌraɪz remorse 
 president  precedent prɪˈsidənt preceded 
 president    president 
 president    procedure 
 president    RESIDENT 
 president  presidency prɪˈzaɪdənsi residency 
     residency 
     residency 
     residency 
   residency rɪˈzaɪdənsi anxiety 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” (Wrong-Word) Word Identification Responses 
 
Total Token n = 223 
Standard Pronunciation Token n = 114 
Nonstandard Pronunciation Token n = 109 
Standard Pronunciations Resulting in Real English Words, But Not  
the Speaker’s Intended Word: Type n = 56 
Nonstandard Pronunciations Resulting in Real English Words, But Not  
the Speaker’s Intended Word: Type n = 69 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 0 Left 
Standard (Potentially 0 Left)   0 Left 
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 12) 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n =22)   
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 5) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                       
(Token n = 16) 
artistic {SHIFT}Autistic  autistic ˈɔˌtɪstɪk artist 
autistic artistic    artistic 
 artistic    artistic 
 artistic    artistic 
 artistic    artistic{SPACE} 
 artistic  extraction ˈɛkˌstrækʃən abstraction 
 artistic    construction 
humidity humanity  humidity ˈhjumɪdəti humanity 
impulsive implosive    humanity 
importance important    humanity 
 important    humanity 
rejection injection  importance ˈɪmˌpɔrtəns imp{LEFTBRACKET}ortant 
chaotic kinetic    important 
location locations    important 
luxurious luxuries    important 
 luxuries  impulsive ˈɪmpəlsɪv impossible 
mutation mutations     
 notation     
publicity obesity     
 obesity     
probation prohibition     
 provision     
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L2 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 0 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Right)   0 Right 
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 6) 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n = 7)   
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 13) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                
 (Token n = 14) 
advertise advertised  apology əˌpɑləˈʤi a{SPACE}college 
cooperate operated  concentrate ˌkɑnsənˈtreɪt concentrated 
educate educates  cooperate koʊˌɑpəˈreɪt corporate 
eliminate illuminate    corporate 
 illuminate  diversity dɪˌvɜrsəˈti curiosity 
investigate investigative  educate ˌɛʤəˈkeɪt  educated 
therapy there{SPACE}be  enemy ˌɛnəˈmi  anime 
   facility fəˌsɪlɪˈti this{SPACE}is {SPACE}tea 
   isolate ˌaɪsəˈleɪt  athlete 
   minimize ˌmɪnəˈmaɪz minimizes 
   organize ˌɔrgəˈnaɪz organized 
   property ˌprɑpɜrˈti poverty 
   therapy ˌθɛrəˈpi guarantee 
   verify ˌvɛrəˈfaɪ  graphite{SHIFT} 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 1 Left 
 
Standard (Potentially 1 Left)   1 Left 
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 13)                   
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 34)                                   
What speaker 
intended  
(Type n = 14)                  
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 25)                                 
addiction addition  affection ˈæfɛkʃən affections 
 addition  affectionate ˈæfɛkʃənət  affeon 
affectionate affection    affection{SPACE} 
alliance alighten  alliance ˈæˌlaɪəns  aliens 
communion comedian    balance 
complexion confection  communion ˈkɑmjunjən community{SPACE} 
 confession    convenient 
conception consumption  complexion ˈkɑmˌplɛkʃən confection 
contraction {SHIFT}Interaction    confection 
 attraction    confection 
conversion convergent{SPACE}    confection 
conviction convection    confection 
defective effective  compression ˈkɑmprɛʃən  competition 
proceedings precedence  conversion ˈkɑnvɜrʒən  conclusion 
 preceding    convergence 
procession {SHIFT}Recession  conviction ˈkɑnvɪkʃən  condition 
 perception    convection 
 perception  defective ˈdifɛktɪv defected 
 perception    defection 
 perception  objection ˈɑbʤɛkʃən  objections 
 precision  proceedings ˈproʊˌsidɪŋz  proceeding 
 precision  projection ˈprɑʤɛkʃən  project{SPACE} 
 precision  prospective ˈprɑspɛktɪv  perspective 
prospective {SHIFT}Perspective    perspective 
 perspective  resourceful ˈriˌsɔrsfəl resources 
 perspective     
 perspective     
 perspective     
 perspective     
 perspective     
 perspective     
 perspective     
 perspective     
 perspective     
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L2 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 1 Right 
Standard (Potentially 1 Right)   1 Right 
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 7)                   
What listener                         
typed  
(Token n = 13)                                  
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 11)                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 16)                                 
diplomat diploma  coincidence koʊɪnˈsaɪdəns  coincident 
ignorance {SHIFT}Ignorant  dynamite daɪˈnæˌmaɪt  dynamic 
immigrant immigrants  fantasy fænˈtæsi  fantastic{SPACE} 
infinite {SHIFT}Incident  horrible hɔˈrɪbəl arrival 
 incident    rebel 
 incident    variable 
 incident    variable 
 incident  immigrant ɪˈmaɪgrənt  immigrate 
 incident  infinite ɪnˈfɪnət infinity 
 incidents  magical məˈʤɪkəl logical 
intellect internet    physical 
neutralize naturalize  mobilize moʊˈbɪˌlaɪz mobilized{SPACE} 
ridicule video  physical fəˈzɪkəl {SHIFT}Psychical 
     difficult 
   practical prækˈtɪkəl particle 
   symphony sɪmˈfɑni  somebody 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 2 Left 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Left)   2 Left 
What speaker 
intended   
(Type n = 9) 
What listener                         
typed   
(Token n = 18)                                 
What speaker 
intended  
(Type n = 10)                  
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 18)                                 
analysis analyst  comparison ˈkɑmpərəsən  {SHIFT}Compression 
authority a{SPACE}forty    comprehension 
competitive comparative    compression 
declaration decoration    cumbersome 
 decoration  convention ˈkɑnvənʃən {SHIFT}Cognition 
 decoration    convergence 
 decoration  declaration ˌdɛˈklɛrɪʃən decoration 
 decoration  dramatic ˈdrɑmətɪk  traumatic 
 decoration    traumatic 
 decoration    traumatic 
 decoration    traumatic{SPACE} 
 decoration  economics ˌɛˈkɑnəmɪks economic 
economics economic  essential ˈɛsənʃəl  a{SPACE}central 
 economic    central 
equality {SPACE}a{SPACE}quality  necessity ˈnɛsəsəti  necessary{SPACE} 
geographic gra{LEFTBRACKET}phic  photographic ˌfoʊˈtɑgrəfɪk  photography 
morality variety  presentation ˌprɛˈzɛntəʃən  position 
reputation repetition  reputation ˌrɛˈpjutɪʃən repetition 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Spelled a REAL English Word, But Not the Speaker's INTENDED 
Word” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 2 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Right)   2 Right 
What speaker 
intended  
(Type n = 9)                  
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 20)                                   
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 16)                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed    
(Token n = 20)                              
analyst analyses  analyst əˈnæləst analyse 
 analyze  biography baɪəˈgræfi  photography 
analyze analysis  comedy kəˈmidi committee 
decorate decorated  competent kəmˈpitɪnt  competence 
excellent excellence    competence{SPACE} 
memorize memories{SPACE}  confident kənˈfaɪdənt  confined 
 normalize  economy ɪkəˈnɑmi  economics 
molecule molecular  galaxy gəˈlæksi  glassy{SPACE} 
philosophy velocity{SPACE}  generate ʤəˈnɛˌreɪt  generic 
precedent president    generic{SPACE} 
 president  geography ʤiəˈgræfi  geographic 
 president  geometry ʤiəˈmɛtri chemistry 
 president  majesty məˈʤɛsti  {SHIFT}Majestic 
 president  molecule məˈlɛkjul molecular 
 president  precedent prɪˈsidənt  perceive 
 president    president 
 president  presidency prɪˈzaɪdənsi  residency 
 president    residency 
 president  psychology saɪkəˈlɑʤi  phycology 
presidency residency  relative rɪˈleɪtɪv related{SPACE} 
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APPENDIX K 
 
L1 AND L2 ENGLISH LISTENERS’ “MISSPELLING”  
WORD IDENTIFICATION RESPONSES 
 
L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses 
 
Total “Misspelling” Token n = 632   
Standard Pronunciation Token n = 347 
Nonstandard Pronunciation Token n = 285 
Standard Pronunciations Resulting in “Misspellings”: Type n = 114 
Nonstandard Pronunciations Resulting in “Misspellings”: Type n = 112 
 
 
L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 0 Left  
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Left)   0 Left 
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 13) 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n = 30)   
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 15) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n = 35) 
chaotic caucatic   activity ˈæktɪvəti  activitiy 
  choatic   alternative ˈɔltɜrnətɪv  alternitive 
electronic elcectronic       alternitive 
  elecrtonic       alternity 
financial finanical       altertive 
frustration frustation       alturnitive 
  frusteration   autistic ˈɔˌtɪstɪk  autisitc 
humidity humitidy   chaotic ˈkeɪɑtɪk  caitotic 
importance improtance       chotic 
impulsive impulsiv       kayotic 
  impulsivwe   internal ˈɪntɜrnəl  enternal{SPACE} 
luxurious lugurias   financial ˈfaɪˌnænʃəl  finacial 
  luxerious       finacial 
  luxerious       finantual 
  luxiourious       finical 
  luxiourious   frustration ˈfrʌˌstreɪʃən  frustrastion 
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L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 0 Left, cont. 
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Left)   0 Left 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                  
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
  luxious   humidity ˈhjumɪdəti  humitity 
  luxiurious       humitity 
mutation mutationm       humitity 
permission permittion       humitity 
  premission   importance ˈɪmpɔrtəns  importantance 
  premission       importnace 
  promission   luxurious ˈlʌgʒəriəs  lugsurious 
pretentious pertensious       lugurious 
  PRETENCIOUS       luxariace 
  pretencious       luxiourious 
  pretencious   mutation ˈmjuˌteɪʃən  MUTATIOIN 
rotation roatation   pretentious ˈpritɛnʃəs  prententious 
  rotattion       pretencious 
transition transistion       pretenious 
          pretnetious 
      publicity ˈpʌblɪsəti  publicy 
      realistic ˈriəlɪstɪk  realisitic 
      rotation ˈroʊˌteɪʃən  roatation 
          roation 
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L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 0 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Right)   0 Right 
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 22) 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n = 51)   
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 15) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n = 46) 
advertise advertize  advertise ˌædvərˈtaɪz  advertize 
 advertize    advertize 
 advertize    advertsie 
anxiety anxieity    advertize 
 anixety  apologize əˌpɑləˈʤaɪz  apologuze 
apologize apoligize    aplogize 
apology appology    appologize 
calculate calcualte  apology əˌpɑləˈʤi  acology 
 calaculate  chemistry ˌkɛməˈstri  chemisty 
chemistry chemestry  cooperate koʊˌɑpəˈreɪt  corrupriate 
concentrate consintrate    copperate 
 concertrate    copoerate 
 consentrate    coroperate{SPACE} 
 consitrate    cooroperate 
cooperate cuwaperate  criticize ˌkrɪtɪˈsaɪz  critisize 
 cooporate    CRITISIZE 
criticize critize    critisie 
 critize    critisize 
 critizie    critize{SPACE} 
 critisize    critisise 
eliminate eleminate    critize 
execute exicute  eliminate ɪˌlɪməˈneɪt  illimante 
 exicute    elminate 
 exicute    eleiminate 
 excecute  execute ˌɛksəˈkjut  exicute 
 excicute    exicute 
 excecute  facility fəˌsɪlɪˈti  facilty{SPACE} 
facility phisislity    facilty 
 phacility    vasility 
 resility  identify aɪˌdɛntəˈfaɪ  identitfy 
identify indentify  identity aɪˌdɛntəˈti  indentity 
 identitify    identitiy 
identity indentity    identidy{SPACE} 
 idenity    indentity 
institute institite  property ˌprɑpɜrˈti  propertiy 
investigate inviagestate  recognize ˌrɛkəgˈnaɪz  recognice 
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L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 0 Right, cont. 
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Right)   0 Right 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                 
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
minimize minomize  therapy ˌθɛrəˈpi  theropy 
qualify qulaify    ger{SPACE}pee{SHIFT}{?} 
recognize recogize    therophy 
 recongise    theropy 
 reconize  tragedy ˌtræʤəˈdi  tragity 
security sucerity    TRADGEDY 
tragedy tragety    tragety 
 trajedy    tradgedy 
 tradgedy    tradegy 
 tradegy    tradegy 
 tragity     
 tragity     
verify varify     
 verfy     
 derefy     
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L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 1 Left 
 
Standard (Potentially 1 Left)   1 Left 
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 16)                   
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 60)                                   
What speaker 
intended  
(Type n = 22)                  
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 53)                                 
accessible accesable  accessible ˈækˌsɛsəbəl  accesable 
 accesible    accesible 
 accesible    accesible 
 accesible    accesible 
 accessable    accessable 
 accessable    accessable 
 accessable    acessable 
 acessable    acessible 
 excessible  affectionate ˈæfɛkʃənət  affectionite 
addiction addictino    effectionate 
 addtiotion  allergic ˈælɜrʤɪk  alergic 
affection offection    alergic 
allergic alergic    allergice 
alliance allience    alience 
complexion complection    allience 
 complection    allience 
 complextin  commercial ˈkɑmɜrʃəl  commerciacl 
 complextion  communicate ˈkɑmjunəˌkeɪt  communcate 
 complextion    communicatge 
conviction conviciton  communion ˈkɑmjunjən communinion 
defective defectivwe    communinion 
 deffective    communiom 
 deffective  community ˈkɑmjunəti  communityy 
 deffective  complexion ˈkɑmplɛkʃən  complection 
defender deffender    complection 
procedure procedre    complextion 
proceedings percedings    complextion 
 precediance  compression ˈkɑmprɛʃən  compresion 
 precedings    compresion 
 PRECEDINGS  conception ˈkɑnsɛpʃən  conseption 
 precedings    conseption 
 precedings  contraction ˈkɑnˌtrækʃən  contractiom 
 precedings  conversion ˈkɑnvɜrʒən  convertion 
 precedings  conviction ˈkɑnvɪkʃən  convicition 
 precedings  objective ˈɑbʤɛktɪv  objectiv 
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L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 1 Left, cont. 
 
Standard (Potentially 1 Left)   1 Left 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                  
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
 preceedings  offender ˈɑˌfɛndər  
m{SHIFT}{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} 
{UPARROW}offender 
 preceedings  procedure ˈproʊsiʤər  proseger 
 precidence  proceedings ˈproʊsidɪŋz  procedeings 
 proccedings    procedings 
 procedings    procedings 
procession pocession    procedings 
 precesion    procedings 
 precession    procedings 
 precession  procession ˈprɑˌsɛʃən  procetion 
 precession    prosession 
 precession  progressive ˈprɑˌgrɛsɪv  progeressive 
 precession    progessive 
 precetion    proressive 
 presession  prospective ˈprɑspɛktɪv  prospecive 
 presicion  refusal ˈrɛˌfjuzəl  refusle 
progressive pergressive  resourceful ˈrisɔrsfəl resourcefull 
projection prjection    resourcful 
prospective prespective    resourcfull 
 prespective     
 prespective     
 prespective     
resourceful resourcefull     
 resourcful     
 resourcful     
 resourseful     
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L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 1 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 1 Right)   1 Right 
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 22)                   
What listener                         
typed  
(Token n = 91)                                  
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 19)                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 62)                                 
 conincidence    cooencidence 
 quincidence  contractor kənˈtræktər contacter 
diplomat diplimat    contracter 
 diplomate    contracter 
 diplomate  diplomat dɪˈploʊˌmæt  deplomate 
discipline dicip{LEFTBRACKET}line    diolomat 
 dicipline    diplomate 
 disaplin  discipline dɪˈsaɪplən  decipline 
 disapline    dicipline 
 disopline    dicipline 
dynamite dinomite    disclipine 
 dinomite  ecstasy ɛkˈstæsi  ECSTACY 
 dinomite    ecstacy 
 dynatimate    ectacy 
 DYNOMITE    ectasy 
 dynomite    ectasy 
 dynomite    exstacy 
 dynomite    extacy 
 dynomite    extasy 
ecstasy ecstacy    extasy 
 ecstacy  heroism hɪˈroʊˌɪzəm  heroisim 
 ecstacy  horrible hɔˈrɪbəl horribler 
 ecstacy    perible 
 ecstacy  hypocrite hɪˈpɑˌkrɪt  hipocrate 
 ecstacy    hipocrate 
 ecstacy    hipocrit 
 ectasty{SPACE}    hipocrit 
 esctacty    hippocrit 
 excstasy    hypocrit 
 extacy    hypocrit 
 extacy    hypotcrite 
 extasy  ignorance ɪgˈnɔrəns  ignoranced 
fantasy fanatsy  immigrant ɪˈmaɪgrənt  immagrant 
 fantacy    immagrant 
 fantacy    immagrant 
 fantacy    immagrent 
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L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 1 Right, cont. 
Standard (Potentially 1 Right)   1 Right 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                  
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
hypocrite hipocrite    immagrinate 
 hippocrate  industry ɪnˈdʌstri  industy 
 hippocrate  intellect ɪnˈtɛlˌlɛkt intelect 
 hippocrite    intelect 
 hypcrite    intelect 
 hyporcrite  magical məˈʤɪkəl majical 
 hyppocrite  neutralize nuˈtræˌlaɪz  nutralize 
ignorance iggnorance    nutralize 
immigrant immagrent    nutralize 
industry industyr    nutralize 
infinite infanint  orchestra ɔrˈkɛstrə  orcestra 
 infinate    orchastra 
 infinate    orchastra 
 infinate  poetry poʊˈɛtri  peterioty 
intellect intelect    poery 
 intelect  practical prækˈtɪkəl practicle 
inventory invintory    practicle 
neutralize neurtalize  ridicule rɪˈdɪˌkjul  redicule 
 neurtralize    redicule 
 nuetralize    redicule 
 nurtilize  spectacle spɛkˈtækəl  spectecle 
 nutralize    spectical 
 nutrilize    specticle 
 nutrilse    specticle{SPACE} 
 nutrulize     
 nuturalize     
orchestra orcastra     
 orcestra     
 orcharta     
 orchristra     
organism organizme     
 orginism     
physical physcial     
practical practial     
ridicule redicule     
 redicule     
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L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 1 Right, cont. 
 
Standard (Potentially 1 Right)   1 Right 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                  
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
 riticule{SPACE}     
spectacle spectical     
 spectical     
 spectical     
 spectical     
 spectical     
 specticle     
 specticle     
symphony symphany     
 symphany     
 symphany     
 symphany     
 symphany     
 symphany     
 symphany     
 symphonany     
theater theotre     
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L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 2 Left 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Left)   2 Left 
What speaker 
intended   
(Type n = 19) 
What listener                         
typed   
(Token n = 54)                                 
What speaker 
intended  
(Type n = 20)                  
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 43)                                 
academic acedemic  academic ˌæˈkædəmɪk  acadamic 
celebrity celeberity  analysis ˈænələsəs  annalysis 
 celeberty  celebrity ˈsɛləbrɪti  celibrity 
 celebraty  combination ˌkɑmˈbaɪnɪʃən  combinition 
combination combanation    combitation 
comparison comparason  comparison ˈkɑmpərəsən  compensent 
competitive competetive    compresent 
 competetive  competitive ˈkɑmpətətɪv  compeditive 
 competetive    competative 
 competitev    competative 
 competitve    competetitive 
 compeditor  competitor ˈkɑmpətətər  comforater 
 competator    comfortor 
 competeter  confidential ˌkɑnˈfaɪdənʃəl  confidentional 
 competetor    confidintial 
 competetor  convention ˈkɑnvənʃən  covention 
 competiter  declaration ˌdɛˈklɛrɪʃən  declatation 
convention conventioin    decloration 
declaration decleration    decloration 
 decloration    decloration 
 decloration  demonstration ˌdɛˈmɑnstrəʃən  demonstation 
 decloration  dramatic ˈdrɑmətɪk  tramadic 
 delcaration    tramatic 
demonstration demenstration  equality ˈikwələti  equlity 
 deminstration  information ˌɪnˈfɔrmɪʃən  imformation 
 demostration  invitation ˌɪnˈvaɪtəʃən  inviation 
 demostration    inviation 
domestic demestic    inviation 
 demestic  mechanical ˈmɛkənɪkəl  mecnical 
 demestic  necessity ˈnɛsəsəti  neccesity 
essential essiential    neccesity 
information imformation    neccessity 
invitation inivitation    necesity 
 invatation{SPACE}    nessecity 
 invetation    nessesity 
 invitatation  photographic ˌfoʊˈtɑgrəfɪk  photgraphic 
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L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 2 Left, cont. 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Left)   2 Left 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                  
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
mechanical mechanial  reputation ˌrɛˈpjutɪʃən  repitition 
necessity neccesity    reputition 
 neccessity    reputition 
 neccessity    reputition 
 NECESITY  strategic ˈstrætəʤɪk  startegic 
 necesity    stratigic 
 necessatity    stratigic 
 necessaty{SHIFT}{?}     
 nessesity     
 nessessity     
opponent apponet     
 opponate     
 opponate     
 opponite     
presentation presentatiom     
reputation repetration     
residential resedential     
strategic stratigic     
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L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 2 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Right)   2 Right 
What speaker 
intended  
(Type n = 22)                  
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 61)                                   
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 21)                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed    
(Token n = 46)                              
analyst analist  advantage ædvənˈteɪʤ  advintage 
 analist  analyst əˈnæləst analist 
 analist    analyist 
 analist    analysist 
 analyist    analysist 
 analyist  analyze əˈnæˌlaɪz analize 
 analyist    analyize 
 analysist  comedy kəˈmidi  comedey 
 annalyst    comitee 
analyze analize    commitee 
 analize    commitee 
 anaylize    commitee 
comedy comdey    committy 
compensate compencate  compensate kəmˈpɛnˌseɪt  COMNPENSATE 
competent compatent    comphenscate 
 COMPETANT    compinsate 
 competant    compisate 
 competit  competent kəmˈpitɪnt  competant 
 compitent    competince 
 compitent    compitance 
 compitent  confident kənˈfaɪdənt  confidant 
 conffident    confidant 
confident confidant  demonstrate dɪˈmɑnˌstreɪt  domonstrate 
 confidant  economy ɪkəˈnɑmi  econonmy 
decorate declorate  excellent ɪkˈsɛlənt  excelent 
 decoroat  galaxy gəˈlæksi  galazy 
 deocrate    galazy 
democracy democorocy  geography ʤiəˈgræfi  geogra{LEFTBRACKET}hy 
demonstrate demonstright    georaphy 
excellent excellant  majesty məˈʤɛsti  {CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}magesty 
 excellet    magesitiy 
 exellent    magesty 
galaxy galixy    magisty 
 gallaxy    mejestic 
 gallexy  molecule məˈlɛkjul molecual 
geography geographyh  philosophy fələˈsɑfi  phylosophy 
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L1 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 2 Right, cont. 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Right)   2 Right 
What speaker 
intended  
 
What listener                         
typed 
   
What speaker 
intended                   
 What 
speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
geometry gemomontry  precedent prɪˈsidənt  percedent 
majesty magisty    procedent 
 magisty{BACKSLASH}  presidency prɪˈzaɪdənsi  precidency 
 majisty    procedency 
mechanism mechenizume  psychology saɪkəˈlɑʤi  psycology 
 meconism  relative rɪˈleɪtɪv  realtivei 
molecule molocule  residency rɪˈzaɪdənsi  reccidency 
philosophy phylosophy  strategy strəˈtiʤi  stragety 
precedent precedant    stragity 
 precendent    stratgey 
 precident     
 precident     
 precident     
 precident     
 presedent     
 presedent     
presidency persidency     
 precidency     
 prezedency     
psychology physcology     
 physhology     
strategy stategy     
 stradegy     
 stratedy     
technology tehnology     
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses 
 
Total “Misspelling” Token n = 949   
Standard Pronunciation Token n = 504  
Nonstandard Pronunciation Token n = 445 
Standard Pronunciations Resulting in “Misspellings”: Type n = 171 
Nonstandard Pronunciations Resulting in “Misspellings”: Type n = 163 
 
 
L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 0 Left 
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Left)   0 Left 
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 29) 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n = 66)   
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 23) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n = 55) 
activity {SHIFT}Activiy  autistic ˈɔˌtɪstɪk  {SHIFT}Authistic 
alternative alternitive    autisthic 
 opportunitive  chaotic ˈkeɪɑtɪk  {SHIFT}Caotic 
artistic artisitic    caotic 
 atristc    chaostic 
autistic altistic  digestion ˈdaɪʤɛsʧən  diagestion 
chaotic teadic    dijestion 
digestion {SHIFT}Digestoin    ditrestion{SPACE} 
 diesection{SPACE}  electronic ɪˈlɛktrɑnɪk  eletronic 
 digession  financial ˈfaɪˌnænʃəl  finacial 
donation {SHIFT}Donatoin    finatial 
 durnation    finishal{SPACE} 
electronic elecrtoncs  frustration ˈfrʌˌstreɪʃən  fratruation 
extraction {SHIFT}Exraction    frestration{SPACE} 
 {SHIFT}Extracction    frustation 
 istraction    frustation 
financial financail  humidity ˈhjumɪdəti  humitity{SPACE} 
 finantial    hummidity 
 finential    humnaity 
frustration frastration  importance ˈɪmpɔrtəns  importants 
 perstrution  impression ˈɪmˌprɛʃən  impretion 
humidity huminity  impulsive ˈɪmpəlsɪv  imposive 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 0 Left, cont. 
Standard (Potentially 0 Left)   0 Left 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                   
What speaker 
intended                   
 What 
speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
 humitity  industrial ˈɪndəstriəl  idustrial 
 hummanaties{SPACE}    indestrial 
 hummdity{BACKSLASH}    investrio{SPACE} 
importance imnportance{SPACE}  internal ˈɪntɜrnəl  interna{;} 
impression immpression  luxurious ˈlʌgʒəriəs  lagery{SPACE} 
 imprasion    luxiorious 
impulsive imposive    luxorious 
 impossive  mutation ˈmjuˌteɪʃən  {SHIFT}Mutantion 
 impossive    meotation 
industrial indestraiol{SPACE}  permission ˈpɜrˌmɪʃən  permisition 
mutation multation    
permiti{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} {LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW}tion 
 muntation  pretentious ˈpritɛnʃəs  cri{.}{.} 
permission permation{SPACE}    pretantious 
 permition    pretenchers 
pretentious pretantios{SPACE}    pretencious 
 pretencious    pretengious 
 pretensious  probation ˈproʊˌbeɪʃən  obation 
 pretentioud    propation 
 retensure    provation 
 retentious  publicity ˈpʌblɪsəti  hubosity 
probation hobetion    poblicity 
 probition    probacity 
publicity ablicity    publisity{SPACE} 
 oblicity  realistic ˈriəlɪstɪk  meaulistic 
 oblicity    relistic 
 oblissity  rotation ˈroʊˌteɪʃən  rotaton 
realistic realisic  stupidity ˈstupɪdɪti  {SHIFT}Stu{LEFTBRACKET}idity 
 relastic    stupidlity 
 relastic    supernity{SPACE} 
 
rele{CAPSLOCK} 
{CAPSLOCK}astic{SPACE}  transition 
ˈtrænzɪʃən  
transation{SPACE} 
 relistic    transision 
 relistic    trasittion 
rejection prejection  vacation ˈveɪkeɪʃən  vication{SPACE} 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 0 Left, cont. 
Standard (Potentially 0 Left)   0 Left 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                   
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
 regection     
romantic romatic     
 romintic{SPACE}     
rotation protatiov     
 ratation     
 routation     
stupidity supertity     
transition trasition     
vacation vecation     
 vication     
vibration bibration     
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 0 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Right)   0 Right 
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 28) 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n = 72)   
What speaker 
intended                  
(Type n = 27) 
What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                
(Token n = 61) 
advertise adversite  advertise ˌædvərˈtaɪz  advertize 
 approtized{SPACE}    advertize 
anxiety insciety    advertize 
apologize apolize  anxiety æŋˌzaɪəˈti  anxity 
 apolozie    axiety 
 appolegise    enzity 
 opologize  apologize əˌpɑləˈʤaɪz  apoligize{SPACE} 
apology 
{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} 
apoligy{SPACE}    appoligize 
 applogy    appologize 
 appolige    appologize 
 appology  apology əˌpɑləˈʤi  ackownlegde 
 appology    acology 
calculate caclate{SPACE}    apoligy 
chemistry {SHIFT}Chemestry    apoligy 
 comistry{SPACE}    apoligy{SPACE} 
concentrate concerntrate    aquality 
 constrate{SPACE}    opology 
cooperate cooporate  calculate ˌkælkjəˈleɪt  caculates 
 cooporate  chemistry ˌkɛməˈstri  cemistry 
 coorparate{SPACE}    chemisty 
 coorporate  concentrate ˌkɑnsənˈtreɪt  consentrate 
 coorporate  cooperate koʊˌɑpəˈreɪt  copperation{SPACE} 
criticize {SHIFT}Critisize    coraprate 
 critisize  criticize ˌkrɪtɪˈsaɪz  {SHIFT}Criticsize 
 critisize    critecise 
 critisize    critisize 
 critisize    critisize 
 critisize    critisize 
 critisize  eliminate ɪˌlɪməˈneɪt  elemate 
 critisize    elemenate{SPACE} 
diversity controversity    eleminate 
 tegricity  enemy ˌɛnəˈmi  enimy{SPACE} 
eliminate elemenate  execute ˌɛksəˈkjut  excecute 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 0 Right, cont. 
Standard (Potentially 0 Right)   0 Right 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                 
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
 elemenate    
excecute{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} 
 elliminate    excute 
 illiminate    excute 
enemy enermy  identify aɪˌdɛntəˈfaɪ  indentify 
 ennemy{SPACE}  identity aɪˌdɛntəˈti  indentity1 
execute axecute  institute ˌɪnstəˈtut  insetotion{SPACE} 
 execot    insitte 
 exicute  investigate ɪnˌvɛstəˈgeɪt  invastige 
facility fasility  isolate ˌaɪsəˈleɪt  iceolate 
 ficility{SPACE}  justify ˌʤʌstəˈfaɪ  justfy{SPACE} 
identify indentify  minimize ˌmɪnəˈmaɪz  menemize 
institute insitutive    minmize 
 institude    minomize 
 institunity  organize ˌɔrgəˈnaɪz  orginize 
investigate investagate{SPACE}    orgnized{SPACE} 
 investiagte  participate pɑrˌtɪsəˈpeɪt  particpation{SPACE} 
isolate islate{SPACE}    paticipate 
 issolite  property ˌprɑpɜrˈti  harbartee 
justify jestify    porbability 
minimize meminze{SPACE}    povery 
organize orgonize  qualify ˌkwɑləˈfaɪ  quailify 
property happertty{SPACE}    qulify 
 proberty  recognize ˌrɛkəgˈnaɪz  regonize{SHIFT} 
qualify colify{SPACE}  therapy ˌθɛrəˈpi  theraphy 
 qulify    theropy{SPACE} 
recognize {SHIFT}Recongnize  tragedy ˌtræʤəˈdi  tradety 
 recgenize  verify ˌvɛrəˈfaɪ  garify 
 recongnize    varify 
 reconize{SPACE}     
security securaity     
 sercurity     
therapy durby     
 theropy     
tragedy traegdy     
 trajedy     
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 0 Right, cont. 
 
Standard (Potentially 0 Right)   0 Right 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                 
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
verify teriffied{SPACE}     
 varify     
 varify     
 verufy     
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 1 Left 
 
Standard (Potentially 1 Left)   1 Left 
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 29)                   
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 95)                                   
What speaker 
intended  
(Type n = 28)                  
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 80)                                 
accessible accesible  accessible ˈækˌsɛsəbəl  accesible 
 accessable    accesible 
 accessable    accessable 
 acessable    accessable 
 acessable    accessable 
 exsesable{SPACE}    accessble 
addiction addication    accessiable{SPACE} 
 addtion    excessible 
affectionate affectionist  addiction ˈædɪkʃən  ediction 
 offection  affection ˈæfɛkʃən  afection 
 perfectionate    affaction 
allergic alergic{SPACE}  affectionate ˈæfɛkʃənət  {SHIFT}Appasionate 
 alertgic    affectioned 
 elergic  allergic ˈælɜrʤɪk  allegic 
 illegic    allegic 
alliance aliance    hourgeic 
 alience  alliance ˈælaɪəns  aliance 
 allient    alience 
 illiance{SPACE}    alines 
commercial comersial    allowence 
 commercail    ballance 
 commertial  commercial ˈkɑmɜrʃəl  {SHIFT}Commerchial 
 commertial    commersial 
communicate commenicate{SPACE}    conmersure 
communion commn{.}{.}  communicate ˈkɑmjunəˌkeɪt  comunicate 
 convient    comunicate 
 convinience{SPACE}  communion ˈkɑmjunjən convinent 
community {SHIFT}Comunity  community ˈkɑmjunəti  conmunity 
complexion {SHIFT}Complection  complexion ˈkɑmplɛkʃən comflection{SPACE} 
 comflection    complextion 
 complection{SPACE}    confaction 
 complection1    confraction 
 complextion  compression ˈkɑmprɛʃən  comparition 
 complextion    comprestion 
compression compresion    conpression 
 compretion{SPACE}  conception ˈkɑnsɛpʃən  comception 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 1 Left, cont. 
Standard (Potentially 1 Left)   1 Left 
What speaker 
intended 
What listener                         
typed   
What speaker 
intended  
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed 
 conpression    copection 
conception conseption  contraction ˈkɑnˌtrækʃən  contaction 
contraction constraction    contra{LEFTARROW}stion 
 contractoin  conversion ˈkɑnvɜrʒən  convergion{SPACE} 
conversion convergen    hungration 
 convertion  defective ˈdifɛktɪv  defactive 
 convertion    difective 
 convertion{SPACE}    diffective 
 convising  defender ˈdiˌfɛndər  defander 
conviction convction    diffender 
 convection  objection ˈɑbʤɛkʃən  abjection 
 convinction    obejection 
defective deffective  objective ˈɑbʤɛktɪv  opjective{SPACE} 
defender deffinder{SPACE}  offender ˈɑˌfɛndər  offeneder{SPACE} 
objection adjection  procedure ˈproʊsiʤər  prosedure 
 adjuction    proseger{SPACE} 
 objectio  proceedings ˈproʊsidɪŋz  procceding 
 opjection    procedings 
objective adjuctive    procedings 
 objetive    proceeding 
offender afender    processding{SPACE} 
 affender    procety 
 affender    prosettings 
 affender  procession ˈprɑˌsɛʃən  persition 
 affender    processsion 
 affender    prosession 
procedure perseisure  producer ˈproʊdusər  prodeser 
 precedure    prodocer{SPACE} 
 precejor    producor 
 presidure  progressive ˈprɑˌgrɛsɪv  paragrasive 
 proceger    preogressive 
proceedings {SHIFT}Procedings    prograssive 
 preceding  prospective ˈprɑspɛktɪv  {SHIFT}Propective 
 preceeding    hostpective 
 preceedings    persfective 
 preceedings    pospective 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 1 Left, cont. 
 
Standard (Potentially 1 Left)   1 Left 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                   
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
 preceedings    prespective{SPACE} 
 precidting  refusal ˈrɛˌfjuzəl  {SHIFT}Rufutal 
 preseadings    refussal 
 presidence  resourceful ˈrisɔrsfəl reasorsable 
 
procedings{SPACE} 
{SHIFT}{(}yes 
{BACKSLASH}     resourcable 
 
mistake{SHIFT}{)} 
{SHIFT}{)}    resourcible 
procession {SHIFT}Processoin    
resours{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW}eful 
 presation{SPACE}    ressourceful{SPACE} 
producer preducer     
progressive {SHIFT}Proggresive     
 pograssive     
 progresive{SPACE}     
projection prejection     
 prejection     
prospective persective     
 prespective     
 prespective     
 resepctive     
refusal refusel     
 refusesal     
 refusizal     
 repusale     
resourceful resesful{SPACE}     
 resourcesable     
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 1 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 1 Right)   1 Right 
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 29)                   
What listener                         
typed  
(Token n = 109)                                
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 29)                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 98)                                 
allergy alargy  allergy əˈlɜrʤi  alergies{SPACE} 
 alergy    allegy 
 alergy  coincidence koʊɪnˈsaɪdəns  {SHIFT}Poencidence 
 
alergy{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW}    coincodance 
 elogy    protizens{SPACE} 
coincidence coincidence  contractor kənˈtræktər contracter 
 
coencidence{SPACE} 
{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW}    contructor 
 coincedence    contructor 
 coinscidence  diplomat dɪˈploʊˌmæt  deplomat 
 conincidence    deplomatic 
 conquesence  discipline dɪˈsaɪplən  deciplin 
 considence    descipline{SPACE} 
 convenidence    dicipline 
contractor contactor    disclipne 
 hunttricter    disipline 
diplomat deplemant  dynamite daɪˈnæˌmaɪt  denamite 
 deplomat    dinamic{SPACE} 
 diplement    dinamite 
 dipliment{LEFTARROW}    dinomite 
 diplomate  fantasy fænˈtæsi  fantacy 
 diplomate{SHIFT}{SHIFT}    fantacy 
discipline {SHIFT}Disipline    fantancy 
 descipline    fantasive 
 dicipline    fantazy 
 disciplint    vantasy 
 disciptline  harmony hɑrˈmɑni  harmnoy 
 displan{SPACE}    honmony 
 diss{LEFTBRACKET}plant    hormony 
dynamite {SHIFT}dinomite  heroism hɪˈroʊˌɪzəm  {SHIFT}{SHIFT}Erotion 
 dinomite{SPACE}    heroizam{SPACE} 
 dynamic  horrible hɔˈrɪbəl removeval 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 1 Right, cont. 
Standard (Potentially 1 Right)   1 Right 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                 
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
 dynimite  hypocrite hɪˈpɑˌkrɪt  {SHIFT}Hipocrit 
ecstasy {SHIFT}Ecstacy    depocrate 
 {SHIFT}Extacy    hepicrot{SPACE} 
 ecstacy    hippocrate 
 ecstacy  ignorance ɪgˈnɔrəns  ignor 
 ecstacy    ingnorance 
 ecstacy    ingorance 
 ecstacy  immigrant ɪˈmaɪgrənt  emgrants{SPACE} 
 estacy    immagrant 
 exstasy  industry ɪnˈdʌstri  indestry 
 extacy    industy 
 extacy  infinite ɪnˈfɪnət infinete 
 extacy    infinish 
 extasy  intellect ɪnˈtɛlˌlɛkt entelect 
 exticy    intalent 
fantasy fantacy    intelect{SPACE} 
 fanticy{SPACE}    intelliect 
harmony hormone    interect 
heroism hereoism    interlectual 
 herorizims{SPACE}  inventory ɪnˈvɛntɔri  invantory 
 parallism    inventry 
 terorism  magical məˈʤɪkəl majical 
horrible hoorible    neutrical 
 horabble{SPACE}    regical 
 horriable  mobilize moʊˈbɪlaɪz {SHIFT}Movilaze 
 horroble    morbilize 
hypocrite hanbergers  neutralize nuˈtræˌlaɪz  neotialize 
 hippocraft    neuturalize 
 hippocrit    nuetralize 
 hypocrat    nutralize 
 hypocrate    nutralize 
 hypocrate    nutralize 
 hypocrist    utralize 
ignorance egnirance{SPACE}  orchestra ɔrˈkɛstrə  ochestra 
 inuent    orchustra 
immigrant immagrant  organism ɔrˈgæˌnɪzəm  organisizm 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 1 Right, cont. 
Standard (Potentially 1 Right)   1 Right 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                  
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
 immegrant    organizim 
industry indestry{SPACE}  physical fəˈzɪkəl phisical 
infinite infenit{SPACE}  poetry poʊˈɛtri  {SHIFT}Peotry 
intellect {SHIFT}Intelect    coe 
 intelact{SPACE}    coetry 
 intelect    poety 
 inter  practical prækˈtɪkəl ectical 
 interlec    practicle 
 interlect    specticle{SHIFT} 
 interlect  ridicule rɪˈdɪˌkjul  medicure 
magical madgical    redicul 
mobilize mobolize    redicular 
 mobolize    redicule{SPACE} 
 nobelize    ridicual 
neutralize {SHIFT}Nurtalize    ridicul 
 neturalite    riducul 
 neturilize  spectacle spɛkˈtækəl  spectacal 
 neutronize    spectacal 
 nitulize{SPACE}    spectacler{SPACE} 
 nutralize    spetacle 
orchestra orcastra{SPACE}  symphony sɪmˈfɑni  sofunny 
 orchesstra    symphany 
 orchetra    symphany{SPACE} 
organism organizam{SPACE}    symthony 
 organizan    syphonmny 
 orgnism  theater θiˈætər  theothr 
personal pesonal     
poetry peotry     
 poetrt     
practical pratical     
 pratical     
ridicule redicule     
spectacle spectical     
 spectical     
 spectical     
 spectical     
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 1 Right, cont. 
 
Standard (Potentially 1 Right)   1 Right 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                 
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
 spectical     
 spectical     
 spectical     
 spectical     
 spectical{SPACE}     
 spectucal     
symphony sifiny     
 symphany     
 symthany     
theater theator     
 theator     
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 2 Left 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Left)   2 Left 
What speaker 
intended   
(Type n = 31) 
What listener                         
typed   
(Token n = 93)                                 
What speaker 
intended  
(Type n = 30)                  
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 81)                                 
academic acadamic  academic ˌæˈkædəmɪk  academica 
 acadamic{SPACE}    acdemecy 
 acedemic    acedamic 
analysis analysic    acedimic{SPACE} 
 anilisis  analysis ˈænələsəs  analysics 
 annalisis{SPACE}  authority ˈɔθərəti  accurity 
authority afforidy  celebrity ˈsɛləbrɪti  celeberative{SPACE} 
 athority{SPACE}    celebraty 
 ethority  combination ˌkɑmˈbaɪnɪʃən  combanition 
celebrity celebraties    commenation 
combination commenation  comparison ˈkɑmpərəsən  {SHIFT}Cumbersone 
 commonation    compersion 
 companation    compresive{SPACE} 
 comunation    comprision 
comparison comparasion    comprison 
 comparation  competitive ˈkɑmpətətɪv  companitive 
 comparision  competitor ˈkɑmpətətər  commpertater{SPACE} 
 comparision{SPACE}    comperitor 
 comperason    competator 
 comperison    competetor 
competitive {SHIFT}Competative    competitore 
 competative  confidential ˌkɑnˈfaɪdənʃəl  confinacial 
 competative{SPACE}    confinancial 
competitor compatitor    convedantiol{SPACE} 
 compenditor  declaration ˌdɛˈklɛrɪʃən  decleration{SPACE} 
 compenitior    decloration 
confidential cinfidential  democratic ˌdɛˈmɑkrətɪk  democranic 
 confedential    democrasy{SPACE} 
 confidencial  demonstration ˌdɛˈmɑnstrəʃən  demonstiration 
 confidencial    demonstratious 
 confidental    demostration{SPACE} 
convention conventoin  domestic ˈdɑməstɪk  domistic 
 convetion    domistic 
 convetion    domistic 
 convsing  economics ˌɛˈkɑnəmɪks  economtic 
declaration decleration  equality ˈikwələti  ecoloty 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 2 Left, cont. 
Standard (Potentially 2 Left)   2 Left 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                   
What 
speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                                 
typed                                 
 decuration  essential ˈɛsənʃəl  {CAPSLOCK}{CAPSLOCK}assential 
democratic demecratic    assential 
 democredic    asyomtote 
demonstration {SHIFT}Diminstra    essantial 
 deminstration    essesntial 
 demonstation  geographic ˌʤiˈɑgrəfɪk  geograpy 
 demonstratoin  information ˌɪnˈfɔrmɪʃən  imformation 
 desmonstration  invitation ˌɪnˈvaɪtəʃən  inventation 
 femenstration    invetition 
domestic demastic    invitetion 
 demistic{SPACE}    ivitation 
 demosty  majority ˈmeɪʤərəti  migeority{SPACE} 
 domestice  mechanical ˈmɛkənɪkəl  mecainical{SPACE} 
dramatic dreamatic    mechanincal 
 gemaic  memorial ˈmɛməriəl  memoriel{SPACE} 
 genmagtic  morality ˈmɔrələti  molerity 
economics econimics{SPACE}    morilaty{SPACE} 
equality equlity  necessity ˈnɛsəsəti  naccesity 
essential esstial    necassity{SPACE} 
geographic geographyic    neccasity 
 geograpic    neccesity 
 georaghic    neccessity 
information imfomation    neccessity 
 infomation    nescesity 
invitation {SHIFT}Invitatoin  opponent ˈɑpənənt  confidnet 
 envitation{SPACE}    opernation 
 immitation    opnent 
 inmitation    oponent 
 invatition    oponent 
majority marjority  photographic ˌfoʊˈtɑgrəfɪk  photogragh 
mechanical machanical    photogrphic{SPACE} 
 mechenical  presentation ˌprɛˈzɛntəʃən  presendition 
memorial momorial    presentitian 
morality morarity    pretentition 
necessity {SHIFT}Neccessity  reputation ˌrɛˈpjutɪʃən  {SHIFT}Reputition 
 {SHIFT}Necesity    repeatation 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 2 Left, cont. 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Left)   2 Left 
What speaker 
intended                   
What listener                         
typed                                  
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
 neccesity    reputition 
 neccessary    reputition 
 neccessary    reputition 
 necesity  residential ˌrɛˈzaɪdɪnʧəl  residencual 
 necisassity    residensail 
 nesasity{SPACE}  strategic ˈstrætəʤɪk  {SHIFT}Stategic 
 nessecity    stategic 
opponent apponent    stratagy{SPACE} 
 componence    stratigic 
 oponit{SPACE}     
photographic photograpic     
 phoyographic     
 protograpy     
reputation repation     
 repetation     
residential {SHIFT}Residetnial     
 precedential     
 residentical     
 rezedintiol{SPACE}     
strategic {SHIFT}Stratefix     
 stractigic     
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses — (Potentially) 2 Right 
 
Standard (Potentially 2 Right)   2 Right 
What speaker 
intended  
(Type n = 25)                   
What listener                         
typed 
(Token n = 69)                                 
What speaker 
intended 
(Type n = 26)                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed    
(Token n = 70)                              
analyst analist  analyst əˈnæləst amaylist 
 analist    analises{SPACE} 
 analist    analyist 
 analist    analynist 
 analize    analysit 
 analylist  analyze əˈnæˌlaɪz analize 
 analys  biography baɪəˈgræfi  biogragh 
 annalist  celebrate səˈlɛˌbreɪt  celeberate 
analyze anilize  comedy kəˈmidi  commettee 
 annalize    comminty 
biography biograpy    humidy 
biology poyology    humity 
comedy {SHIFT}Clamity  compensate kəmˈpɛnˌseɪt  compensive 
 comidey{SPACE}  competent kəmˈpitɪnt  competant 
 commdy    competant 
 commedy    compitition 
 commidy  confident kənˈfaɪdənt  confindent 
compensate compansate    confinding 
 compenstate    confitent{SPACE} 
 componsate  decorate dɪˈkɔˌreɪt  {SHIFT}Decourt 
 copensate    declarate{SPACE} 
competent {SHIFT}Competetent  democracy dɪməˈkræsi democrasy 
 com{LEFTBRACKET}pitent    demoncracy 
 competint{SPACE}    demoncracy 
 compitent  excellent ɪkˈsɛlənt  {SHIFT}Exellent 
 compretant    ecxellent{SPACE} 
decorate decurate    excelent 
democracy demoarcy{LEFTARROW}    excelent 
 democrasy{SPACE}    exellent 
demonstrate deminstrate{SPACE}  galaxy gəˈlæksi  elacy 
 demonstare    elecy 
 demostrate    relaxy 
excellent exellent  geography ʤiəˈgræfi  geograohy 
 exselent{SPACE}    geograpy 
galaxy {SHIFT}Valecy    geogrphy{SPACE} 
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L2 English Listeners’ “Misspelling” Word Identification Responses  
(Potentially) 2 Right, cont. 
Standard (Potentially 2 Right)   2 Right 
What speaker 
intended  
 
What listener                         
typed 
   
What speaker 
intended                   
 What speaker 
pronounced 
What listener                         
typed                                 
 
gal{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW} 
{LEFTARROW}ixy  geometry ʤiəˈmɛtri geomatry 
generate genarate  majesty məˈʤɛsti  {SHIFT}Magesty 
 genrate{SPACE}    medjestic{SPACE} 
geography geogorphy    mejestic 
 geopraphy  mechanism məˈkænɪzəm  machanisim 
 giogrphy    machanism 
geometry geomatry    mechanisim{SPACE} 
 geomatry{SPACE}    mechanizim 
 geomettry  memorize məˈmɔraɪz  memoriez 
 kiometry    memorise 
majesty magisty  molecule məˈlɛkjul liqual 
 majasty    mollecue 
 migesty    mulacure 
mechanism macknessm{SPACE}  negative nɪˈgeɪtɪv  negavtive 
molecule molarcue  philosophy fələˈsɑfi  pholosophy 
 molecu    pholosophy 
 molicuel{SPACE}    pholsify{SPACE} 
philosophy phelosophy    phylosophy 
 philosphy  precedent prɪˈsidənt  percedent 
 phiolosipy    percedent 
 phylosiphy    presiver{SPACE} 
 phylosophy    procedent 
precedent {SHIFT}President  presidency prɪˈzaɪdənsi  pre{.}{.}{.} 
 hasedent    precisency 
 p{LEFTBRACKET}resident    prizedency{SPACE} 
 predident  psychology saɪkəˈlɑʤi  cycology{SPACE} 
presidency presedency    phsycology 
 presidentsy    physchology 
psychology psycology  residency rɪˈzaɪdənsi  {SHIFT}Resignency 
relative ralitive    resigntency 
 reletive    rezidentsy 
residency recidency  strategy strəˈtiʤi  stratagy{SPACE} 
 residensy    stratigy 
technology technoloh  technology tɛknəˈlɑʤi  techonilagy{SPACE}{SHIFT} 
     techonolgy 
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APPENDIX L 
A SUITE OF HIGH-INTEREST COMMUNICATIVE ACTIVITIES  
FOR PROVIDING LEARNERS CONCENTRATED EXPOSURE TO ENGLISH WORD 
STRESS PATTERNS 
 
Introduction 
Planning lessons that will “flood” learners with concentrated exposure to major (or 
minor) English word stress patterns – toward the goal of facilitating learners’ acquisition of these 
patterns – is not difficult. Below are several example lessons targeted at graduate student learners 
who are working as international teaching assistants (ITAs). Occasional review of previously 
studied word stress patterns after their initial introduction in class (or at least the drawing of 
attention to examples of these patterns whenever they occur in class during the remainder of the 
term) is, of course, highly recommended. It is also advisable that both teachers and students 
maintain a running list of word stress pattern exceptions to be regularly reviewed (though only 
after students’ acquisition of the major English word stress patterns appears to have 
consolidated). 
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Day #1: An introduction to where English word stress tends to hang out (and to your 
classmates!) 
1. Have students brainstorm 2-3 English words representing their major or area of research (or 
favorite hobby or hometown or flight to your city or . . . .☺). 
2. Have each student share their words and a 2-3 sentence explanation of why they chose them. 
As they share, list their chosen words on the board. 
3. Explain to students that according to research, English-speaking listeners use word stress to 
look up whatever words they hear in their “mental dictionaries” in order to figure out the 
meaning of what they're hearing (Cutler & Clifton, 1984). If a speaker's word stress is 
incorrect, it slows down this lookup process (and sometimes actually prevents it!). For 
example, in two studies (Isaacs and Trofimovich, 2012; Trofimovich and Isaacs, 2012), it 
was discovered that accurate English word stress was the only pronunciation factor able to 
predict to what extent native English speakers felt the English spoken by native French 
speakers was easy or difficult to understand. If these French speakers' English word stress 
was accurate, English speakers easily understood what they were saying; if it wasn't, they 
didn't. So English word stress is really important! 
4. Tell students that although there are several English word stress patterns they can use to help 
predict the likely location of stress in words they don't know how to pronounce, English 
word stress in general tends to “hang out” in the same place across words (as they'll discover 
when they analyze the “data” of their chosen words together!). While throughout this course, 
students will be spending concentrated time “playing” with various words following different 
word stress patterns in order to help their application of the patterns become automatic, 
today's activity addresses the most basic facts about English word stress. 
5. Have students tell you what the word stress pattern is for English words consisting of only 
one syllable. (It's a trick question — monosyllabic words don't have a word stress pattern!) 
Then have them identify all monosyllabic words listed on the board, so you can cross them 
out. 
6. For each multisyllabic word remaining, have the student who brainstormed it pronounce the 
word again, this time telling you on which syllable it is stressed. (For students struggling to 
do this, first pronounce the word stressed on its first syllable, then pronounce it stressed on its 
second syllable, then on its third syllable, etc., so he/she can identify which pronunciation 
sounds correct.) Once the student (or a classmate, if necessary!) has correctly identified what 
the stressed syllable is, circle that syllable on the board. 
7. Tell students you are quite confident of their data analysis skills (particularly if they are 
budding graduate student researchers ☺). What pattern do they see in the data? On which 
syllable of words does English word stress tend to hang out? (On the first syllable) 
8. Ask students what they learned from this activity that could help them as they plan 
presentations for your class: 
 To be understood in English, I really need to get my word stress right! 
 Monosyllabic words don't have word stress ☺ 
 When I have no idea how to pronounce an English word and don't have time to look it up, 
it's safest to guess it's stressed on its first syllable. 
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Day #2: Hot Potato 
(concentrating learners’ exposure to the “i + vowel” and “u + vowel” word stress patterns) 
1. Create 5 columns on the board for each major instantiation of the “i + vowel” word stress 
pattern, i.e. “-ation” (e.g. “celebration”), any word ending in “-ion” but not “-ation” (e.g. 
“action” and “opinion”), any word ending in “-ian” (e.g. “musician”), any word ending in     
“-ious” (e.g. “anxious”) and any word ending in “-ial” (e.g. “presidential”) as well as 2 
columns for the major instantiations of the similar “u + vowel” pattern, i.e. “-uous” (e.g. 
“continuous) and “-ual” (e.g. “individual”) 
2. Have students number off into two teams by saying “One,” “Two,” “One,” “Two” all the 
way around the room 
3. Explain the traditional hot potato game, namely passing around a “hot potato” as quickly as 
possible (so as not to “burn” oneself ☺) until a timer goes off, at which point the person then 
caught holding the potato is out of the game, with play continuing until only one person is 
left. Explain that in this hot potato game, the aim is to concentrate students' exposure to the   
“i + vowel” and “u + vowel” word stress patterns so that their brains begin applying the 
patterns automatically. To accomplish this goal, the first person to be volunteering a word 
when the time goes off will not be out (and so get bored ☹), but instead has to finish the 
sentence “When eating a hot potato, always remember. . . .” — and their sentence must 
include at least one word that follows the “i + vowel” pattern. The next person on their team 
in the middle of a turn when the timer goes off has to include two words following the i + 
vowel pattern, the next person on their team three words, etc. 
4. Set a (preferably hidden) timer for two minutes. Go around the room having each student 
(and therefore team) volunteer one word ending with “-ation” till the timer goes off, as you 
write all words mentioned on the board. Then, as described above, have whichever student is 
volunteering a word when the timer goes off finish the “When eating a hot potato, always 
remember. . . .” sentence 
5. Repeat step #4 for all columns 
6. Go around the room having students tell you which syllable for each word should be stressed, 
what the base form of the volunteered word is, if applicable (e.g. “information” comes from 
the base word “inform”) and finally, answer the question “Does the presence of “i + vowel” 
or “u + vowel” in a word move the word stress?” (basically always) 
7. Have students gather with their team for 10 minutes to prepare an “abstract” for the fictional 
“World Potato Conference” using as many “i + vowel” and “u + vowel” words as they can, 
either from the list on the board and/or by Googling on their smartphones “most common 
words ending in '-ation',” etc., to get additional “i + vowel” and “u + vowel” possibilities 
from www.morewords.com or similar websites. When the timer goes off, erase the board and 
have each team read their abstract as you write on the board all “i + vowel” and “u + vowel” 
words they mention. Each person on the losing team must give a one-sentence description of 
their favorite way to eat a potato 
8. Review with students what they've learned about English word stress so far: 
 To be understood in English, I really need to get my word stress right! 
 Monosyllabic words don't have word stress ☺ 
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 When I have no idea how to pronounce an English word and don't have time to look it up, 
it's safest to guess it's stressed on its first syllable. 
 The word stress of any word containing “i + vowel” or “u + vowel” is basically always 
one syllable before the “i + vowel / u + vowel” syllable 
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Day #3: “-ic” Poetry 
(concentrating learners’ exposure to the “-ic” word stress pattern) 
1. Review where the word stress of any word containing “i + vowel” or “u + vowel” is likely to 
fall (one syllable before the “i + vowel / u + vowel”) 
2. Set a timer for 3 minutes and have students brainstorm as many words including “-ic” as they 
can (e.g. “academic” / “topic” / “basically” / “biological”) while you list all “-ic” words they 
identify on the board 
3. Go through their list word by word, asking students to tell you which syllable in each is 
stressed, until they figure out what the “-ic” word stress pattern is (The word stress of any 
word containing -ic is very likely to be one syllable before “-ic”), what the base form of their 
volunteered words are, if applicable (e.g. “scientific” comes from the base word “science”) 
and finally, answer the question “Does the presence of “-ic” in a word move the word 
stress?” (basically always) 
4. Ask whether the presence of “i + vowel / u+vowel” and “-ic” affect word stress similarly or 
differently (similarly — both place the word stress one syllable before themselves) 
5. Set a timer for 10 minutes (preferably where students can see it, e.g. by projecting the timer 
available at www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown/) and have students work in pairs to 
write a poem on any topic they'd like, using as many “-ic” words as possible 
6. Have one student from each pair read their poem while their partner lists on the board all   
“-ic” words mentioned. Tell the class to feel free to point out any “-ic” words the writing-
on-the-board partner missed because you want a complete record of all “-ic” words used! 
7. Go around the room having any students not from the pair(s) using the greatest number of   
“-ic” words give a unique one-sentence compliment containing at least one “-ic” word to the 
winning pair (or their poem). For each “-ic” word missed by the writing-on-the-board 
member of the winning pair and pointed out by a classmate, the winners must give a unique 
one-sentence compliment to that classmate and/or their poem using at least two “-ic” words 
8. Review with students what they've learned about English word stress so far: 
o To be understood in English, I really need to get my word stress right! 
o When I have no idea how to pronounce an English word and don't have time to look it up, 
it's safest to guess it's stressed on its first syllable. 
o The word stress of any word containing “i + vowel/u + vowel” or “-ic” basically always 
occurs one syllable before these stress-controlling suffixes 
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Day #4: Tell me an “-ate/-ite” story! 
(concentrating learners’ exposure to the “-ate/-ite” word stress pattern) 
1. Review where the word stress is likely to fall in words containing “i + vowel/u + vowel” 
and “-ic” (one syllable before the stress-controlling suffix) 
2. Set a timer for 7 minutes. Go around the room as many times as possible, having each 
student volunteer a unique “-ate” or “-ite” word while you list all words they identify on 
the board till either no students can think of any additional “-ate” or “-ite” words or the 
timer goes off.  
3. Give an overview of what English fairy tales are like and tell the class that the first student 
not to have been able to think of any additional “-ate” or “-ite” word is the “princess” (or 
“prince”) and the last person have been able to think of a word (or the last person 
volunteering a word when the timer goes off) is their “fairy godmother” (or “fairy 
godfather”).  
4. Go through their list word by word, asking students to tell you which syllable in each is 
stressed, until they figure out what the “-ate/-ite” word stress pattern is (The word stress of 
any 3+ syllable word containing “-ate/-ite” is very likely to be two syllables before the     
“-ate/-ite”), what the base form of their volunteered words are, if applicable (e.g. 
“motivate” comes from the base word “motive”) and finally, answer the question “Does 
the presence of “-ate/-ite” in a word move the word stress?” 
5. Set a timer for 10 minutes (preferably where students can see it, e.g. by projecting the timer 
available at www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown/) and have students work in groups to 
write a fairy tale about their classmate “princess” (or “prince”) and their “fairy 
godmother” (or “fairy godfather”) using as many “-ate”/“-ite” words as they can. 
6. Have one student from each group read their fairy tale while another member of their 
group lists on the board all “-ate”/“-ite” words mentioned. Tell the class to feel free to 
point out any “-ate”/“-ite” words the writing-on-the-board partner missed because you 
want a complete record of all “-ate”/“-ite” words used!  
7. Whichever group uses the most words containing “-ate”/“-ite” must be complimented by 
the “princess” (or “prince”) and their “fairy godmother” (or “fairy godfather”) using at 
least two “-ate”/“-ite” words. 
8. Ask whether the presence of “-ate/-ite” affects word stress similarly or differently 
compared to “i + vowel/u + vowel” and “-ic” (differently — “i + vowel/u + vowel” and  
“-ic” place the word stress one syllable before themselves, but “-ate/-ite” place the stress 
2 syllables before themselves) 
9. Ask students for ideas on how, when they don't know how to stress a word and they can't 
remember the rules for which suffixes place the stress one syllable before themselves and 
which suffixes place the stress two syllables before themselves (e.g. Use a word you do 
know how to pronounce that ends in the same suffix as a model and if you can't think of 
any, guess it's stressed on its first syllable) 
10. Review with students what they've learned about English word stress so far: 
 To be understood in English, I really need to get my word stress right! 
 The word stress of any word containing “i + vowel/u + vowel” or “-ic” basically 
always occurs one syllable before these stress-controlling suffixes 
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 The word stress of any word containing “-ate/-ite” basically always occurs two 
syllables before the “-ate/-ite” 
 Before guessing that a word I don't know how to pronounce is stressed on its first 
syllable, I should see if I can think of a word I do know how to pronounce that ends in 
the same suffix to maximize by analogy the likely accuracy of my guess. 
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Day #5: Applying for an NSF “VIT” grant using “long-word-ending-in-‘-y’” vocabulary 
(concentrating learners’ exposure to the final “-y” word stress pattern) 
1. Review where the word stress is likely to fall in words containing “-ate/-ite” (two syllables 
before the stress-controlling suffix) 
2. Set a timer for 7 minutes. Go around the room as many times as possible, having each 
student volunteer a unique long word that ends with“-y” word while you list all words they 
identify on the board in columns based on word ending (e.g. –ability, -icity, -ality, -arity, -
ity, -graphy, etc.) till either no students can think of any additional “-ate” or “-ite” words or 
the timer goes off. List words ending in the word endings not controlled by the “long-word-
ending-in-‘-y’” pattern in columns at the far end of the board. 
3. Explain to students that researchers applying for an NSF grant are required to provide a 
biographical sketch of all senior personnel. Then indicate that for this activity, you will 
assign groups of students 4 “long-words-ending-in-‘-y’” that were brainstormed in step #2. 
Each group’s task is to 1) identify the classmate best matching their 4 assigned words and 
2) write a brief biographical sketch that justifies this classmate’s inclusion among the 
senior personnel of an NSF “VIT” (very important topic) grant application. This 
biographical sketch must include all 4 of the group’s  assigned words as well as an 
additional 4 “long-words-ending-in-‘-y.’” Of course, groups can only justify the inclusion 
of a particular classmate on their NSF grant by indicating the specific topic their chosen 
classmate will help to investigate. Be sure to note that groups’ grant applications will be 
immediately rejected by NSF as incomplete unless their biographical sketches include at 
least 8 “long-words-ending-in-‘-y.’”  
4. Set a timer for 7 minutes (preferably where students can see it, e.g. by projecting the timer 
available at www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown/). 
5. When the timer goes off, explain to students that all but one of their group members must 
contribute to a brief spoken presentation of 1) the topic the group wants to investigate via 
their VIT grant, 2) which classmate they want included on their VIT grant and 3) why. All 
8 of the “long-words-ending-in-‘-y’” from each group’s biographical sketch must be 
included in this verbal report, with each presenter contributing at least one of the group’s 8 
words. As the presenting group members justify their choice of the classmate included 
among their VIT grant’s senior personnel, the remaining non-presenting group member 
must note on the board all 8 “long-words-ending-in-‘-y’” in the order the presenting group 
members use them. (The class is free to help, if needed.) As students listen to the various 
grant application presentations, they must decide which 3 grants best deserve to be funded 
(Students can’t vote for their own grant or any grant for which they’re included among the 
senior personnel). The three winning grants will be funded with $1 in laundry quarters. 
(NSF funding is really down this year!) 
6. Ask whether “long-words-ending-in-‘-y’” are stressed similarly or differently compared to 
“i + vowel/u + vowel”; “-ic”; and “-ate/-ite” words (differently from words containing a 
final stress-controlling “i + vowel/u + vowel” and  “-ic,” which function to place the word 
stress 1 syllable before themselves, but similarly to the “-ate/-ite” suffixes, which place the 
word stress 2 syllables before themselves) 
7. Ask students for ideas on how, when they don't know how to stress a word and they can't 
remember the rules for which suffixes place the stress one syllable before themselves and 
which suffixes place the stress two syllables before themselves (e.g. Use a word you do 
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know how to pronounce that ends in the same suffix as a model and if you can't think of 
any, guess it's stressed on its first syllable) 
8. Review with students what they've learned about English word stress so far: 
 To be understood in English, I really need to get my word stress right! 
 The word stress of any word containing “i + vowel/u + vowel” or “-ic” basically always 
occurs one syllable before these stress-controlling suffixes 
 The word stress of any word containing “-ate/-ite”and of any                                       
“long-words-ending-in-‘-y’” basically always occurs two syllables before the “-ate/-ite” 
or final “-y” 
 Before guessing that a word I don't know how to pronounce is stressed on its first 
syllable, I should see if I can think of a word I do know how to pronounce that ends in the 
same suffix to maximize by analogy the likely accuracy of my guess. 
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Day #6: On-Campus Resources and the Stress-Deferring Prefix and Stress-Repelling Suffix 
Patterns 
(concentrating learners’ exposure to stress-deferring prefixes and stress-repelling suffixes) 
1. Print as many copies of an interesting 1-2 page article describing resources available at 
your university for international students, international TAs, graduate students more 
generally, etc. 
2. Create a column on the board for words following some of the major instantiations of the 
“After the stress-deferring prefix(es)” word stress pattern, i.e. “a-” (e.g. “achievement”), 
“com-” (e.g. “committee”), “con-” (e.g. “continue”), “de-” (e.g. “determine”), “dis-” (e.g. 
so in the word “disappoint,” both the “dis-” and the “a-” prefixes defer the word stress to a 
later syllable), and “ex-” (e.g. “examine”), “per-” (e.g. “perspective”), “re-” (e.g. 
“resistance), and “un-” (e.g. “unlikely”) 
3. Give students 7-10 minutes to read the article individually, identifying as many words as 
they can following the “After the stress-deferring prefix(es)” word stress pattern. 
4. Set a timer for 5 minutes (preferably where students can see it, e.g. by projecting the timer 
available at www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown/) and have partners work together to 
write a summary of the article using as many words following the “After the stress-
deferring prefix(es)” word stress pattern as they can 
5. Have one student from each partnership read their summary aloud while the other student 
lists on the board all the “After the stress-deferring prefix(es)” words included in their 
summary as their partner reads them 
6. Give each set of partners using the 1) most words marked by a stress-deferring prefix and 
2) most words not used by any other set of partners some token prize, e.g., chocolate 
7. For each column of words on the board, ask students if they can think of any situation in 
which one or more of the words in that column will take the stress on its prefix. Circle these 
words. 
8. Have students discuss in small groups the columns/words where stress can move to the 
prefix versus columns/words where stress can’t move to the prefix in order to determine in 
what situation a word’s normal word stress pattern can be overridden. (When a speaker 
wants to emphasize the point of contrast between one word and another word, i.e. to mark 
discourse- or sentence-level contrast/contrastive stress.) 
9. Ask students to brainstorm examples where the point of contrast is a suffix rather than a 
prefix (e.g., “excited” vs. “exciting”), where the point of contrast is neither a prefix nor 
suffix (e.g., “a grapefruit” vs. “a greatfruit,” one of my L2-English-speaking roommates’ 
recent mishearings) and where the point of contrast is more than one syllable (e.g., “some 
chapstick,” not “some chopsticks”). (Students will likely find this a much harder task as 
such examples are relatively rare!) Then ask students to put these examples in contexts that 
cause one or more of the words’ normal word stress patterns be overridden. (They may find 
this difficult as often speakers assume these contrasts are so different phonetically that they 
opt to maintain standard word stress rather than applying contrast/contrastive stress to put 
additional emphasis on the particular point of contrast, assuming mere repetition will make 
the point of contrast clear). 
10. Ask students to brainstorm 1-2 example words for each column where the word includes 
both the prefix and “i + vowel/u + vowel”; “-ic”; “-ate/-ite”; or “final-‘y’” in order to 
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help them determing which is stronger – the stress-controlling suffixes studied earlier or 
stress-deferring prefixes? (The stress-controlling suffixes) 
11. Finally, for each word on the board in its base form, ask students if they can think of any 
suffixes that can sometimes added to the word, e.g. “achievement” from “achieve” and 
“continuous” from “continue.” Which of these suffixes change the word stress? (Most 
stress-controlling suffixes should be previously studied patterns.) Which don't? These are 
stress-repelling suffixes. They can't tell you where the word stress is, but they can tell you 
where the word stress is not — it's not on them (except perhaps in cases of 
contrast/contrastive stress). That is, words ending in “-ment” or “-ance” or “-er” are 
stressed on some other syllable than the “-ment” or “-ance” or “-er.”  
12. Review with students what they've learned about English word stress so far: 
 To be understood in English, I really need to get my word stress right! 
 The word stress of any word containing “i + vowel/u + vowel” or “-ic” basically always 
occurs one syllable before these stress-controlling suffixes 
 The word stress of any word containing “-ate/-ite”and any “long-words-ending-in-‘-y’” 
basically always occurs two syllables before the “-ate/-ite” or final “-y” 
 Many prefixes are stress-deferring, but in a “battle,” stress-controlling suffixes and/or 
contrast/contrastive (discourse-/sentence-level) stress always win 
 The most common prefixes overriding a word’s normal word stress pattern by 
contrast/contrastive stress are “re-“ and the negating prefixes like “un-,” “non-,” “dis,” 
etc. 
 If a word contains no stress-controlling suffix and no stress-deferring prefix (and the 
context doesn’t require contrast stress), the word is most likely stressed on its first 
syllable  
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Day #7: Stress Magnet Hot Seat 
(concentrating learners’ exposure to the primary stress-magnet suffixes) 
1. Create a column on the board for each of the following common stress-magnet (a.k.a. 
“autostressed” – Fudge, 1984) suffixes, noting one example word under each suffix: 
1) -et 
 buffet, bouquet, ballet, bouquet, gourmet, fillet, crochet, croquet 
2) -eer/-ier/-ere   
 -eer – engineer, pioneer, career, volunteer, auctioneer, mountaineer, 
puppeteer, commandeer, racketeer, profiteer 
 -ier – premier, cashier, frontier, chandelier, cavalier, Elsevier (= a scientific 
journal publisher) 
 -ere – sincere, austere, persevere, severe, interfere, adhere, revere, cohere 
(Note that the stress of these last six example words is also predictable by the 
“After the stress-deferring prefix(es)” word stress pattern)  
3) -ese 
 Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese, Portuguese, Lebanese, Burmese, Nepalese, 
Bhutanese, Sudanese, Congolese, Senegalese, Gabonese, Guyanese, 
Taiwanese, Cantonese, Shanghainese, Siamese, Javanese, obese, legalese, 
“computerese” 
4) -ine 
 Christine/Kristine, gasoline, machine, routine, marine, submarine, cuisine, 
vaccine, tangerine, chlorine, (divine), (caffeine), Pauline  
5) -ina 
 Christina/Kristina, Argentina, Burkina (Faso), (Bosnia-)Herzegovina, 
Latina, Filipina, Medina, (North/South) Carolina, Katrina (common English 
girls’ names), marina, ballerina 
6) -ino 
 Latino, Filipino, amino (acid), casino, albino 
7) -ite 
 elite, petite, despite, invite, unite, polite, recite, excite, incite, ignite 
8) -ita 
 Anita, Juanita, Lolita (Spanish girls’ names), Matsushita and Iwashita 
(Japanese surnames), margarita 
9) -ito 
 mosquito, burrito, incognito, Doritos (a corn chips brand name), Hirohito 
(Japanese emperor from 1926-1989), Benito (Mussolini) (Italian leader during 
World War II) 
10) -ique 
 technique, unique, critique, antique, physique, boutique, oblique, mystique, 
Mozambique, Clinique (a cosmetics brand) 
11) -oo 
 shampoo, tattoo, bamboo, kangaroo, taboo 
12) -oon 
 balloon, cartoon, raccoon, typhoon, monsoon, maroon, tycoon, afternoon 
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2. Use the list of stress-magnet suffixes and example words written on the board to demonstrate 
how stress-magnet suffixes can pull the word stress onto themselves – “engine” becomes 
“engineer,” “China” becomes “Chinese,” the masculine name “Christopher” has the feminine 
form “Christine/Christina,” “Latin” becomes “Latina/Latino,” and “technical” has a different 
word stress pattern than “technique.” (Note, however, that many words containing stress-
magnet suffixes do not have an obvious source word [particularly one having a different 
word stress pattern]. Nevertheless, stress-magnet suffixes do help predict the word stress for 
a wide range of words.) 
3. Have the students number off into teams (from 2-4 teams, depending on the number of 
students in the class) and put away all electronic devices out of reach in their bags 
4. Tell the students that for this activity, it’s totally okay if their brainstorming includes: 
1) names – e.g., the names of people, places, brands, etc. – in addition to regular, non-
name English words  
2) words that have been imported into English from other languages (including foreign 
names that are commonly recognized by English speakers, e.g., from the news) 
3) words whose stress pattern is predictable not only by today’s stress-magnet stress 
pattern but also by one of the other word stress patterns studied earlier 
Warn students that some of these suffixes can be associated with more than one word stress 
pattern. Therefore, before adding any word to their brainstorming record sheet, teammates 
should determine together whether the word really does match the stress-magnet suffix 
pattern or not. 
5. Hand out to each team a brainstorming record sheet to return to you later 
6. Set a timer for at least 10 minutes and have teams work together to brainstorm a minimum of 
at least 3 words per category in order to be allowed to participate in all categories’ rounds of 
the game. Remind team members to speak to their teammates quietly, so other teams don’t 
hear them! Recommend that after brainstorming at least three words per category that teams 
try to brainstorm as many words as possible for as many categories as possible since that will 
help them in the next part of the game. 
7. Inform students that you will collect each team’s brainstorming record sheet in 5 minutes, so 
each person should try to 1) memorize as many words as they can from each category and 2) 
make sure they can pronounce each word correctly, following its stress-magnet word stress 
pattern. 
8. After 5 minutes, collect each team’s brainstorming record sheet. Have students return to their 
original seats (so they’re again seated in numerical order based on their team as 1, 2, 3, etc.) 
9. To verify each team’s eligibility to participate in each round, begin the round by checking all 
teams’ brainstorming record sheets to ensure each team successfully identified at least 3 
words instantiating the word stress pattern associated with the current round’s stress-magnet 
suffix. (Because some of these suffixes are associated with a couple of stress patterns, some 
of the words students brainstormed may not match the target stress-magnet suffix word stress 
pattern. Make a list of any stress-magnet suffix exceptions on the side of the board in order to 
begin familiarizing students with these exceptions.) Have all students from all teams eligible 
to participate in the current round stand up. 
10. Randomly choose one stress-magnet suffix for students to brainstorm during the current 
round and circle that suffix on the board. When it’s their turn, each student must brainstorm 
within 10 seconds a unique word matching the current round’s stress-magnet suffix. Write on 
the board under its suffix each word that students brainstorm. Turns proceed based on 
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students’ order of seating (which should also match their numerical order based on team 
number as 1, 2, 3, etc.). If a student cannot brainstorm a unique word within 10 seconds when 
it is his or her turn, he/she must sit down. Once someone from all but one of the teams has sat 
down, the remaining team wins the round.  
11. Repeat steps 9-10 for all remaining stress-magnet suffixes listed on the board. 
12. Have students read aloud all words listed on the board (being sure to stress them in accord 
with their stress-magnet suffix!), so you can mark the stress on each word accordingly. 
13. Review with students what they've learned about English word stress so far: 
 To be understood in English, I really need to get my word stress right! 
 The word stress of any word containing “i + vowel/u + vowel” or “-ic” basically always 
occurs one syllable before these stress-controlling suffixes 
 The word stress of any word containing “-ate/-ite”and any “long-words-ending-in-‘-y’” 
basically always occurs two syllables before the “-ate/-ite” or final “-y” 
 Stress-magnet suffixes attract the stress to themselves and include: -et; -eer/-ier/-ere; -ese; 
-ine; -ina; -ino; -ite; -ita; -ito; -ique; -oo; -oon   
 Many prefixes are stress-deferring, but in a “battle,” stress-controlling suffixes and/or 
contrast/contrastive (discourse-/sentence-level) stress always win 
 The most common prefixes overriding a word’s normal word stress pattern by 
contrast/contrastive stress are “re-“ and the negating prefixes like “un-,” “non-,” “dis,” 
etc. 
 If a word contains no stress-controlling suffix – e.g., no stress-magnet suffixes – and no 
stress-deferring prefix (and the context doesn’t require contrast stress), the word is most 
likely stressed on its first syllable 
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Stress-Magnet Suffix Brainstorming Record Sheet   
-et       -eer/-ier/-ere                -ese     -ique  -oo         -oon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-ine      -ina       -ino       -ite  -ita          -ito 
2
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